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Globally, urban water utilities are challenged by increasingly severe droughts

and growing water demands. In the United States (US), these challenges are

compounded by increasing costs of new supply development and aging infras-

tructure that strain the budgets of local water utilities. Regional cooperation can

help utilities face these challenges by improving the efficiency of existing wa-

ter sources and exploiting economies of scale to reduce the capital cost of new

infrastructure investment. When implemented using state-aware rule systems

that trigger drought mitigation and infrastructure investment decisions, coop-

erative strategies have been shown to generate infrastructure investment and

management policies that maintain robust performance across a broad array of

future conditions. But regional cooperation also generates new challenges for

water supply planning. Effective strategies must equitably balance the poten-

tially divergent interests of regional partners, as regional conflict can destabi-

lize partnerships, exposing utilities to new risks. The presence of uncertainty

in water supply planning problems heightens these risks by masking sources of

potential inequity and instability. These challenges motivate the need for new

decision support frameworks to develop robust, equitable, cooperatively stable

infrastructure investment and management policies.

This dissertation presents new research that advances the development of



actionable regional water supply management strategies. The first study intro-

duces methodology for exploring robustness conflicts and measuring the im-

pact of implementation uncertainty on water cooperative water supply portfo-

lios. Applied to a system of four water utilities, this study shows that nego-

tiation strategies can discover regional policies that balance robustness across

a group of cooperating partners, but also finds that these policies are highly

vulnerable to implementation uncertainty. These results further illustrate how

delineating safe operating spaces allows utilities to avoid these vulnerabilities.

The second study looks more deeply into the multi-actor dynamics of coopera-

tive water supply planning by introducing Regional Defection Analysis, a new

methodology for analyzing the cooperative stability of regional supply part-

nerships and mapping the power relationships within these systems. Regional

Defection Analysis extends the existing DU Pathway Framework. Results from

a system of three water utilities highlight how seemingly robust infrastructure

investment policies may be vulnerable to cooperative instability, reveal power

dynamics between regional partners and suggest methods of reducing conflict

within cooperative agreements. The third study builds on Regional Defection

Analysis by contributing DU PathwayERAS , further developing the DU Path-

ways framework to explicitly focus on the development of equitable, robust,

adaptive and cooperatively stable infrastructure investment and management

pathways. When applied to a six-utility regional infrastructure investment

planning problem, DU PathwayERAS (1) reveals how a priori assumptions about

performance priorities can lead to unintended consequences for regional equity,

(2) illustrates how regional partners can utilize cooperative power to improve

regional robustness, and (3) highlights how system vulnerabilities evolves over

time.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Regionalization in water supply planning

Globally, climate change and growing water demands challenge urban water

managers who seek to maintain long-term water supply reliability (IPCC, 2022;

AghaKouchak et al., 2021; AWWA, 2018). In the United States (US), this chal-

lenge is compounded by aging water supply infrastructure, which requires over

$400 billion of investment by 2029 (ASCE, 2021; Congressional Research Service,

2022). While the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act of 2021 pledged $55

billion in federal funding to drinking water infrastructure (DeFazio, 2021), the

majority of expenses will fall on local utilities (AWWA, 2012; Smull et al., 2022).

Financial pressure on urban water utilities is heightened by significant uncer-

tainties within estimates of the local impacts of climate change, water demand

projections and financial conditions (WUCA, 2016; Bonzanigo et al., 2018). If

utilities under-invest or make investments too slowly, they risk water shortages

under challenging future scenarios (e.g., rapid demand growth). However, if

challenging futures do not manifest (e.g., demand grows slower than projected),

large capital investments may leave utilities with unsustainable levels of debt

burden (i.e., stranded assets, (Qureshi and Shah, 2014; Haasnoot et al., 2020)).

Financial pressures are increased by regulatory constraints and a limited num-

ber of suitable reservoir locations, which raise the cost of supply expansion in-

vestments (Lund, 2013; Perry and Praskievicz, 2017). These financial challenges

have led to increasing interest in ’regionalization’ strategies where urban wa-

ter utilities in close geographic proximity cooperate to improve the efficiency of
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current supply sources and future investments (Reedy and Mumm, 2012; Tran

et al., 2019; Riggs and Hughes, 2019). This dissertation contributes new methods

to advance the development of actionable and robust regionalization strategies.

1.1.1 Soft-path approaches to water managment

An increasingly popular type of regionalization is cooperative ”soft-path” ap-

proaches to drought crisis management (Gleick, 2003). These approaches center

on policy instruments such as water transfers (Israel and Lund, 1995; Kasprzyk

et al., 2009; Gorelick et al., 2018; Trindade et al., 2017) and coordinated demand

management (Kenney, 2014) to help water utilities manage existing sources

more efficiently, potentially delaying or eliminating the need for supply expan-

sion (Gleick, 2003; Brandes et al., 2009). However, without careful planning,

these strategies may increase financial risk (Hughes and Leurig, 2013a). Un-

planned costs from transfer purchases and revenue losses from water use re-

strictions can lead to budgetary shortfalls that threaten utilities’ financial sta-

bility (Lund, 1993; Baum and Characklis, 2020; Barr and Ash, 2015; Tiger et al.,

2014). Water rates - generally set to recover revenues - are not easy to change

on short notice, limiting utilities’ ability to cover unplanned expenses (AWWA,

2011; Tiger et al., 2014). Budgetary shortfalls may cause utilities to violate

debt covenants - elements of bond contracts that specify financial benchmarks

(Raftelis, 2005). Debt covenant violations can lead credit downgrades, which

increase the cost of future financing and driving up water rates for customers

(Leurig, 2010).

To facilitate financially viable soft-path strategies, a growing body of liter-
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ature has explored portfolio approaches that couple drought mitigation with

financial instruments (e.g., index insurance; Characklis et al. (2006); Mortazavi-

Naeini et al. (2014); Zeff et al. (2014); Lund (2015)). When carefully designed,

these portfolios have been shown to effectively balance supply reliability and

financial stability across broad ensembles of future scenarios (Zeff et al., 2014;

Herman et al., 2014; Trindade et al., 2017). However, utilities seeking to imple-

ment these policies face two challenges. First, they must find an acceptable com-

promise policy that balances performance across cooperating partners. Second,

successful implementation requires utilities to understand their operational tol-

erances to deviations from recommended actions (i.e., the implications of ”im-

perfect implementation”). To overcome these challenges, Chapter 3 presents

a new framework for identifying practical compromise soft-path policies and

quantifying tolerances to implementation uncertainties.

1.1.2 Cooperative and adaptive infrastructure planning

While soft-path water management portfolios can improve the efficiency of ex-

isting water sources, challenging future scenarios will require expansions in

supply capacity for many regions (Shafer and Fox, 2017). Under these condi-

tions, regionalization through co-investment in new infrastructure allows utili-

ties to take advantage of economies of scale, improving the efficiency of infras-

tructure investments (EPA, 2017; Riggs and Hughes, 2019; Silvestre et al., 2018).

Strategies that coordinate soft-path water supply portfolios with long-term in-

frastructure sequencing have been shown to further improve utilities’ ability

to balance supply reliability with financial stability (Cai et al., 2015; Mortazavi-

Naeini et al., 2014; Zeff et al., 2016; Trindade et al., 2019). In recent years, multi-
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objective optimization has emerged as a key tool for developing integrated in-

frastructure investment and management policies (Nicklow et al., 2010; Reed

et al., 2013; Maier et al., 2014). Multi-objective optimization allows stakeholders

to evaluate performance a posteriori so they can apply preferences to an explicit

representation of their trade-offs between supply reliability and financial stabil-

ity Reed et al. (2013).

The development of successful regional infrastructure investment and man-

agement policies is complicated by conditions of deep uncertainty (Stakhiv,

2011; Bonzanigo et al., 2018). In water supply planning contexts, deep uncer-

tainty refers to conditions when decision-makers do not know, or cannot agree

upon, the distributions of relevant uncertainties, the system and its bound-

aries and/or important performance outcomes (Lempert, 2002; Kwakkel et al.,

2016b). In recent years, exploratory modeling-centered frameworks (Bankes,

1993; Moallemi et al., 2020a) have emerged as a key tool for decision support

under deep uncertainty (for recent reviews, see Dittrich et al. (2016); Kwakkel

and Haasnoot (2019); Marchau et al. (2019); Moallemi et al. (2020b)). Exploratory

modeling approaches use computational experiments to systematically explore

large ensembles of plausible future conditions without assigning probabilities

to future scenarios (Moallemi et al., 2020a). Exploratory modeling facilitates

bottom-up decision support processes, where planners shift focus from search-

ing for alternatives that maintain optimal performance across a probabilistic set

of future scenarios, to discovering candidate alternatives that maintain robust

performance across broad sets of future scenarios, and exploring how uncer-

tainties contribute to system vulnerability. Bottom-up frameworks such as Info-

gap (Ben-Haim, 2006), Decision Scaling (Brown et al., 2012), Robust Decision

Making (Lempert et al., 2006), and Many-Objective Robust Decision Making
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(MORDM (Kasprzyk et al., 2013)) have been widely applied to water supply

planning problems (e.g., (Housh and Aharon, 2021; Zhang et al., 2021; Miro

et al., 2021; Veena et al., 2021).

A key consideration for bottom-up decision support frameworks is whether

policies take an adaptive or static approach to achieving robust performance

across deeply uncertain future conditions. Static approaches that commit to a

pre-defined set of actions may inadvertently increase vulnerability to unantic-

ipated future scenarios (Anderies, 2015). In contrast, frameworks that employ

state-aware adaptive policies embrace contextually tailored changes to actions

over time by triggering actions using state information (Walker et al., 2013;

Haasnoot et al., 2013). For example, Real Options Analysis (ROA) focuses on

the development of near term infrastructure investments that have options to

be altered or expanded in response to changing future conditions (Cox et al.,

1979; De Neufville and Scholtes, 2011). ROA has been widely applied in wa-

ter supply planning (Ray et al., 2012; Zhang and Babovic, 2012; Jeuland and

Whittington, 2014; Fletcher et al., 2017; Erfani et al., 2018). Yet despite its wide

application, ROA is limited in its ability to capture the diverse interests of mul-

tiple stakeholders because it relies on expected value of options across a limited

set of future conditions (Dittrich et al., 2016; Kwakkel, 2020).

Another adaptive decision support framework is Dynamic Adaptive Policy

Pathways (DAPP, (Haasnoot et al., 2013)). Using DAPP, policy makers develop

a suite of candidate adaptive actions, and identify adaptation tipping points

(Kwadijk et al., 2010) - signposts that alert decision makers when adaptive ac-

tions need to be taken (Kwakkel et al., 2015). A core element of DAPP is the

evaluation of path-dependency and avoidance of decision “lock-ins” (Haasnoot
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et al., 2020). Path-dependency refers to situations when decision-makers have

limited flexibility to adapt to unforeseen circumstances (Haasnoot et al., 2020)

and lock-ins occur when switching to an alternative is expensive or degrades

system performance (Walker et al., 2013). DAPP seeks to avoid path dependent

lock-ins by using exploratory modeling to generate candidate adaptive options

and develop a monitoring system that anticipates vulnerabilities and triggers

adaptive actions.

DU Pathways (Trindade et al., 2019) builds on DAPP by triggering adap-

tive actions using a risk based rule system. Rather than prespecifying deci-

sion points when adaptive actions may be triggered, these rule systems au-

tonomously adapt to changing conditions using state information. DU Path-

ways has been shown to generate cooperative infrastructure investment and

management pathway policies that maintain robustness across a wide range

of deeply uncertain future conditions (Trindade et al., 2019, 2020). However,

the multi-actor contexts of these pathway policies creates challenges for imple-

mentation. Regional policies must not only be robust, but also cooperatively

stable, meaning they represent practical compromises that all actors are willing

to accept (Dinar and Howitt, 1997; Read et al., 2014). Power dynamics between

regional actors (Avelino, 2021) play an important role in understanding the co-

operative stability of a coordinated multi-actor regional pathway policy. In the

context of regional water supply planning, power is defined as ”the (in)capacity

of actors to mobilize means to achieve ends” (Avelino, 2021). Avelino and Rot-

mans (2011), introduce a typology that can aid regional decision makers in map-

ping and understanding regional power dynamics. Power relationships in the

system can be characterized as power to - each actor’s ability to create or resist

change, power over - when actor A has the ability to influence the actions or per-
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formance of actor B, and power with - when actors can collaborate to create or

resist change (Avelino and Rotmans, 2011). Using these concepts, Chapter 4 of

this thesis extends DU Pathways by contributing a regional defection analysis, a

new methodology for measuring cooperative stability and mapping power rela-

tionships within cooperative water supply infrastructure investment and man-

agement policies.

In addition to generating robust and cooperatively stable pathway policies,

DU Pathways also seeks equitable policies that justly distribute benefits across

regional partners. But operationalizing equity raises additional challenges. Re-

gionally aggregated measures of robustness that appear to indicate high perfor-

mance for a regional system may fail to capture the vulnerabilities of individual

actors (De Souza et al., 2011; Hamilton et al., 2022). Reliance on direct mea-

sures of equity such as the Gini index or the coefficient of variation (e.g., Wang

et al. (2012)) may also have unintended consequences because options that are

selected to minimize the variability in system-wide performance can penalize

the most vulnerable regional partners (Ciullo et al., 2020). Measures such as

the Rawls’ difference principle - which seeks to improve the performance of the

most vulnerable actor - have been demonstrated to balance performance in chal-

lenging cooperative water resources contexts (Zeff et al., 2014; Jafino et al., 2020).

However, identifying the ”most vulnerable” partner depends how performance

is measured, and may be difficult to assess a priori (Fletcher et al., 2022). These

challenges motivated the development of a new more holistic framework for

identifying and evaluating regional compromise water supply pathway poli-

cies to facilitate the identification of equitable performance outcomes. This new

framework is introduced as part of the broader DU PathwaysERAS framework in

Chapter 5.
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Beyond considerations of equity and cooperative stability, the successful

implementation of regional infrastructure investment and management poli-

cies requires innovations in vulnerability assessment and pathways diagnostics.

Bottom-up decision making frameworks frequently employ scenario discovery

(Groves and Lempert, 2007; Bryant and Lempert, 2010; Jafino and Kwakkel,

2021) to reveal how deep uncertainties generate vulnerability for candidate

policies. Scenario discovery is commonly performed by applying stakeholder-

defined performance criteria and using machine learning tools to delineate re-

gions of the uncertainty space where policies violate those criteria Kwakkel and

Jaxa-Rozen (2016). In water supply systems, supply vulnerability is a function

of each utility’s capacity-to-demand ratio (Loucks and Van Beek, 2017), which

is fundamentally altered by new infrastructure investments. Likewise, finan-

cial vulnerability is dependent on utilities’ overall debt burden (AWWA, 2011),

which also changes with new investments. In this context, time-aggregated

measures of regional performance can mischaracterize regional and individual

vulnerabilities to deep uncertainty. In response to this challenge, Chapter 5 con-

tributes a new time-evolving implementation of scenario discovery.

1.2 Scope and organization

1.2.1 Chapter 2 - Methodological Components

Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the important methodological compo-

nents used in Chapters 3-5 of this dissertation. These methods include Multi-

objective optimization and reinforcement learning to identify adaptive water
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supply infrastructure investment and management pathways. The goal of these

methods is to discover cooperative water supply planning and management

policies that balance stakeholder interests across conflicting objectives, and that

are capable of state-aware adaptivity to maintain robust performance across

deeply uncertain future states of the world.

1.2.2 Chapter 3 - Identifying Actionable Compromise: Navi-

gating Multi-City Robustness Conflicts to Discover Coop-

erative Safe Operating Spaces for RegionalWater Supply

Portfolios

Chapter 3 introduces a new methodology for navigating robustness conflicts

and exploring implementation tolerances within cooperative water supply port-

folios. Robustness conflicts stem from asymmetries in risk exposure or supply

capacity between cooperating partners and challenge the selection of practical

water supply policies (Herman et al., 2015; Trindade et al., 2019). The method-

ology presented in Chapter 3 utilizes a fallback bargaining strategy Brams and

Kilgour (2001), derived from game theory, to discover policies that minimize

robustness conflicts between cooperating partners. Chapter 3 also contributes

the Implementation Tolerances Analysis, an new exploratory tool that facilitates

the implementation of cooperative water supply policies. Implementation Tol-

erances Analysis explores the impact of implementation uncertainty on regional

and individual performance criteria. Using the results of this analysis, regional

utilities can delineate safe operating spaces that specify operational tolerances
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to ensure the performance of compromise policies for all regional partners.

This methodology is demonstrated in the Research Triangle of North Car-

olina, where four utilities seek cooperative drought crisis management policies.

Results show that while fallback bargaining can discover solutions that mini-

mize robustness conflicts, these solutions are highly vulnerable to implemen-

tation uncertainty. Further, modest deviations from the prescribed policy can

amplify robustness conflicts, destabilizing otherwise robust regional water sup-

ply portfolios. However, results also show that if utilities can implement poli-

cies within the operational tolerances specified by safe operated spaces, they

can maintain robust regional performance. Insights from this work have gen-

eral merit for regions exploring cooperative water supply portfolios worldwide.

Chapter 3 is drawn from Gold et al. (2019), published in Water Resources Research.

1.2.3 Chapter 4 - Power and Pathways: Exploring Robustness,

Cooperative Stability, and Power Relationships in Re-

gional Infrastructure Investment and Water Supply Man-

agement Portfolio Pathways

Chapter 4 extends the existing DU Pathways framework (Trindade et al., 2019)

by contributing Regional Defection Analysis, a new methodology for evaluat-

ing cooperative stability and power relationships in regional infrastructure in-

vestment and management pathway policies. Regional Defection Analysis is an

exploratory modeling approach that uses multi-objective optimization to dis-

cover if cooperating partners have incentives to defect from a regional water
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supply partnership, and identify the consequences of defection on cooperat-

ing partners. Regional Defection Analysis uses this information to map power

relationships between regional actors, revealing potential sources of regional

conflict and informing new conflict mitigation strategies.

The extended DU Pathways Framework is demonstrated in the Sedento Val-

ley test case, a highly challenging cooperative regional water supply system

where three water utilities seek cooperative infrastructure investment and man-

agement policies. Results reveal that seemingly stable regional compromise in-

vestment pathway policies are vulnerable to defections from cooperating part-

ners, though the consequences of defection are asymmetric and influence the

power relationships across partner utilities. These results are used to explicitly

map power relationships between regional actors, highlighting potential strate-

gies to improve regional cooperation. Chapter 4 is drawn from Gold et al. (2022),

published in Earth’s Future.

1.2.4 Chapter 5 - DU PathwaysERAS : Cooperative Investments

that are Equitable, Robust, Adaptive and cooperatively

Stable

Chapter 5 builds on Chapter 4 by contributing DU PathwaysERAS , an extension

of the DU Pathways framework (Trindade et al., 2019) specifically developed to

identify cooperative policies that are equitable, robust, adaptive and coopera-

tively stable. The DU PathwaysERAS framework includes 1) a new formalized

process for exploring trade-offs between regional actors and identifying equi-
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table compromise policies, 2) an integration of the Regional Defection Analysis

contributed in Chapter 4 to evaluate cooperative stability and map power rela-

tionships between regional partners, 3) a new Infrastructure Disruption Anal-

ysis that measures the sensitivity and dependencies of regional policies to can-

didate infrastructure investments and 4) a new pathway-focused time-evolving

implementation of scenario discovery (Groves and Lempert, 2007; Bryant and

Lempert, 2010) to determine how multi-actor vulnerabilities evolve over time.

DU PathwaysERAS is demonstrated on an expanded six utility test case in the

Research Triangle region of North Carolina. Results show that (1) a priori as-

sumptions about performance priorities can lead to unintended consequences

and inequities between regional partners, (2) cooperative infrastructure invest-

ment can improve the robustness of individual utilities and (3) regional and in-

dividual vulnerabilities evolve over time in complex ways that emerge subject

to the actions as well as multi-actor dependencies inherent to a given negotiated

compromise regional investment pathway policy.

1.2.5 Chapter 6 - Contributions and Future Work

Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this dissertation to the field of water

resources systems planning and management. It also provides recommenda-

tions for future work that could build off of this dissertation. This work includes

the development of improved dynamic measures of system risk to trigger adap-

tive infrastructure pathways, measures of stranded assets and new methods of

visual diagnostics for better understanding adaptive water supply investment

and management pathways.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS

2.1 Multi-Objective Evolutionary Optimization

The development of regional water supply planning policies that balance sup-

ply reliability with long-term financial stability is a highly challenging multi-

objective optimization problem (Haimes and Hall, 1977; Maass et al., 1969). The

combination of short-term drought mitigation actions and discrete infrastruc-

ture investment options makes performance objectives discontinuous and non-

convex functions of policy variables. Moreover, deep uncertainties introduce

strong non-linearities to the system. In recent years, multi-objective evolution-

ary algorithms (MOEAs) have emerged as a key tool for solving water resources

systems problems because of their ability to handle problems with these chal-

lenging attributes (Nicklow et al., 2010; Reed et al., 2013; Maier et al., 2014).

MOEAs are global population-based search algorithms that emulate processes

of natural selection to discover optimal trade-offs to multi-objective problems

(Coello et al., 2007). Unlike single objective optimization algorithms, MOEAs

do not seek a single optimal solution, but a set of ”Pareto optimal” solutions

representing optimal trade-offs between performance objectives (Pareto, 1896).

Within the Pareto optimal set, performance in one objective can only be im-

proved by degrading performance in one or more other objectives. In practice, it

is computationally intractable to enumerate all possible solutions to non-trivial

problems, so solutions found by MOEAs are referred to as the ”Pareto approx-

imate” set (i.e. the best known approximation of the Pareto optimal set) (Reed

et al., 2013). To discover the Pareto approximate set, MOEAs use an iterative
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search process that employs probabilistic operators to perform mutation, mat-

ing, selection and archiving to evolve a population of candidate solutions. This

thesis uses the Borg MOEA Hadka and Reed (2012) and its parallel extensions,

Master-work Borg Hadka et al. (2013), and Multi-master Borg (Hadka and Reed,

2015), to discover regional infrastructure investment and management policies.

The Borg MOEA was chosen for this work because it has been demonstrated to

meet or exceed the performance of other state-of-the-art algorithms on a broad

suite of water resources applications (Reed et al., 2013; Gupta et al., 2020). Sec-

tion 2.1.1 details the basic structure of the Borg MOEA and sections 2.1.2 and

2.1.3 describe its parallel extensions.

2.1.1 The Borg MOEA

The Borg MOEA is a steady-state, elitist multiobjective evolutionary algorithm

built for solving challenging multimodal, multi-objective optmization problems

(Hadka and Reed, 2012). The Borg MOEA contains a number of features that

help it discover solutions to challenging many-objective optimization problems

including: auto-adaptive multioperator recombination, ϵ-dominance archiving,

stagnation detection using ϵ-progress and randomized restarts. Borg generates

new candidate solutions using recombination operators, which either recom-

bine two or more existing solutions to traverse through the decision space or

mutate existing solutions to promote diversity. To generate a new offspring,

Borg selects from one of the six recombination operators, illustrated in Figure

2.1. The Borg MOEA autonomously adapts its search strategy to individual

problems by selecting operators in proportion to their success rate in finding

non-dominated solutions. Operators within the algorithm include: simulated
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binary crossover (SBX; Deb et al. (1995)), differential evolution (DE; Storn and

Price (1997)), uniform mutation (UM), parent-centric crossover (PCX; Deb et al.

(2002a)), unimodal normal distribution crossover (UNDX; Kita et al. (1999)) and

simplex crossover (SPX; Tsutsui et al. (1999)). Additionally, offspring produced

by SBX, DE, PCX, UNDX and SPX are mutated using polynomial mutation (PM;

Deb et al. (1995)). The combination of operators provides the algorithm with a

diverse set of search strategies. For example, Figure 2.1 illustrates how the SBX,

UM and PM operators generate offspring along a single axis, which degrades

their efficiency on problems with non-separable decision variables (Hadka and

Reed, 2012). The DE, PCX, SPC and UNDX are rotationally invariant, and will

likely perform better on rotated, epistatic problems (problems with highly cor-

related decision variables) (Iorio and Li, 2006).

Figure 2.1: The six operators employed by the Borg MOEA, shown for a prob-
lem with two decision variables. The two decision variables are shown on the
vertical and horizontal axis, ”parent” solutions are represented by the large cir-
cles, while ”offspring” solutions generated by the operators are represented by
the smaller circles (Figure source: Hadka and Reed (2012))
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The Borg MOEA stores two sets of non-dominated solutions, the population

and the archive. At any given time during search, the population contains a

set of non-dominated solutions discovered by the MOEA. New offspring are

admitted into the population if they are found to point dominate one or existing

population members (meaning they perform better in every objective than at

least one other solution). When new offspring enter the population, they replace

one dominated member selected at random.

A key feature of the Borg MOEA is ϵ-box dominance archiving (Laumanns

et al., 2002), which allows the algorithm to avoid dominance resistance. The al-

gorithm uses ϵ-dominance (also known as ”block dominance”, and illustrated in

Figure 2.2) to admit solutions to the archive. ϵ-dominance evaluates dominance

using ”ϵ-boxes”, multi-dimensional boxes created using user specified levels of

precision, ϵ in dimension of the objective space (Hadka and Reed, 2012). If a so-

lution resides in a box that is dominated by another box that contains a solution,

it is dominated. Each box is only permitted to contain one solution - if multiple

solutions reside in the same ϵ-box, only the point closest to the ideal point is

stored in the non-dominated set. ϵ dominance archiving reduces the number

of solutions stored in Borg’s archive providing three benefits - 1) improved the

search speed compared to traditional point dominance-based approaches, 2) a

mathematical proof of convergence and 3) a guarantee of diverse representation

of performance trade-offs (Laumanns et al., 2002).

A prominent failure mode for MOEAs is preconvergence to local optima,

which results in search stagnation (Hadka and Reed, 2012). To avoid search

stagnation, the Borg MOEA uses a measure of search progression called ϵ-

progress. ϵ-progress measures the frequency that at least one solution improves
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upon existing solutions by at least one ϵ. If stagnation is detected, the algorithm

triggers a restart mechanism which repopulates the population using solutions

from the archive, resizes the population to be in proportion to the archive size

and adjusts the method of tournament selection used to choose solutions from

the population for generating new offspring.

Figure 2.2: An illustration of epsilon dominance. Point A lies in an ϵ-box that is
block dominated by the box containing point B. Point C is not included in the
non-dominated set because it resides in the same box as point D, which is closer
to the ideal point. Points B, D and E are non-dominated (Figure adapted from:
Kasprzyk (2013))

Figure 2.3 shows a flow chart of the main loop of the Borg MOEA. To begin

the search process, the algorithm generates a random initial population of can-

didate solutions (regional infrastructure investment and management policies

in this thesis). To generate new candidate solutions, the algorithm first selects

a recombination operator using the adaptive multi-operator selection process

detailed above, then selects k ”parent” solutions - 1 parent is selected uniformly

at random from the archive, and k-1 parents are selected from the population

using tournament selection. Borg sends the resulting offspring solution to the

water resources system model for evaluation, then assesses it for inclusion into

the population and archive. If the offspring dominates one or more members of

the population, it randomly replaces one of the dominated members. If the off-

spring is dominated by one or more members of the population, it is not added
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to the population. Inclusion into the archive is determined using ϵ-dominance

described above. After a prespecified number of iterations through the main

loop, the algorithm checks ϵ-progress and the population-to-archive ratio. If

these values trigger a restart, the main stops and the restart procedure occurs.

The main loop begins again once the restart procedure has completed.

Population Archive

Recombination

SBX+PM

DE+PM

UM

PCX+PM

SPX+PM

UNDX+PM

Evaluation

(1)

(K-1)

Figure 2.3: The Borg MOEA main loop (adapted from Hadka and Reed (2012))

Parallel implementations of the Borg MOEA

Hadka and Reed (2012) showed that the quality of search performed with the

Borg MOEA is strongly dependent on the number of function evaluations (NFE)
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performed during search. Efficient parallelization, which in addition to allow-

ing users to run the algorithm faster and increasing the size and scope of ex-

periments, can improve the quality of the final Pareto-approximate set. Paral-

lelization implementations of the algorithm can also improve the algorithm’s

search dynamics, improving both the reliability and efficiency of the search pro-

cess (Hadka and Reed, 2015; Salazar et al., 2017). There are two extensions of

the Borg MOEA designed to efficiently scale the algorithm on HPC resources,

the Master-Worker Borg (MW Borg; Hadka et al. (2013)) and the Multi-master

Borg (MM Borg; Hadka and Reed (2015)). MW Borg utilizes a master-worker

paradigm of parallization (Grefenstette, 1981), illustrated in Figure 2.4. In a sys-

tem of P processors, MW Borg designates one processor as the ”master” and

P − 1 processors as ”workers”. The master processor runs the serial version of

the MOEA and maintains the population and ϵ-dominance archive. Instead of

evaluating each solution, the master processor sends the decision variables to an

available worker, which evaluates the solution and returns the resulting objec-

tive vector to the master processor. The Borg MOEA is a steady-state evolution-

ary algorithm, meaning that as soon as an offspring is evaluated by a worker

and returned to the master, the next offspring is immediately sent to the worker

(Hadka and Reed, 2015). In contrast, generation evolutionary algorithms, such

as the widely applied NSGA-II algorithm Deb et al. (2002b), have to wait for a

group of solutions that constitute a generation to be returned before evaluating

the next group of solutions, decreasing the efficiency of parallel search.

The MM implementation of the Borg MOEA, illustrated in Figure 2.5, is a

hierarchical parallelization scheme that builds on the MW implementation by

utilizing parallel processing to improve the algorithm’s search dynamics Hadka

and Reed (2015). MM Borg employs an ”island model” for evolving solutions,
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Figure 2.4: Master-worker Borg - one processor is designated as the ”master”,
which runs the algorithm, and all other processors are designated as ”workers”
which evaluate solutions in parallel (adapted from Hadka and Reed (2015))

exploiting the concept that two independent sets of populations may evolve

very different survival strategies Cantu-Paz and Goldberg (2000). MM Borg

generates multiple versions of MW Borg (”islands”) which are simultaneously

run in parallel. The algorithm designates one processor as the ”controller”, and

a user-specified number of other processors as masters. Each master is assigned

an equal number of worker processors. The controller maintains a global ep-

silon dominance archive and set of operator probabilities. Each master main-

tains its own epsilon dominance archive and operator probabilities and regu-

larly sends the controller updates on its progress. If a master processor detects

search stagnation that it is unable to overcome with automated restarts, it re-

quests guidance from the controller node, which provides the struggling mas-

ter with the global ϵ-dominance archive and operator probabilities. MM Borg

also improves the sampling of the initial population. To generate the initial
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population, the controller node generates a Latin Hypercube sample of decision

variables, and distributes these solutions to the masters uniformly at random.

This sampling strategy ensures that the algorithm starts with a well-distributed

set of initial solutions, which can help avoid preconvergence Hadka and Reed

(2015).

Figure 2.5: Multi-master Borg - one processor is designated as the ”controller”
which maintains a global ϵ-dominance archive and set of operator probabilities.
The controller communicates with multiple master processors, which each run
a parallel instance of MW Borg. When a master detects search stagnation, it
requests help from the controller, which injects it with the global ϵ-dominance
archive and operator probabilities (adapted from Hadka and Reed (2015))
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2.2 Adaptive Infrastructure Investment and Management Path-

ways

This thesis builds off the DU Pathways framework (Trindade et al., 2019) to de-

velop adaptive regional infrastructure investment and management policies. A

core element of DU Pathways is the use of state-aware rule systems to trigger

both short-term drought mitigation actions and long-term infrastructure invest-

ments actions. These rule systems can be viewed as a form of model-free policy

approximation (Bertsekas, 2012; Powell, 2019), a reinforcement learning strategy

that directly uses state observations to trigger actions. Section 2.2.1 presents a

brief overview of optimal control and reinforcement learning, and Section 2.2.2

provides details on how DU Pathways uses state-aware Risk-Of-Failure rules to

develop infrastructure investment and management pathway policies.

2.2.1 Optimal Control and Reinforcement learning

Dynamic planning problems seek to discover sequences of actions that respond

to state-information over time, a task that fundamentally aligns with optimal

control problems (Herman et al., 2020). Optimal control is the branch of math-

ematical optimization that deals with identifying an agent to manipulate state

variables for systems that evolve dynamically over time (Lewis et al., 2012; Bert-

sekas, 2012). Following the notation of (Herman et al., 2020), a control problem

can be described as the search for a policy, π, that minimizes the expected sum

of costs over a finite planning horizon, H:
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min
π
Ee1,...,eH+1

H−1∑
t=0

Jt(xt, at, et + 1) + JH+1(xH+1)

 (2.1)

Subject to: xt+1 = ft(xt, at, et+1), at = π(τt)

Where at is the actions at time t, drawn from the set of all possible actions

at ∈ A. xt is the vector of system states that describe the system at time

t. et is the stochastic forcing to the system at time t. τt is the system trajec-

tory, the set of state action and forcing variables over the history of the sys-

tem τt = (x0, .., xt, a0, ..., at−1, e1, ..., et). Importantly, the expected value opera-

tor can be substituted with a different statistical operator (such as the median,

or minimum), and the problem can be extended to multiple objectives, where

J = (J1, J2, ..., J3).

Optimal control policies can either be generated using open loop strategies,

which determine all decisions based on the initial state of the model (illustrated

Figure 2.6a), or closed loop strategies, that use information from the system

state to inform future decisions (illustrated Figure 2.6b; Bertsekas (2012)). Open

loop strategies, such as dynamic programming and its extensions (Yakowitz,

1982; Ross, 2014), are widely popular in water resources applications because

they are simple to formulate and can be solved with a wide variety of optimiza-

tion methods, including linear or nonlinear programming, heuristic methods or,

in limited cases, full enumeration (Loucks and Van Beek, 2017). However, dy-

namic programming, the most popular and widely used control optimization

approach in water resources, suffers from inherent limitations (or ”curses”) -

the curse of dimensionality, the curse of modeling and the curse of multiple ob-

jectives - that limit its value in complex real-world applications (Giuliani et al.,

2021).
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observations

Figure 2.6: Schechmatic of (a) open-loop control and (b) closed loop control
policies (adapted from Giuliani et al. (2021))

The curse of dimensionality means that the computational cost of dynamic

programming grows exponentially with the dimensions of the state vector,

severely limiting the amount of information that can be used to inform future

decisions (Bellman, 1966). The curse of modeling describes how the sequen-

tial decision-making process used by dynamic programming requires explicit

modeling that fully predicts one-step-ahead model transitions to estimate the

value function (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1996). As a consequence, exogenous

information that is observed but not affected by decisions (e.g., observations

of reservoir inflows) cannot be explicitly considered in conditioning decisions

unless a dynamic model is identified for each additional variable, which exac-

erbates the curse of dimensionality Giuliani et al. (2016). The curse of multiple

objectives (Powell, 2007) refers to the difficulty of producing accurate approx-

imations of the Pareto-optimal set of solutions. Most dynamic programming

family methods utilize single-objective optimization algorithms, which require
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scalarization functions to aggregate all relevant performance measures into a

single-objective problem (Chankong and Haimes, 2008). The single-objective

optimization can be repeated using different scalarization values (e.g., different

weights on each objective) to approximate the Pareto-optimal set (Soncini-Sessa

et al., 2007). However, when the number of objectives grows to three or more,

this process becomes very computationally demanding (Fleming et al., 2005).

Moreover, the accuracy of the Pareto front approximation can degrade given

non-linear relationships between the scalarization values and associated objec-

tive values Giuliani et al. (2016).

The DU Pathways framework (Trindade et al., 2019) advanced in this the-

sis avoids the curses of dynamic programming by abstracting water supply in-

frastructure investment and management decisions using model-free policy ap-

proximation, a subset of reinforcement learning approaches termed ”model-free

approximation methods” (Powell, 2019). Model-free approximation methods

are closed-loop strategies that learn directly from observations of previous sys-

tem states, It, rather than inferences about the system structure (Powell, 2019).

In model-free policy approximation, policies assume a specific structure defined

by a set of parameters, θ, and actions at time t are defined as: at = π(It, θ). Fol-

lowing the notation of (Herman et al., 2020), the policy search problem thus

becomes:

min
θ
Ee1,...,eH+1

H−1∑
t=0

Jt(xt, π(It, θ), et+1) + JH+1(xH+1)

 (2.2)

Subject to: xt+1 = ft(xt, π(τt, θ), et+1)

Like in Equation 2.1, the expectation operator can be substituted for another sta-

tistical operator, and the formulation can be extended to multiple performance

objectives.
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Model-free policy approximation does not require the variable domain to

be discretized, overcoming the curse of dimensionality (Giuliani et al., 2016).

Moreover, the optimization problem in Equation 2.2 can be combined with any

simulation model and does not place constraints on modeled information, over-

coming the curse of modeling and allowing decisions to be conditioned using

exogenous information (Hou and Wang, 2013). Coupling Equation 2.2. with

a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm (such as the Borg MOEA described in

Chapter 2.2.1) increases the number and complexity of objectives that can be

optimized and can generate an approximation of the Pareto-optimal set of solu-

tions in a single run, overcoming the curse of multiple objectives (Giuliani et al.,

2021).

2.2.2 Risk-of-failure based pathway policies

DU Pathways parameterizes policies using a risk-of-failure (ROF) based rule

system that generate adaptive infrastructure investment and management path-

ways (Zeff et al., 2016; Trindade et al., 2019). ROFs represent a dynamic and con-

stantly updated measure of a utility’s evolving capacity to meet demand (i.e.,

information about the system state, corresponding to It in equation 2.2) (Palmer

and Characklis, 2009; Caldwell and Characklis, 2014). A pathway policy speci-

fies a set of ROF thresholds for both short-term drought mitigation actions (such

as treated transfers and water use restrictions) and long-term infrastructure in-

vestments. Actions are triggered when a utility’s ROF crosses these thresholds.

A fully specified infrastructure investment and management policy is defined

as the set of all regional ROF triggers, other financial policy variables (i.e., re-

serve fund contributions) and infrastructure construction order.
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The ROF state for utility j at week w, xw
ro f , j and defined as:

xw
ro f , j =

1
Nh

∑
y∈HNI

f w
y,i (2.3)

Where HNI is the set of years in the historical record and,

f w
y =


0, ∀w′ ∈ {(y,w), ..., (y,w + 51)} : xy,w′

C j
≤ S c

1, otherwise
(2.4)

xy,w′

s′, j = f (C j,UDw
j ,NIw′

j , E
w′
j , S Pw′

j ,R
w′
j |Ψ) (2.5)

where w′ denotes a week in of Nh simulations (for short term actions, each simu-

lation is 52 weeks long, for long-term actions, each simulation is 78 weeks long)

, C j represents the combined reservoir storage for utility j and S c represents a

critical storage level. xy,w′

s′, j is the storage state calculated in the year-long simu-

lation that assumes the occurrence of year y of HNI following week w. UD j is a

the unrestricted demand utility j, NI j are the natural inflows drawn from HNI

in each of utility j′s reservoirs, E j are the evapotranspiration volumes drawn

from HNI in each reservoir, S P j are the spillage of each reservoir, R j are the en-

vironmental releases of each reservoir and Ψ is a vector of the deeply uncertain

factors.

To train and evaluate adaptive pathway policies that maintain robust perfor-

mance across deeply uncertain future scenarios, DU Pathways uses a two step

approach. First, a multi-objective evolutionary search is conducted across an ap-

proximate sampling of deeply uncertain factors using a search technique called
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DU (Trindade et al., 2017). DU optimization’s computationally efficient sam-

pling scheme exposes the ROF-based rule systems to a wide range of plausible

future conditions and rewards policies that adapt most efficiently. Figure 2.7a

shows a flowchart of Deep Uncertain Optimization . During DU optimization,

candidate policies are evaluated using a model of the water resources system,

and an MOEA is used to search Pareto approximate pathway policies. The DU

optimization process begins with the MOEA generating a random population of

candidate pathway policies (π in Figure 2.7a). Each candidate pathway policy

is evaluated across across an ensemble that pairs deeply uncertain system in-

puts (such as demand growth rates, or infrastructure permitting periods) with

well-characterized natural inflows to reservoirs (illustrated in Figure 2.7c). Per-

formance is aggregated across this ensemble to generate a vector of performance

metrics (J(π) = (J1, ..., Jq) of q performance objectives. These objectives are re-

turned to the MOEA, which evaluates Pareto-dominance and uses recombina-

tion operators to generate new candidate policies for evaluation (as described in

Section 2.1). The process ends when a specified number of function evaluations

has been completed by the MOEA.

After DU optimization has been completed, the Pareto-approximate set of

policies discovered through DU optimization is stress-tested across a broader

and more computationally demanding ensemble of deeply uncertain states off

the world, in a process known as DU re-evaluation (Figure 2.7b). During DU re-

evaluation, each sample of deeply uncertain factors is paired with an ensemble

of well-characterized inflow generating three orders of magnitude more sam-

ples than the approximate sampling strategy used for DU optimization (illus-

trated in Figure 2.7d; the exact size of this sample will vary depending on the

problem context). The highly challenging ensemble of deep uncertainties used
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Figure 2.7: (a) A flowchart of DU optimization used to train adaptive rule sys-
tems in the DU Pathways framework (b) A flowchart of DU re-evaluation used
to stress-test Pareto-approximate pathway policies (c) the approximate sam-
pling scheme used during DU optimization (d) the broader and more computa-
tionally demanding Full DU sampling scheme used during DU re-evaluation

during DU re-evaluation tests how the rules systems respond to a broad array

of future conditions, allowing decision makers to measure their robustness and

providing data for bottom-up vulnerability analysis.
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CHAPTER 3

IDENTIFYING ACTIONABLE COMPROMISES: NAVIGATING

MULTI-CITY ROBUSTNESS CONFLICTS TO DISCOVER COOPERATIVE

SAFE OPERATING SPACES FOR REGIONAL WATER SUPPLY

PORTFOLIOS

This chapter was drawn from the following peer-reviewed Journal article:

Gold, D. F., Reed, P. M., Trindade, B. C., and Characklis, G. W. (2019). Identifying

actionable compromises: Navigating multi-city robustness conflicts to discover cooper-

ative safe operating spaces for regional water supply portfolios. Water Resources Re-

search, 55. https://doi.org/10.1029/2019WR025462

Funding for this work was provided by the National Institute of Food and Agriculture,

U.S. Department of Agriculture (WSC Agreement2014-67003-22076 ). Additional

support was provided by the U.S. National Science Foundation’s Water, Sustainability,

and Climate Program (Award 1360442). The views expressed in this work represent

those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the NSF or the

USDA.

3.1 Abstract

Regional cooperation among water utilities can improve the robustness of urban

water supply systems to challenging and deeply uncertain futures. Through co-

ordination mechanisms such as water transfers and regional demand manage-

ment, water utilities can improve the efficiency of resource allocation and delay

the need for new infrastructure investments. Though cooperation provides util-

ities with the potential for reduced cost strategies for improving the reliability
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of their services, two important challenges are worthy of careful consideration.

First, regional utilities often have to navigate robustness conflicts stemming

from potential asymmetries in their risk exposure, demand dynamics, and the

availability of supply resources. Second, successful implementation of candi-

date compromise water portfolios requires that cooperating utilities understand

their operational tolerances to deviations from the recommended regional ac-

tions (”imperfect implementation”). This chapter contributes a framework for

identifying compromises across regional robustness conflicts and quantifying

tolerances to implementation uncertainties. The framework is demonstrated on

a system of four interdependent but institutionally independent water utilities

in the Research Triangle region of North Carolina that are confronting robust-

ness conflicts given asymmetries in their vulnerabilities to growing demands

and hydro-climatic uncertainties. Our findings highlight that seemingly bal-

anced compromise management strategies can yield significant and potentially

surprising unintended consequences that could degrade regional cooperation.

Moreover, asymmetries in regional robustness can be amplified with modest

deviations from their agreed upon actions. Results of this analysis are broadly

applicable to water supply regionalization as a global challenge and provide in-

sights for discovering robust compromises and safe operating spaces for multi-

actor water supply systems.

3.2 Introduction

Rapid urbanization, climate change, and increasingly vulnerable ecosystems

necessitate a transition from traditional water supply planning to sustainable

freshwater management (Gleick, 2018). For urban water utilities in the United
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States (US), this transition requires a shift to ”soft-path” approaches that man-

age water scarcity through increasing the efficiency of existing infrastructure

rather than relying on continual supply expansion (Gleick, 2002, 2003). Regional

cooperation through water transfer agreements is a promising soft-path ap-

proach that can delay or alleviate the need for water supply expansion (Palmer

and Characklis, 2009; Zeff et al., 2016). In regions with existing interconnected

infrastructure, water transfers allow a group of water utilities to exploit their

collective capacity-to-demand ratio, utilizing existing supply sources more effi-

ciently than relying on independent sources (Vaux and Howitt, 1984; Israel and

Lund, 1995; Green and Hamilton, 2000; Olmstead, 2010). In the eastern US, wa-

ter transfers may occur in the form of cooperative agreements, where a group of

urban utilities in close geographical proximity agree to cooperatively manage

drought scarcity risks (Palmer and Characklis, 2009; Zeff et al., 2014; Gorelick

et al., 2018). The design of drought management strategies that require regional

cooperative agreements represents a challenging multiobjective water supply

management problem that requires water managers to navigate tradeoffs be-

tween system reliability and their financial risks.

Recent research has highlighted portfolio based water management ap-

proaches that couple cooperative drought mitigation instruments with financial

hedging to develop flexible strategies that balance supply reliability and finan-

cial risks (Characklis et al., 2006; Palmer and Characklis, 2009; Caldwell and

Characklis, 2014). The design of cooperative water supply portfolios is aided by

the use of multiobjective evolutionary optimization, a heuristic approach that

seeks to discover a set of design alternatives that represent optimal tradeoffs

between conflicting objectives (Reed et al., 2013; Zeff et al., 2014). Multiobjec-

tive optimization allows stakeholders to assess tradeoffs a posteriori, choosing
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design alternatives that most align with their preferences with a direct knowl-

edge of their implied performance compromises (Coello et al., 2007; Woodruff

et al., 2013). This a posteriori approach is useful for multi-actor systems, where

a suite of regional alternatives can be discovered and aid in framing feasible

compromises.

The selection of compromise alternatives that meet regional requirements

is complicated by the presence of deep uncertainty (Bonzanigo et al., 2018).

Deep uncertainty in a decision problem may refer to conditions where deci-

sion makers do not know or cannot agree on how to characterize uncertainties

by known probability distributions, the outcomes of interest and their relative

importance, and/or the system and its boundaries (Lempert, 2002; Walker et al.,

2013; Kwakkel et al., 2016b). It may also refer to problems where the intertempo-

ral dynamics of individual decisions prevent decision makers from considering

them independently (Haasnoot et al., 2013; Kwakkel et al., 2016b; Hallegatte

et al., 2012). Planning under deep uncertainty shifts the requirements on de-

cision makers away from expected-value optimal management decisions that

require clear likelihoods and consensus on predicted future conditions, to the

discovery of robust and adaptive alternatives that perform well across a wide

range of plausible futures (Dessai et al., 2009).

Recent research has focused on approaches that use exploratory modeling

(Bankes, 1993; Kwakkel, 2017) to evaluate the performance of planning alterna-

tives under deep uncertainty (see recent reviews by (Maier et al., 2014; Herman

et al., 2015; Dittrich et al., 2016; Kwakkel and Haasnoot, 2019; Thissen et al.,

2017; Popper, 2019)). In their traditional early forms, methods such as Decision

Scaling (Brown et al., 2012), Robust Decision Making (RDM) (Lempert, 2002)
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and Info-gap (Ben-Haim, 2006) sought to identify decision relevant thresholds

in the uncertainty space that cause pre-specified planning alternatives to fail to

meet stakeholder performance criteria. Many-objective Robust Decision Mak-

ing (MORDM) (Kasprzyk et al., 2013) extends the exploratory modeling con-

cepts by including multiobjective evolutionary optimization to discover candi-

date actions and characterize how their vulnerabilities and tradeoffs vary across

deeply uncertain futures. More recently, several studies (Trindade et al., 2017;

Watson and Kasprzyk, 2017; Eker and Kwakkel, 2018) have demonstrated that

the inclusion of deep uncertainties in the search phase of the MORDM frame-

work can improve solutions’ robustness and discovered performance tradeoffs

between conflicting objectives.

Beyond the discovery of robust planning alternatives, exploratory modeling

approaches also enable decision makers to discover consequential future sce-

narios that cause vulnerabilities in candidate alternatives (Lempert et al., 2006).

Typically, the process of scenario discovery utilizes data mining, machine learn-

ing, and/or multi-objective optimization to delineate critical thresholds in the

uncertainty space that cause proposed alternatives to fail to meet performance

criteria defined by stakeholders (Groves and Lempert, 2007; Bryant and Lem-

pert, 2010; Kwakkel, 2019). In the MORDM framework, scenario discovery is

a core component of an iterative problem formulation process, which allows

stakeholders to learn from exploratory modeling results to improve their un-

derstanding of their preferences and potential actions (Kasprzyk et al., 2013;

Kwakkel et al., 2016b). Scenario discovery also provides a basis for incorpo-

rating planned adaptation into management strategies to preserve performance

across deeply uncertain future conditions (Kwakkel and Haasnoot, 2019). Sce-

nario discovery plays a significant role in Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways
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(DAPP) (Haasnoot et al., 2013) by informing the design of signposts (i.e. sys-

tem states) that trigger pre-specified adaptive actions. The use of signposts has

similarities and connections to recent MORDM studies focusing on the design

of adaptive rule systems that approximate closed loop control where observa-

tions of system states trigger adaptive actions (e.g., see (Quinn et al., 2017b,a;

Trindade et al., 2017)).

Although the exploratory modeling techniques discussed above assist stake-

holders in discovering robust design alternatives and identifying consequential

uncertainties, they have not strongly focused on the challenges and implica-

tions for navigating multi-stakeholder robustness conflicts. In cooperative wa-

ter resources systems, the robustness of planning alternatives may vary across

regional actors resulting in robustness conflicts within cooperative partnerships

(Herman et al., 2014). Robustness conflicts imply that actions taken to hedge

against uncertainty for one regional actor may heighten the vulnerability of

its partners, which increases the difficulty of discovering acceptable regional

compromises. Navigating robustness conflicts within regional partnerships is

a central challenge in the design of cooperative soft-path strategies for water

resources systems planning (Bonzanigo et al., 2018). One promising approach

to the resolution of conflicts in water resources systems is fallback bargaining

(Brams and Kilgour, 2001). Fallback bargaining has been shown to suitably

predict the outcome of environmental management problems where compet-

ing interests are present (Madani et al., 2011). As opposed to ”social planner

methods” which seek an alternative that optimizes the wellbeing of the collec-

tive group (Read et al., 2014; Madani et al., 2014), fallback bargaining seeks to

minimize the maximum dissatisfaction among a group of bargainers. Fallback

bargaining can lead to the discovery of alternatives that serve as stable (feasible)
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compromises across regional actors (Madani et al., 2011). In water resources sys-

tems, fallback bargaining has been applied for conflict resolution in the Caspian

Sea negotiations (Sheikhmohammady and Madani, 2008; Sheikhmohammady

et al., 2010), waste load allocation (Mahjouri and Bizhani-Manzar, 2013), inter-

basin water transfers (Jafarzadegan et al., 2014) and water allocation (Madani

et al., 2011; He et al., 2018). In cooperative water supply planning problems,

fallback bargaining has the potential to assist utilities in navigating robustness

conflicts to discover compromise portfolios for regional systems.

Thus far, we have reviewed key methodological advances for water supply

portfolio planning that aid systems in balancing conflicting objectives, discover-

ing consequential deep uncertainties, and navigating regional robustness con-

flicts through fallback bargaining. In the design of cooperative water supply

portfolios one question still remains, can the portfolio be successfully imple-

mented? Uncertainty in implementation has long been an element of robust

industrial design through the consideration of tolerances to deviations and ac-

tuator precision (Caro et al., 2005; Chen et al., 1996; Zhu and Ting, 2001). In their

review of robust optimization techniques, (Beyer and Sendhoff, 2007), rank un-

certainty in our ability to implement prescribed actions as one four key types

of uncertainty encountered in engineering design problems. In water resources

literature, (Haimes and Hall, 1977) termed uncertainty in decisions as ”sensi-

tivity” and recommend its inclusion in evaluations of candidate management

strategies for water resources systems. However, with the exception of two

studies on flood protection planning in the Waas test case (Kwakkel et al., 2015,

2016a), literature in water resources planning and management under deep un-

certainty has ignored issues regarding tolerances to uncertain implementation.
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In this paper, we define and explore implementation uncertainty in the con-

text of individual and regional tolerances to deviations in recommended wa-

ter portfolio action rule sets in terms of their impacts on robustness and key

performance objectives. In the design of water supply portfolios, human be-

havioral deviations during implementation are common and typically not con-

sidered in the planning process. The potential for implementation deviations

in the decision space has important implications for the regional and individ-

ual robustness of multi-city water supply portfolios. The complex and highly

non-linear mapping between water supply portfolio composition and objective

performance makes quantifying the implications of deviations from prescribed

decision variables impossible a priori. For cooperative water supply planning

problems, implementation uncertainty has the additional potential to destabi-

lize regional partnerships by changing experienced performance tradeoffs and

exacerbating regional robustness conflicts.

One useful concept for evaluating a portfolio’s tolerance to implementation

deviations is the ”Safe Operating Space” (SOS) drawn from the socio-ecological

systems literature (Rockstrom et al., 2009; Scheffer et al., 2015; Steffen et al., 2015;

Carpenter et al., 2015). A SOS in a socio-ecological system delineates thresholds

that bound favorable system conditions (Carpenter et al., 2015). (Kwakkel and

Timmermans, 2012) first applied the concept of SOS to water resources systems,

using exploratory modeling techniques to discover limits to global fresh wa-

ter use. Here, we build on exploratory modeling methodology of (Kwakkel

and Timmermans, 2012) to discover operational SOSs within the decision space

for water supply portfolios. Delineating operational SOSs provides stakehold-

ers with information on the allowable operational tolerances of a water supply

portfolio which can help clarify the feasibility of successful implementation of
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candidate portfolios. This information can be helpful in conjunction with the re-

gional bargaining processes to assist the discovery of compromise alternatives.

This chapter extends the MORDM framework to assist utilities in the selec-

tion and evaluation of cooperative water supply portfolios that better balance

robustness conflicts across regional actors and clarify tolerances in their devia-

tions from accepted management policies or rules. Our methodology 1) iden-

tifies potential compromise portfolios through fallback bargaining 2) quantifies

the vulnerability of selected compromise portfolios to operational deviations

from chosen compromise portfolios 3) identifies the nature of operational devi-

ations that cause such vulnerabilities 4) delineates a safe operating space which

specifies operational tolerances to ensure the performance of the compromise

portfolios across regional actors and 5) identifies consequential scenarios that

lead to portfolio vulnerability due to both exogenous deep uncertainties and im-

plementation uncertainties. The framework is demonstrated on system of four

water utilities in the Research Triangle of North Carolina who seek to design a

regional water supply portfolio of water transfers and financial instruments to

balance reliability and cost objectives.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents background the Re-

search Triangle test case. Section 3 describes our methodology including the

problem formulation, many-objective search, scenario discovery and analysis

of implementation tolerances. Section 4 presents the results of this analysis and

provides a discussion of the implications of planning under deep uncertainty

for multi-actor systems. Section 5 concludes with a summary of key findings

and potential for future work.
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3.3 Regional Test Case

3.3.1 The Research Triangle Water Supply Planning Problem

The Research Triangle region of North Carolina (Triangle, shown in Figure 3.1),

located in the southeastern US, is home to over two million residents whose

water supply is primarily provided by four public utilities: Raleigh, Durham,

Cary and OWASA (the Orange Water and Sewer Authority, serving the munici-

palities of Chapel Hill and Carrboro). In recent decades, rapidly growing urban

demand coupled with the increased difficulty posed by new infrastructure de-

velopment has increased the Triangle region’s sensitivity to water scarcity. The

region’s utilities currently receive water from nine existing reservoirs within the

Cape Fear and Neuse River basins illustrated in Figure 3.1a and listed in Table

2. Municipal supply allocations from two flood control reservoirs operated by

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) serve as the primary water sources

for Raleigh and Cary. Raleigh receives 100% of the municipal supply alloca-

tion of Falls Lake and Cary receives 35.5% of supply allocation to Jordan Lake

(NCDENR, 2002). Durham and OWASA also have access to the Jordan Lake,

with 10% and 5% respectively as secondary allocations for use during times of

scarcity (NCDENR, 2002). A large portion of the Jordan Lake is designated by

USACE for municipal water supply. However, Cary is the only utility that op-

erates a water treatment plant on the Jordan Lake, so to access the Jordan Lake

municipal supply pool the three other utilities must currently purchase treated

transfers from Cary through shared infrastructure.

Growing urban demands are a significant factor that has made the region’s

existing supply increasingly vulnerable to drought. Regional urban water de-
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Table 3.1: Reservoirs and total Storage Capacities for the Four Research Triangle
Water utilities (Adapted from (Herman et al., 2014))

Utility Reservoirs Total Capacity (BG) Allocation

Durham
Little River
Lake Michie 6.4 100%

OWASA
Cane Creek
Stone Quarry
University Lake

3.0 100%

Raleigh
Falls Lake
Lake Wheeler
Lake Benton

14.7
42.4% (100% of municipal supply)
100%

Cary Jordan Lake 14.9 12.7% (35.5% of municipal supply)

mand is projected to grow by 33% through 2025, the minimum time horizon

over which the region’s utilities are expected to remain without investing in

new water supply infrastructure (Figure 3.1b) (NCDENR, 2002). The region’s

water utilities currently manage water shortages by imposing water use restric-

tions on customers, which reduces revenue and is disliked by customers (Au-

thority, 2010; Buchan and Black, 2011; Westbrook et al., 2016; Goodwin, 2015).

Recent work has found that incorporating regional treated transfers from the

Jordan Lake through Cary’s treatment plant into drought mitigation planning

can improve supply reliability and reduce the frequency of water use restric-

tions throughout the Triangle region (Palmer and Characklis, 2009; Caldwell

and Characklis, 2014; Zeff et al., 2014). Treated transfer agreements exploit the

region’s variable capacity-to-demand ratios across the four utilities, as illus-

trated in Figure 3.1c. While the region as a whole has similar demand growth

projections and relatively homogeneous hydroclimatic conditions, the differing

capacity-to-demand ratios of the four water utilities cause drought vulnerabil-

ity to vary considerably. Regionally coordinated transfers agreements exploit

this variability to improve the efficiency of current infrastructure and reduce

the impact of drought conditions (Palmer and Characklis, 2009; Caldwell and

Characklis, 2014; Zeff et al., 2014).
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Figure 3.1: Overview of water supply in the Research Triangle. (a) Water sup-
ply infrastructure and service areas of the four water utilities (Raleigh, Cary,
Durham and OWASA) (b) Projected demand, 2013-2025 (MGD) for each of the
region’s water utilities (c) Capacity-to-Demand Ratios, the ratio of total util-
ity storage to annual consumptive demand, of the four regional water utilities.
Higher capacity-to-demand ratios indicate improved ability to meet demand
during drought conditions. The differing ratios across the four utilities leads
to asymmetric drought vulnerabilities in the region. (Adapted from (Zeff et al.,
2014) and (Herman et al., 2014)).
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Although treated transfer agreements can improve the region’s efficiency

and reliability in meeting water supply demands, they also create a new source

of financial risk for water utilities. The water rates set by public utilities are

typically designed to cover costs composed mostly of fixed annual debt service

payments. Adding unplanned expenses such as transfer purchases may cause

utilities to miss debt payments and increase future borrowing costs (Hughes

and Leurig, 2013a). The region’s four utilities have taken a portfolio approach

that includes financial risk management instruments to improve their supply

reliability while minimizing financial risk (Characklis et al., 2006). Regional wa-

ter supply portfolios combine drought mitigation instruments (water use re-

strictions and treated transfers) with financial hedging to mitigate unplanned

financial losses. Building off prior work (Zeff et al., 2014; Herman et al., 2014;

Trindade et al., 2017), this chapter extends the MORDM framework (Kasprzyk

et al., 2013) to better account for implementation uncertainty, described in sec-

tion 3.1, while aiding the discovery of robust regional water supply manage-

ment compromises for the four utility cooperative partnership. A detailed de-

scription of the system model used in this chapter can be found in Appendix

A.1.
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3.4 Methodology

3.4.1 Many Objective Robust Decision Making for Regional

Water Supply Planning

This chapter contributes a new methodology for navigating robustness trade-

offs in cooperative regional water portfolio planning systems and a formalized

framework to assess the impacts of imprecise implementation on selected wa-

ter supply portfolios. Our methodology builds off the MORDM framework

(Kasprzyk et al., 2013) to discover robust regional water supply portfolios, find

acceptable compromises across regional actors, evaluate the impacts of imple-

mentation uncertainty and identify potential vulnerabilities to a broader suite

of deep uncertainties than has been considered in past studies. This is the first

study to incorporate fallback bargaining methods for navigation of robustness

conflicts and to explicitly include implementation uncertainty in the MORDM

process. Figure 3.2, adapted from the taxonomy of robustness frameworks

presented in (Herman et al., 2015), illustrates our proposed extension of the

MORDM framework.

To begin our analysis, we develop candidate problem formulations by defin-

ing performance objectives, examining the composition of water supply port-

folios, identifying a simulation model and developing a relevant set of poten-

tial future states of the world (SOWs; Figure 3.2, Box I). Next, we perform a

many objective evolutionary search using the Borg Multiobjective Evolution-

ary Algorithm (MOEA) to discover a set of Pareto-approximate water supply

portfolios for the regional system (Figure 3.2, Box II). The portfolios discovered
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Methodological Flow Chart

I Problem
Formulation

Simulation Model (S1)

Decisions (3.2.1)

Objectives (3.2.1)

States of the
World (3.2.1)

II Many-Objective
Optimization

Many-Objective evolutionary
search under deep uncertainty (3.3)

III Selection of Robust Regional Compromise

Reevaluate under deep 
uncertainty (3.4)

Calculate robustness (3.4)

Stakeholder negotiation (3.4)

IV Implementation Tolerances Analysis

Sample plausible operational
deviations (3.5)

Quantify vulnerability to
implementation uncertainty  (3.5)

V Identi�cation of Robustness Controls

Delineate safe operating spaces
 within the decision space (3.6)

Rank uncertainties (3.6)

Discover consequential scenarios (3.6)

Figure 3.2: Methodological flow chart for selection and evaluation of regional
compromise water supply portfolios given robustness conflicts across cooperat-
ing regional water utilities.

through search represent Pareto approximate tradeoffs across multiple regional

performance criteria. We then re-evaluate this set of tradeoff portfolios across a

broader sampling of deep uncertainties to quantify their robustness. Portfolio

robustness is computed in this chapter using a multivariate satisficing metric

(Starr, 1963) representing the percent of sampled worlds that meet minimum
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performance criteria for all regional actors. Portfolio robustness is used to per-

form fallback bargaining to select regional compromises portfolios that are can-

didates for implementation (Figure 3.2, Box III).

Compromise portfolios considered for implementation are evaluated for

their stability to implementation uncertainties across regional actors. The vul-

nerability of the selected compromise portfolios to implementation uncertainty

is evaluated by sampling plausible operational deviations from the selected

portfolios and reevaluating them across a broad sampling of deeply uncertain

SOWs (Figure 3.2, Box IV). We quantify the vulnerability of each regional com-

promise by measuring the change in robustness across all regional actors due

to deviations from original decision variables. The final step in our analysis is

the identification of robustness controls, the uncertainties within the system that

are most responsible for failure to satisfy stakeholder requirements (Figure 3.2,

Box V) (Herman et al., 2015). We use logistic regression models to examine how

implementation uncertainty influences a portfolio’s ability to meet stakeholder

performance requirements. We further examine the vulnerability of each com-

promise portfolio by globally ranking all uncertainties within the system using

the delta moment-independent sensitivity index (Borgonovo, 2007). We then

determine operational tolerances for each decision variable by using the Patient

Rule Induction Method (PRIM) (Friedman and Fisher, 1999) to delineate Safe

Operating Spaces (SOS) for portfolio implementation. Finally, we identify con-

sequential scenarios that can inform monitoring to confirm that an implemented

portfolio’s performance is staying within its SOS.
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3.4.2 Problem Formulation

Our exploration of how to navigate robustness tradeoffs within a region’s wa-

ter suppliers builds on several prior studies (Zeff et al., 2014; Herman et al.,

2014; Trindade et al., 2017). Following the mathematical notation of (Trindade

et al., 2017), the problem formulation explored in this chapter abstracts the pref-

erences of Triangle utilities using a regional minimax formulation where each

regional objective value is taken as the value of the objective for the worst-

performing utility, which guarantees that all other utilities will perform at least

as well or better than the regional value (an application of Rawls’ Difference

Principle, (Hammond, 1976)). While this aggregation has the advantage of re-

ducing the dimensionality of the many-objective optimization framing, it si-

multaneously yields the potential for complex winner-loser dynamics in stake-

holder compromises.

We specify the search for robust regional water supply portfolios, θ∗, as a

minimization problem of regional objective function vector F.

θ∗ = argminθF (3.1)

where:

F =



− fREL(xs, θrt, θtt, θ jla)

fRF(xro f , θrt, θtt, θ jla)

fJLA(θ jla)

fAC(xro f , θrt, θtt, θ jla, θar f c, θirt)

fWCC(xro f , θrt, θtt, θ jla, θar f c, θirt)


(3.2)
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θ = [θ jla, θar f c, θirt, θrt, θtt]T (3.3)

X =

xro f

xs

 (3.4)

where F is the vector-based regional objective function, fREL is the reliabil-

ity objective, fRF is the restriction frequency objective, fJLA is the Jordan lake

allocation objective, fAC is the average drought management cost objective, fWCC

is the worst-case cost objective. The formulation of each objective is presented

in detail in Appendix A.2. Vector θ represents regional water supply portfo-

lios containing θ jla, a vector of Jordan Lake allocations for each Triangle utility,

vectors of financial instruments, θar f c and θirt, and vectors of drought mitiga-

tion triggers, θrt and θtt. Each portfolio decision variable is described in detail in

section 3.2.1.

The system state across utilities and time is represented by state vector X;

xro f is a vector of risk of failures that is described in detail in section 3.2.1 and xs

is a vector of combined utility storage states for simulation week w, defined as:

xs = f (xw−1
s ,C,D

w,T Fw,NIw, Ew, S Pw,Rw|Ψ) (3.5)

Dw = f (xw
ro f , θrt) (3.6)

T Fw = f (xw
ro f , θtt) (3.7)
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In equation (5), C is a vector of reservoir capacities, D is a vector the de-

mands for each utility, T F is a vector of the transfer volumes for each utility,

NI is a vector of the natural inflows in each reservoir, E is a vector of the evap-

otranspiration volumes in each reservoir, S P is a vector of the spillage of each

reservoir, R is a vector of the minimum environmental releases of each reservoir

and Ψ is a vector of the deeply uncertain factors for the associated SOW.

Decision Variables

The decision variables that compose each candidate regional water supply port-

folio, θ shown in equation (3), define a risk-of-failure focused rule that specifies

how the region’s utilities will respond to drought conditions and manage finan-

cial assets. Vector θ jla represents the total Jordan Lake allocations afforded to

each utility, θar f c represents the annual reserve fund contribution by each utility

(percent of total annual revenue) and θirt represents the index insurance trigger,

specified by restriction stage, for each utility.

Decision variables θrt and θtt represent the vectors of risk-Of-failure triggers

(ROF) (Palmer and Characklis, 2009) that are used to trigger water use restric-

tions and treated transfers respectively. The drought mitigation instruments are

implemented when a utility’s ROF state, xro f , reaches the trigger values defined

in the regional portfolio. A utility’s ROF state at week w represents the number

of years in the historical record whose natural inflows would cause the util-

ity’s reservoir storage to drop below a critical threshold at least once in the 52

weeks following week w, given the utility’s storage volume at week w. This is

calculated by running Nh yearlong simulations using historical natural inflows

starting from week w, where Nh is the number of years in the historical record.
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The ROF state for utility j at week w, xw
ro f , j and defined as:

xw
ro f , j =

1
Nh

∑
y∈HNI

f w
y,i (3.8)

Where HNI is the set of years in the historical record and,

f w
y =


0, ∀w′ ∈ {(y,w), ..., (y,w + 51)} : xy,w′

C j
≤ S c

1, otherwise
(3.9)

xy,w′

s′, j = f (C j,UDw
j ,NIw′

j , E
w′
j , S Pw′

j ,R
w′
j |Ψ) (3.10)

where w′ denotes a week in one year of Nh yearlong simulations, C j rep-

resents the combined reservoir storage for utility j and S c represents a critical

storage level. xy,w′

s′, j is the storage state calculated in the year-long simulation that

assumes the occurrence of year y of HNI following week w. UD j is a the unre-

stricted demand utility j, NI j are the natural inflows drawn from HNI in each

of utility j′s reservoirs, E j are the evapotranspiration volumes drawn from HNI

in each reservoir, S P j are the spillage of each reservoir, R j are the environmental

releases of each reservoir andΨ is a vector of the deeply uncertain factors for the

associated SOW. If w′ is greater than 52, weeks of the following historical year

are used. For details on the risk-of-failure metric see (Palmer and Characklis,

2009).

Unlike other system state variables, such as days of supply remaining or

minimum storage levels, ROFs represent a dynamic and constantly updated

measure of a utility’s evolving capacity to meet demand. By updating on a
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weekly timescale, ROFs capture intra-annual variations in risk that stem from

seasonal patterns of inflows and demands. The use of ROFs to trigger drought

mitigation action means that decisions are made in direct response to observed

system states rather than taking the same prescribed action across all future

SOWs. A water supply portfolio will thus produce a different set of actions in

every future scenario it encounters (i.e., a rule-based closed loop feedback).

Sampling States of the World

Uncertainty facing the regional system can be partitioned into well character-

ized uncertainty (WCU) and deep uncertainty (DU). WCU represents system

parameters that are inherently stochastic and have significant data support for

statistical modeling. In short term water supply planning problems, natural

reservoir inflows (NI) can be considered well-characterized if the system has a

significant record of historical observation and a relatively short planning hori-

zon. The Research Triangle system has 80 years of historical record (1933-2013)

and drought mitigation planning has a 12 year horizon, so natural reservoir

inflows are considered as WCU. We sample WCU natural inflows by creating

an ensemble of 1,000 weekly 12-year synthetic streamflow records that expand

upon the observed historical record. Synthetic records are generated using the

method proposed by (Kirsch et al., 2013). The sample size of 1,000 synthetic was

chosen based on empirical assessments conducted by (Trindade et al., 2017).

Details on the synthetic streamflow generation procedure can be found in Ap-

pendix B.

In addition to WCU natural inflows, we identify 13 deeply uncertain fac-

tors within the Research Triangle regional test case. Relevant deep uncertainties
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include climatic variables, demand projections, supply capacity and financial

variables. The identified factors and plausible ranges can be found in Table 3.

We construct 10,000 future SOWs by using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) of

the 13 DU factors across their plausible ranges to ensure a good representation

of possible future scenarios. Each SOW, Ψ, constitutes a unique LHS sample of

the 13 DU factors. The DU factors and their ranges are drawn from discussions

with the Triangle utilities from prior published work (Herman et al., 2014, 2015;

Trindade et al., 2017). Details on each DU factor identified can be found in (Her-

man et al., 2014). The sufficiency of the DU sample size was evaluated through

visual factor mapping of model output to ensure that relevant sub-spaces in

the deep uncertainty space contained sufficient density of samples. Addition-

ally, sampling effects were evaluated by examining the consistency of results

across the alternative global sensitivity analysis techniques described in section

3.6 (Lamontagne et al., 2019; Quinn et al., 2018).

Table 3.2: Deeply uncertain factors and sampling ranges used to generate vector
Ψ in the MORDM analysis

Category Name Estimated Value Lower Bound Upper Bound

Climate
Inflow multiplier
Evaporation multiplier

1.0
1.0

0.8
0.8

1.2
1.2

Demand

Consumer reductions multiplier
Consumer reductions lag (weeks)
Mean peaking factor
Demand growth multiplier
Standard deviation of demand variation

1.0
0
1.0
1.0
1.0

00.5
0.5
0.5
0.8

1.2
4
2.0
2.0
2.0

Capacity

Falls Lake municipal supply allocation
Jordan Lake municipal supply allocation
Cary treatment plant capacity
Transfer connection capacity multiplier

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.8
0.8
1.0
1.0

1.2
1.2
2.0
2.0

Costs
Transfer cost
Insurance premium multiplier

3000
1.2

2500
1.1

5000
1.5

Figure 3.3a shows the sampling scheme employed in the DU optimization

which directly incorporates deep uncertainties into the search process (Trindade

et al., 2017). The DU optimization evaluates each candidate water supply port-

folio across the full ensemble 1,000 WCU inflows and each inflow is paired with
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Figure 3.3: a) Schematic of DU optimization sampling scheme. Each function
evaluation pairs a sampled natural inflow with a different sample of deeply
uncertain factors Ψ, regional objectives are calculated across all samples. b)
Schematic of DU re-evaluation sampling scheme, to quantify the robustness of
Pareto approximate portfolios, each portfolio is reevaluated across a broader set
of uncertainties representing combinations of natural inflows and deeply uncer-
tain factors. Each natural inflow sample is paired with each sample of deeply
uncertain factors for a total of 10 million function evaluations.

one of the 10,000 SOWs representing a sample of DU factors. The DU optimiza-

tion sampling scheme shown in Figure 3.3a approximates the much broader and

computationally demanding DU re-evaluation, shown in Figure 3.3b, where

each natural inflow is paired with each of the 10,000 DU samples (more de-

tail on DU re-evaluation is provided in section 3.4). This approximation allows

for a computationally tractable evaluation of water supply portfolios across a

wide array of DU futures (Trindade et al., 2017). We use DU optimization in this

chapter to discover a set of Pareto approximate water supply portfolios, allow-

ing stakeholders make an a posteriori assessment of tradeoffs between conflicting

objectives.
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3.4.3 Many Objective Optimization

We couple the simulation model described in Appendix A with the Borg MOEA

(Hadka and Reed, 2012) to discover a set of Pareto-approximate water supply

portfolios that represent non-dominated tradeoffs between regional objectives.

MOEAs are global population-based search algorithms that emulate the nat-

ural processes of mating, mutation and selection to evolve sets of Pareto ap-

proximate solutions for multi-objective problems (Coello et al., 2007). MOEAs

can solve nonlinear, nonconvex, multimodal and discrete problems which cause

traditional search techniques to perform poorly or fail, and have been demon-

strated to effectively solve complex water resources problems (Nicklow et al.,

2010; Maier et al., 2014). The Borg MOEA was chosen for this analysis because

it has been shown to meet or exceed the performance of other state-of-the-art

MOEAs across a wide array of challenging water resources problems (Reed

et al., 2013). The Borg MOEA employs an adaptive search that uses multiple

operators probabilistically selected every iteration based on their ability to gen-

erate quality solutions (Hadka and Reed, 2012). The Borg MOEA also utilizes

epsilon dominance archiving (Laumanns et al., 2002) with search stagnation de-

tection and randomized restarts to avoid local optima. This work used stan-

dard values of parameters of the Borg MOEA v1.4 Master-Worker (see (Hadka

and Reed, 2012) for specific values) and the DU optimization sampling scheme

presented in Figure 3.3b to search for regional water supply portfolios. The

pairing of the Borg MOEA with the DU optimization sampling scheme guides

the algorithm to discover robust water supply portfolios whose performance is

acceptable across a diverse set of future SOWs (Trindade et al., 2017).
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3.4.4 Selection of a robust regional compromise

We quantify regional robustness and explore portfolio vulnerabilities for each

Pareto approximate portfolio discovered through DU optimization using the

DU re-evaluation sampling scheme, as show in Figure 3.3b. During re-

evaluation, the ensemble of 1,000 WCU streamflow time series is paired with

each of the 10,000 SOWs sampled from DU factors creating a total of 10 mil-

lion simulation runs for each Pareto approximate portfolio (Trindade et al.,

2017). We use the performance of Pareto-approximate portfolios during DU

re-evaluation to evaluate portfolio robustness. The choice of metric to quantify

robustness may vary according to decision context and stakeholder risk toler-

ance or preference (McPhail et al., 2018). (Herman et al., 2015) and (McPhail

et al., 2018) present comprehensive reviews of commonly used robustness met-

rics and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each metric. Common metrics

include measures of regret, satisficing, expected value, performance maximiza-

tion and minimization of variance or a higher level moment (Herman et al.,

2015; McPhail et al., 2018). For the Research Triangle water supply portfolio

problem, a satisficing metric (Starr, 1963) has been chosen as it aligns well with

the decision context, risk tolerance and preferences of the regional stakehold-

ers. The satisficing metric, S, defined in this chapter represents the fraction of

SOW that a portfolio is able to meet predefined performance criteria set forth

by regional stakeholders:

S =
1
N

N∑
j=1

Λθ, j (3.11)

Where,
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Λθ, j =


1, if F(θ) j ≤ Φ j

0, otherwise
(3.12)

Where Φ is a vector of performance criteria for utility j, θ is the portfolio and

N is the total number of sampled SOWs.

Differences in preference across actors with respect to the choice of regional

portfolio may render portfolios that are most robust for the regional system, un-

stable for the cooperative partnership (Madani, 2010; Madani and Hipel, 2011;

Read et al., 2014). To discover acceptable regional compromises, we simulate a

regional fallback bargaining process using utility robustness to represent pref-

erences for each regional actor. Several variants of fallback bargaining exist,

including unanimity fallback bargaining, q-approval fallback bargaining, fall-

back bargaining with impasse and stochastic fallback bargaining (Madani et al.,

2011). In this chapter, we employ unanimity fallback bargaining because it max-

imizes the minimum satisfaction across all bargainers and ensures any selected

compromise is Pareto optimal (Madani et al., 2011). Under unanimity fallback

bargaining, bargainers rank order their preferences across potential alternatives,

if a single alternative is the most preferable to all regional actors, it is selected,

if the most preferable alternative differs among actors, they each fall back, in

lockstep, to less desirable alternatives until an alternative is found that satisfies

all bargainers (Brams and Kilgour, 2001).
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3.4.5 Implementation Tolerances Analysis

While prior investigations of the Triangle water supply planning problem have

examined portfolio robustness to hydroclimatic and socio-economic factors

(Herman et al., 2014; Trindade et al., 2017), no prior study has examined the pos-

sibility of uncertainty in implementation of a selected water supply portfolio.

In this chapter, we assess the vulnerability of compromise portfolios to imple-

mentation uncertainty by sampling plausible operational deviations around the

selected compromise portfolios’ decision variables using the sampling scheme

shown in Figure 3.4. We first identify the range of plausible deviations for each

decision variable, δ, and generate a set of 1,000 perturbed variants of each com-

promise portfolio, ξ, by taking 1,000 LHS of δ and adding each to the existing

vector of decision variables, θ:

ξi = θ + δi (3.13)

The ranges of plausible deviations for each decision variable can be found

in Table 4. As no data involving historical precision of portfolio implementa-

tion is available and no study has evaluated implementation uncertainty for the

Triangle system, our sampling represents a bottom up vulnerability analysis

(Brown et al., 2012; Nazemi and Wheater, 2014; Weaver et al., 2013) that seeks

to discover vulnerable implementation scenarios rather than predict how port-

folios may be implemented. The set of perturbed portfolios generated through

equation (13) is re-evaluated over a new set of sampled uncertainties created

by pairing ensemble of 1,000 WCU streamflow time with 1,000 unique SOWs,

Ψ, for a total of 1 million model simulations for each sampled perturbation, as

shown in Figure 3.4. We quantify the robustness of each perturbed variant of the
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compromise portfolios using the satisficing metric described in section 3.4 and

examine the effects of implementation uncertainty across performance criteria

for each regional stakeholder using visual analytics.
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Figure 3.4: Implementation tolerances analysis sampling scheme. Each per-
turbed variant (ξ) of compromise portfolio (θ) is reevaluated through the sys-
tem model across 1,000 synthetically generated reservoir inflows (NI) and 1,000
SOWs representing LHS samples of DU factors (Ψ).

Table 3.3: Sampling ranges of decision variable deviation

Decision Variable Minimum Value Maximum Value Sampling Range
Water Use Restriction Trigger 0.0 1.0 ± 0.04
Transfer Trigger 0.0 1.0 ± 0.04
Reserve Fund Contribution 0.0 0.1 ± 0.04
Index Insurance Trigger 1 5 ± 2
Jordan Lake Allocation 0.0 0.69 ± 0.04
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3.4.6 Identification of robustness controls

After quantifying the vulnerability of selected portfolios to implementation un-

certainty, we construct logistic regression models to identify how operational

deviations and exogenous uncertainties impact portfolio performance. These

models predict the probability that a portfolio will meet stakeholder perfor-

mance criteria across the sampled range of each decision variable and deeply

uncertain factors. Results from these models are used evaluate how portfo-

lio robustness may change due to operational deviations within the sampling

range δ.

We also employ global sensitivity analysis using the delta moment inde-

pendent sensitivity index (Borgonovo, 2007) to rank all uncertainties; includ-

ing both implementation uncertainty and deeply uncertain factors. This global

sensitivity index provides a measure of each uncertainty’s effects on the entire

distribution of a performance metric. The delta moment independent method

can accurately estimate global sensitivity indices from given data without out

requiring a specific structured sampling strategy (Plischke et al., 2013). We cal-

culate delta indices for each performance criteria of each regional actor using

the SALib python library (Herman and Usher, 2017). Results of this global sen-

sitivity analysis reveal important sensitivities for both the regional partnership

and individual actors and provide a quantitative comparison of the effects of

implementation uncertainty and other deeply uncertain exogenous factors.

Information from the logistic regression models and global sensitivity anal-

ysis yield insights into the nature of portfolio vulnerability, but they do not pro-

vide operational information to regional actors regarding the necessary level of

implementation precision. Building on the work of (Kwakkel and Timmermans,
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2012), we delineate the SOS around a compromise portfolio’s decision variables

using PRIM (Friedman and Fisher, 1999). PRIM identifies multidimensional

”boxes” in the decision space that are likely to cause degradation from the per-

formance of the original portfolio. PRIM seeks to maximize coverage, the total

fraction of perturbed portfolios that lie within the box, and density, the fraction

of portfolios within the box that fail to meet the performance criteria. The SOS

constitutes operational tolerances (tolerable ranges for each decision variable)

of a selected water supply portfolio, providing critical insight into portfolio fea-

sibility.

Scenario discovery (Lempert et al., 2006; Bryant and Lempert, 2010) supports

the generation of narrative scenarios by evaluating the performance of plan-

ning alternatives over a set of plausible SOWs and determining which regions

of the uncertainty space are likely to cause performance failure. In this work,

we include implementation uncertainty within the scenario discovery process

to discover consequential scenarios that incorporate both exogenous and imple-

mentation uncertainty. To identify key scenarios, the logistic regression models

described above are used to predict the probability that a portfolio can meet per-

formance criteria under a sample drawn from both exogenous deep uncertain-

ties and operational deviations, should the sample occur (Quinn et al., 2018).

Stakeholders can then divide the uncertainty space into success or failure re-

gions based on their risk tolerance. The scenarios generated through the logistic

regression modeling complement the SOS to provide information regarding the

practicality of portfolio implementation and the nature of portfolio vulnerabil-

ity.

In sum, the robustness controls described in this section provide four key
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pieces of information to decision makers that aid regional bargaining and port-

folio selection. First, insight on how portfolio performance may vary due to op-

erational deviations is provided by logistic regression. Second, a global ranking

of all uncertain factors is provided by global sensitivity analysis. Third, opera-

tional tolerances represented by SOSs are delineated using PRIM. Finally, con-

sequential scenarios that expose portfolio vulnerability are discovered through

further exploration of the logistic regression models.
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3.5 Results
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Figure 3.5: Robustness tradeoffs within the Pareto approximate set of water sup-
ply portfolios discovered by (Trindade et al., 2017). Each axis represents the ro-
bustness of a regional utility. Each line maps the satisficing performance for a
different Pareto approximate water supply portfolio. The color of the lines rep-
resents the robustness of the worst performing utility for that portfolio.

3.5.1 Many Objective Optimization Under Deep Uncertainty

Figure 3.5 presents a parallel axes plot of the relative robustness of the Pareto

approximate portfolios discovered by (Trindade et al., 2017) for each of four Re-

search Triangle utilities. Each parallel vertical-axis reports the robustness of one

of the regional actors and each line represents one Pareto-approximate regional

water supply portfolio. The location that each line crosses each vertical-axis

corresponds to the portfolio’s robustness. Portfolio robustness is defined as the

fraction of SOWs that the portfolio represented meets three satisficing perfor-

mance criteria set by the utilities: reliability greater than 99%, restriction fre-

quency less than one in five years (20%) and worst-case cost below 5% annual
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volumetric revenue (AVR). Ideal performance in Figure 3.5 is 100% satisficing

at the top of each vertical-axis. The color of each line represents the robustness

of the worst performing utility under that portfolio, with red indicating poor

robustness, and blue indicating higher robustness. Figure 3.5 highlights poten-

tially strong robustness conflicts between the cooperating utilities, as no single

portfolio can achieve the best robustness for all four utilities. Strong conflicts

are visually evident by the steepness of diagonal lines between utilities. The

red colored portfolios at the top of Cary’s axis indicate that the most robust

portfolios for Cary perform very poorly for one or more of the other utilities.

Interestingly, Figure 3.5 highlights that regionalization of water management

can inadvertently increase regional tensions as has been noted in prior analy-

ses of this system (Herman et al., 2014; Trindade et al., 2017). There are several

instances where very high robustness for one utility greatly diminishes perfor-

mance for others. Resolving robustness conflicts is further challenged by recent

commitments of 31% of the Jordan Lake water supply pool to utilities outside

of the Research Triangle partnership. Figure 3.5 presents a core technical chal-

lenge that has not been well addressed in the robustness literature to date: ”how

should we evaluate and navigate robustness conflicts in multi-actor systems to

identify a compromise regional portfolio?”.

Building from the challenge presented by Figure 3.5, the negotiated selection

of a regional portfolio should seek an acceptable compromise across regional ac-

tors (Madani, 2010; Madani and Hipel, 2011; Read et al., 2014). To find a regional

compromise, we employ fallback bargaining, as described in Section 3.4, utiliz-

ing each individual utility’s robustness to rank order preferences for candidate

portfolios. To gain a better understanding of the potential consequences for

alternative compromises across the utilities’ robustness tradeoffs, we have con-
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ducted the fallback bargaining process twice, with the portfolio selected from

the first bargaining process removed before the second analysis. Identifying

two representative compromise portfolios aids our illustration of the broader

concern that the multi-actor implications of even modest changes regional ac-

tors’ relative robustness can be quite complex.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the performance of the two compromise portfolios at-

tained from the two rounds of fallback bargaining as well as their associated

portfolio decision variables. Using the same style of parallel axes plotting as

Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6a shows the robustness of the two compromise portfolios.

The remainder of the water supply portfolios not selected through the fallback

bargaining process are shaded in grey (i.e., they were brushed out from consid-

eration). Portfolio S, illustrated in green (Figure 3.6), favors Cary, the supplier

of regional treated water transfers. In contrast, Portfolio B (colored purple in

Figure 3.6) favors Raleigh and Durham, the buyers of treated transfers. Portfo-

lio S is the more risk averse choice for Cary as it can satisfy performance criteria

across a wider range of SOWs, while portfolio B represents the more risk ad-

verse choice for Raleigh and Durham.
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Figure 3.6: Panel (a) shows the robustness of the two regional compromise port-
folios selected through fallback bargaining. Portfolio S, favors Cary, the supplier
of treated transfers, while Portfolio B, favors Durham and Raleigh, the buyers of
transfers. Panel (b) shows the two compromise portfolios disaggregated across
the three satisficing criteria for each utility: Reliability (Rel), Restriction Fre-
quency (RF) and Worst Case Cost (WCC) and for all criteria simultaneously
(All). Panel (c) shows the decision variables that compose the two compromise
portfolios.
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A closer examination of the compromise portfolios through Figures 3.6b re-

veals more information on the nature of the regional tradeoff and the perfor-

mance across individual satisficing criteria. In Figure 3.6b, each subplot repre-

sents a water utility and each vertical axis represents a satisficing criterion. The

two lines represent the performance of the compromise portfolios in each crite-

rion and the location that each line crosses the vertical axes represents the num-

ber of states of the world that the portfolio met the given criteria. Upon closer

inspection, the improved robustness for Raleigh and Durham under portfolio

B is manifest in improved robustness to the reliability criteria. This however,

comes at the cost of increased restriction frequency. The choice between the two

compromise portfolios for Raleigh and Durham thus also represents a valua-

tion of the utilities’ risk aversion and willingness to pay for improved reliability

(Borgomeo et al., 2016).

The cause of the tradeoff between reliability and restriction frequency is re-

vealed by examining the decision variables that compose the two compromise

portfolios. Compromise portfolio decision variables are plotted in Figure 3.6c

and listed in Table 5. In Figure 3.6c, each axis represents a decision variable and

each line represents a compromise portfolio. The location that a line crosses the

vertical axes represents the decision variable value in the portfolio it represents,

with locations higher on the axis representing increased use of the decision vari-

able. A key difference between the two compromise portfolios is the allocation

of the Jordan Lake. Portfolio S contains a higher allocation for Cary and a lower

allocation for Durham and Raleigh. The increased allocation to Cary partnered

with the diminished supply to Raleigh and Durham allows Cary to perform bet-

ter across all three criteria when faced with challenging future SOWs. In con-

trast, the increased allocation that Durham and Raleigh receive under portfolio
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B allows the two utilities to increase purchases of treated transfers to improve re-

liability under challenging SOWs. The increased use of treated transfers allows

Raleigh and Durham to employ a lower risk trigger for water use restrictions,

further increasing the reliability of the transfer buying utilities, though decreas-

ing their performance in the restriction frequency criteria. Without the frequent

use of treated transfers, a low risk trigger for water use restrictions may lead

to severe overuse of such water use restrictions in challenging future SOWs.

To cover the cost of increased drought mitigation through treated transfers and

water use restrictions, portfolio B employs a higher reserve fund contribution

for both Raleigh and Durham. In turn, this leads to an increase in robustness in

the worst-case cost criteria. This improvement in worst-case cost comes at the

expense of higher average annual cost, an objective not plotted in Figure 3.6 as

it was not included in stakeholder specified satisficing criteria.

It is important to note that both compromise portfolios selected through

fallback bargaining contain decision variables outside the range of the utili-

ties’ current water shortage mitigation strategies, which rarely contain reserve

fund contributions greater than five percent of AVR or ROF restriction triggers

greater than three percent (Westbrook et al., 2016; Authority, 2010; Goodwin,

2015; Buchan and Black, 2011). This underscores the value of many-objective

search to the success of cooperative drought mitigation planning; the combina-

tions of decision variables that compose the selected compromises would never

have been explored if portfolios were informed solely by current operating poli-

cies. Despite the tradeoff between reliability and restriction frequency, the re-

gionally coordinated mixture of drought mitigation measures and financial in-

struments allows both compromise portfolios to maintain high performance in

conflicting criteria across a wide array of future SOWs. These findings exem-
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plify the benefits of a portfolio planning approach to water resources manage-

ment (Lund and Israel, 1995; Green and Hamilton, 2000; Characklis et al., 2006).

The importance of a very careful balance of water supply portfolio instruments

across Research Triangle actors is clear; this raises the concern of regional vul-

nerabilities to the assumed or required precision of portfolio implementation.

The consequences of imprecise implementation are unknown, and represent a

potential vulnerability that has largely been ignored in the water systems lit-

erature. The Implementation Tolerances Analysis contributed in this chapter

quantifies the vulnerability of the two compromise portfolios to uncertainty in

portfolio implementation and delineates operational tolerances for portfolio im-

plementation. Although the results utilize the Research Triangle to illustrate

the framework, it is expected that these concerns are present in urban regions

globally and pose limits to theoretical applications of soft path water portfolio

planning broadly (Gleick, 2002, 2003).

3.5.2 Vulnerability to Implementation Uncertainty

The implementation tolerances analysis, described in Section 3.5, evaluates the

effect of implementation uncertainty on the selected compromise water sup-

ply portfolios by sampling 1,000 plausible operational deviations from the orig-

inal portfolios’ decision variables. For each compromise portfolio, this sam-

pling yields 1,000 new perturbed variants of its decision rules that are then re-

evaluated over a set of deeply uncertain SOWs. This exploratory analysis high-

lights the fragility of the two compromise portfolios: utilities fail more often

with modest deviations in their implementation of decisions and they can fail

more dramatically. We can see these effects on portfolio performance for Cary,
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Raleigh and Durham in Figure 3.7. OWASA was omitted from further analysis

as its performance remained consistent. Figure 3.7a shows the impact of imple-

mentation uncertainty on portfolio robustness, the metric used to select com-

promise portfolios with fallback bargaining. In Figure 3.7a, each vertical axis

represents an individual satisficing criterion. The dark lines represent the orig-

inal compromise portfolios and the lightly shaded lines represent the sampled

operational deviations. Compromise portfolio S is shown in the top row of plots

and compromise portfolio B is shown in the bottom row of plots. These plots

illustrate two salient points regarding the vulnerability of portfolios to imple-

mentation uncertainty. First, implementation uncertainty can severely degrade

both portfolios’ ability to meet each of the utility-specified satisficing criteria.

Importantly, while the original compromise portfolios only fail to meet the sat-

isficing criteria under a small number of challenging SOWs, certain operational

deviations may cause failure in every SOW. Second, the impact of implemen-

tation uncertainty manifests differently for each utility and each compromise

portfolio. For Durham, imprecise implementation increases failures in worst

case cost under portfolio S while it increases failure in restriction frequency un-

der portfolio B. Implementation uncertainty makes Raleigh vulnerable to fail-

ures in worst case cost under both compromise portfolios, but it also creates a

vulnerability to restriction frequency under portfolio B.
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teria. Panel (b) shows cumulative distributions of portfolio performance across
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In addition to failing more often, Figure 3.7b shows that imprecise imple-

mentation can worsen the extent of failure. The dark lines in Figure 3.7b repre-

sent the cumulative distributions of the original compromise portfolios and the

lightly shaded lines represent the sampled operational deviations. The utilities’

satisficing criteria are drawn as dashed vertical lines. For Durham, these im-

pacts are seen in worst case cost under portfolio S and restriction frequency un-

der portfolio B. Raleigh is subject to an extreme increase in worst case cost under

both portfolios, though implementation uncertainty has little effect on tail val-

ues of reliability and restriction frequency. Notably, implementation uncertainty

can severely degrade Cary’s reliability, causing reservoir levels to drop below a

critical threshold in one out of five hydrologic realizations in some SOWs.

In sum, the results shown in Figures 3.7a and 3.7b suggest that failing to

consider the implementation uncertainty in this test case may cause utilities to

overestimate the robustness of candidate water supply portfolios and fail to ap-

preciate the potential severity of failures. These findings highlight the careful

balance of drought mitigation and financial instruments that compose the two

compromise portfolios. To further understand the impacts of operational devia-

tions on the two compromise portfolios we employ sensitivity analysis to clarify

how operational deviations cause degradation in portfolio performance and the

defined operational tolerances for each decision variable across the two port-

folios. Although the bodies of literature associated with reliability engineering

and control systems have a significant history of addressing implementation

uncertainty (see review (Beyer and Sendhoff, 2007)), the multi-actor regional

contexts for water supply systems are significantly more complex and institu-

tionally challenging to characterize than the what has been addressed in prior

studies.
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3.5.3 Identifying Key Performance Sensitivities

Identifying scenarios where operational deviations contribute to portfolio vul-

nerability requires a better understanding of the relative impacts of implemen-

tation uncertainties and exogenous stressors. We analyze how implementation

uncertainty affects compromise portfolios through logistic regression, as dis-

cussed in Section 3.6. Figure 3.8 shows the predicted changes to utility robust-

ness from uncertainty within each decision variable. Each decision variable is

plotted as a dial on a control panel spanning the sampled range of operational

deviations, with the decision variable of the original portfolio marked with the

dial’s arrow. The color shading on each dial represents the percent change in ro-

bustness from the original portfolio predicted by the logistic regression model.

Large color gradients on a decision variable dial indicate increased portfolio

sensitivity to the decision variable; grey shaded dials indicate decision variables

that did not demonstrate predictive value for portfolio robustness.

Figure 3.8 illustrates that the dominant implementation uncertainties that

cause vulnerability for Durham fundamentally differ between the two compro-

mise portfolios. Degradation in Durham’s robustness under portfolio S is pri-

marily driven by changes in the reserve fund and transfer trigger. A reduced

reserve fund causes failures in the worst-case cost criteria while changes to the

transfer trigger impact failures in both restriction frequency and reliability. In

contrast, under portfolio B, Durham’s failures are largely driven by changes in

the water use restriction trigger and treated transfer trigger, while its robustness

is not affected by deviations in reserve fund contribution. Together, deviations

in the water use restriction and treated transfer risk triggers explain the degra-

dation in performance in the restriction frequency and reliability criteria while
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Figure 3.8: Predicted change in robustness from implementation uncertainty.
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represent the value of the decision variable if implemented as specified. A large
color gradient on a dial indicates that its value may strongly impact portfolio
robustness. Grey shaded dials indicate decision variables that were not influen-
tial in the logistic regression models.

the initially large reserve fund contribution allows room for deviation without

severe penalties in the worst-case cost criteria.

Though Raleigh adopts similar strategies to Durham under both portfolios,

the causes of its vulnerability to operational deviations differ. While not as sen-

sitive to changes in water use restriction or treated transfer triggers as Durham

for either compromise portfolio, Raleigh is sensitive to changes in reserve fund

contribution under both portfolios. Raleigh’s sensitivity to changes in reserve

fund contributions indicates that the worst-case costs failures shown in Figure

3.7 are driven by lack of financial resources rather than increased cost from

drought mitigation.
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Unlike Raleigh and Durham, Cary’s vulnerability is most affected by

changes in the Jordan Lake allocation. As Cary’s only water source, reductions

in allocations may strongly impact a portfolio’s ability to meet Cary’s satisficing

criteria under unfavorable SOWs. Although it is expected in the Research Trian-

gle that Raleigh and Durham are strongly impacted by changes in allocation of

the Jordan Lake, our results in Figure 3.8 show that these impacts do not mani-

fest as first order effects. Not surprisingly they only emerge as part of interactive

effects that Raleigh’s and Durham’s transfer triggers have on the performance

of their portfolios. Like the impact of the Jordan Lake on Raleigh and Durham,

regional performance is likely sensitive to higher order interactions between un-

certainties in both implementation and exogenous deep uncertainties. To gain a

richer understanding of the important uncertainties on compromise portfolios

we conduct a global sensitivity analysis using the delta moment independent

sensitivity index.

The heat maps plotted in Figure 3.9 show the results of globally screening the

most influential implementation and exogenous uncertainties using the delta

method global sensitivity analysis described in section 3.6. The delta moment

independent sensitivity index of each objective (vertical-axis) to each uncertain

factor (horizontal-axis) is represented by the shading of each cell; white is in-

sensitive and darker sensitive. The global sensitivity analysis summarized in

Figure 3.9 deepens the examination of relevant uncertainties beyond the logistic

regression results shown in Figure 3.8 by providing insights into effects on the

entire distribution of performance key objectives rather than an aggregate sat-

isficing robustness. Figure 3.9 answers the question of how the implementation

uncertainties rank when considered jointly with other deep uncertainties that

have been considered in prior published work (Herman et al., 2014; Trindade
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et al., 2017).
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Figure 3.9: Results of the delta moment independent global sensitivity analy-
sis. Individual satisficing criteria: Reliability (Rel), Restriction Frequency (RF)
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Figure 3.9 reveals that the effects of implementation uncertainty on the two

compromise portfolios are comparable to the effects of the most salient deeply

uncertain factors, further underscoring the importance of including implemen-

tation uncertainty when evaluating performance of water supply portfolios.

The demand growth scaling factor is highly influential on performance in both

the reliability and restriction frequency criteria, supporting previous findings

(Herman et al., 2014, 2015; Trindade et al., 2017). The worst case cost criterion is

most sensitive to the reserve fund contribution for all three utilities across both

compromise portfolios. For Cary, the reserve fund is the only influential factor

for worst-case cost under both portfolios. Figure 3.7b shows that Cary is able

to maintain a worst-case cost of 0% AVR across all states of the world under

both compromise portfolios if implemented precisely, indicating that its reserve

fund contribution prescribed by both compromise portfolios is enough to cover

costs across all sampled SOWs. Reductions in reserve fund contribution cause

Cary’s worst case cost to rise in a small percentage of SOWs, though these cost

increases do not severely effect portfolio robustness explaining why the reserve

fund is not found to have predictive power in the logistic regression model.

In addition to reserve fund contribution, Raleigh’s worst case cost is also in-

fluenced by a variety of other factors. The worst-case cost under both portfolios

is vulnerable to changes in the Falls Lake allocation, Raleigh’s largest supply

source, indicating that pressure from reduced supply forces it to resort to costly

mitigation measures. Both portfolios are also sensitive to changes in transfer

and insurance triggers, which cause increased cost and decreased financial sup-

port respectively. Together, these results indicate that the extreme failures in

Raleigh’s worst case cost shown in Figure 3.7b are the result of a combination of

factors including decreased supply, increased use of costly drought mitigation
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measures and decreased financial reserves.

Influential factors on worst case cost for Durham vary between the two com-

promise portfolios. Under portfolio S, Durham’s reserve fund contribution is

the only influential factor, while under portfolio B insurance trigger, demand

growth and inflow scaling are all found to be influential. Portfolio S represents

a low mitigation strategy for Durham if implemented precisely; the initial re-

serve fund contribution is therefore low as revenue shortfalls are not as likely.

Paradoxically, this makes portfolio S more vulnerable to reductions in reserve

fund contribution. As the primary contributor to worst case cost sensitivity, re-

serve fund reductions are responsible for the severe failures shown in Figure

3.7b.

Durham’s vulnerability to deviations in reserve fund under portfolio S is

mirrored by its vulnerability to restriction frequency under portfolio B. Sensitiv-

ity analysis results indicate that the extreme vulnerability to failures in restric-

tion frequency shown in Figure 3.7 is largely due to deviations in the portfolio’s

restriction trigger. Durham’s differing sensitivities further exemplify the careful

balance each portfolio maintains to meet the utility’s conflicting objectives. Port-

folio S maintains a reserve fund large enough to mitigate severe worst-case costs

in most SOWs but is kept as low as possible to reduce utility average cost. Any

further decrease in reserve fund contribution renders the fund too small to miti-

gate financial losses and results in severe penalties to the worst-case cost criteria.

Portfolio B’s restriction trigger is kept low to quickly respond to drought con-

ditions and improve reliability, decreasing the risk trigger from the initial value

however may result in over restriction in any SOW. These results indicate that

previous recommendations to focus on regional demand management (Herman
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et al., 2014; Trindade et al., 2017) must be paired with careful implementation of

the selected compromise portfolio. But how precise does implementation have

to be for a portfolio to perform as expected? To specify such operational toler-

ances, we delineate regional safe operating spaces for each compromise portfo-

lio.

3.5.4 Delineating Safe Operating Spaces

Transitioning to implementation tolerances for the water portfolios, we draw

from the concept of Safe Operating Spaces (SOS) (Rockstrom et al., 2009; Car-

penter et al., 2015). We define a SOS for a water supply portfolio as the region

of the decision space such that any combination of decision variables sampled

within the region is at least as robust as the original water supply portfolio.

Figure 3.10 shows the delineated SOS for both compromise water supply port-

folios. Each vertical axes represents a decision variable, and the location along

the vertical axis indicates the extent to which each decision is used in the port-

folio (a vertical line at the top of each plot would represent a portfolio with the

maximum possible use of each decision variable). The black lines in Figure 3.10

represent the decision variables of the compromise water supply portfolios, the

dark shaded region represents the sampled ranges of decision variables tested

in this experiment and the lightly shaded regions represent the SOS. Sampled

ranges and allowable deviations for each portfolio are also shown in Table 5.

The SOSs plotted in Figure 3.10 further highlight the differences between the

two compromise portfolios. For Raleigh, the two compromise portfolios repre-

sent a choice between extreme sensitivity to one decision variable and increased
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Table 3.4: Compromise portfolio decision variables, ranges of sampled opera-
tional deviations and the allowable deviation before a portfolio leaves its Safe
Operating Space. Decision variables include Restriction Trigger (RT), Treated
Transfer Risk Trigger (TT), Reserve Fund Contribution (RFC), Insurance Trigger
(IT) and Jordan Lake Allocation (JLA)

Compromise Portfolio S Compromise Portfolio B

Utility
Decision
Variable

Original
Value

Sampling
Range

Allowable
Deviation

Original
Value

Sampling
Range

Allowable
Deviation

Durham RT (ROF) 12% 8%-16% 4% 8% 4%-12% 0%
TT (ROF) 3% 1%-7% 0% 1% 1%-5% 0%
RFC (AVR) 4% 2%-6% 2% 9% 5%-13% 2%
IT (Stage) 3 1-5 2 3 1-5 2
JLA (%) 10% 6%-14% 4% 12% 8%-16% 4%

Raleigh RT (ROF) 27% 23%-31% 4% 21% 17%-23% 3%
TT (ROF) 4% 1%-8% 4% 4% 1%-8% 2%
RFC (AVR) 4% 0%-8% 4% 7% 3%-11% 2%
IT (Stage) 2 1-4 2 3 1-5 2
JLA (%) 9.5% 5.5%-13.5% 4% 12% 8%-16% 4%

OWASA RT (ROF) 30% 26%-34% 4% 30% 26%-34% 4%
TT (ROF) 30% 26%-34% 4% 8% 4%-12% 4%
RFC (AVR) 3% 1%-7% 4% 9% 5%-13% 4%
IT (Stage) 3 1-5 2 1 1-3 2
JLA (%) 5% 1%-9% 4% 6% 2%-10% 4%

Cary RT (ROF) 10% 6%-14% 4% 10% 6%-14% 4%
RFC (AVR) 2% 1%-6% 4% 2% 1%-6% 4%
IT (Stage) 1 1-3 2 1 1-3 2
JLA (%) 39% 35%-43% 3% 36.5% 32.5%-40.5% 1%

sensitivity across several decision variables. Under portfolio S Raleigh’s reserve

fund contribution has a very narrow SOS but no other decision variables cause

performance degradation within the sampled range of the decision space. Un-

der portfolio B, the utility has more room for deviation in its reserve fund con-

tribution, but may suffer if it fails to implement its restriction trigger or transfer

trigger precisely. Raleigh’s preference between the two compromise portfolios

is thus not only dependent on its preference across objectives and risk tolerance,

but also on its judgement related to the precision with which it could implement

each portfolio decision.

Examination of Durham’s SOS under the two portfolios reveals two inter-

esting points. First, Durham’s choice of compromise portfolio represents an
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Figure 3.10: Safe Operating Spaces for selected compromise water supply port-
folios. Each vertical axes represents a decision variable, and the location along
the vertical axis indicates the extent to which each decision is used in the port-
folio. The black lines represent the decision variables of the compromise water
supply portfolios, the dark shaded region represents the sampled ranges of deci-
sion variables tested in this experiment and the lightly shaded regions represent
the SOS.

evaluation of the feasible level of precision between restriction trigger and re-

serve fund. Second, the small tolerance to deviations in treated transfer trig-

gers under both compromise portfolios exposes the potential fragility of the

regional cooperative partnership. Durham’s sensitivity to transfer trigger de-

viations indicates that it is vulnerable to any emerging instabilities within the

regional partnership; if Cary cannot or refuses to provide treated transfers for

any reason, Durham’s ability to meet stakeholder requirements under challeng-

ing futures is greatly diminished. Cary’s willingness to provide treated trans-

fers is predicated on the availability of excess treatment capacity from the Jordan

Lake. Figure 3.10 reveals that small changes to Cary’s Jordan Lake allocation can
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cause Cary’s robustness to degrade and Figure 3.7 illustrates that such degra-

dation can manifest as severe failures in reliability. Should Cary find itself in a

vulnerable position from a reduced allocation, its willingness to assist regional

partners through treated transfers may diminish. This scenario is not unlikely;

pressure from water utilities outside the Research Triangle makes the future of

the Jordan Lake highly uncertain. The presence of this vulnerability within both

compromise water supply portfolios indicates a broader instability within the

regional cooperative partnership that has the potential to undermine individual

and regional performance.
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Figure 3.11: Factor maps for the two compromise portfolios provided by logistic
regression. Each subplot represents the two most important sensitivities as de-
termined by global sensitivity analysis, the shading represents the probability
of meeting the utility’s satisficing criteria if the utility were to be in the state of
the world defined by the two parameters. The star represents the base state of
the world with original portfolio decision variables.
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To deepen our understanding of how future scenarios cause vulnerability

within the regional partnership, we employ logistic regression to model each

portfolio’s ability to meet satisficing criteria using both implementation and ex-

ogenous uncertainties as model inputs. These logistic regression models capture

interactive effects between uncertainties and provide decision makers with con-

sequential scenarios that define ”challenging” SOWs that can serve as signposts

to trigger new analysis (Haasnoot et al., 2013). Figure 3.11 shows the predicted

probability of meeting the satisficing criteria as a function of the two most im-

portant uncertainties for each utility. The base state of the world with portfolios

implemented with perfect precision is depicted by the star. The shading on

each plot represents the predicted probability that a utility will meet its satis-

ficing criteria in a SOW defined by the parameters plotted on the axes, should

that SOW occur (note that this does not represent the probability that the SOW

will occur). Previous studies on the Triangle region have identified high de-

mand growth rate as the main driver of regional failure. While demand growth

rate was found to be a salient uncertainty for each utility in this chapter, oper-

ational deviations were found to have strong interactions with demand growth

rate, indicating that simply controlling demand growth rate without maintain-

ing precise implementation may not lead to acceptable performance. This can

be observed in Figure 3.11 by horizontal movement from the base SOW: even

when constrained to the current demand growth projection projection, Durham

may still fail solely due to imprecise implementation. The nature of this hor-

izontal movement once again differs between the two portfolios. The results

shown in Figure 3.11 provide a final distinction between the two compromise

portfolios: not only do vulnerabilities and sensitivities differ between the port-

folios for each utility, but the consequential scenarios that define challenging
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futures also differ.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter advances cooperative water supply portfolio planning by con-

tributing a fallback bargaining centered methodology for navigating robust-

ness conflicts and assessing vulnerabilities of selected compromise water sup-

ply portfolios to implementation uncertainty. We demonstrate our methodology

on a regional water supply planning problem in the Research Triangle region of

North Carolina where the cooperating utilities have conflicts when seeking to

maximize their individual robustness to financial and supply reliability vulner-

abilities. Our results indicate that even when regional water supply portfolios

carefully balance demand management, regional transfers, and financial instru-

ments, they can be vulnerable to assumptions on regional coordination and im-

plementation uncertainties. Through logistic regression and global sensitivity

analysis, we discover which uncertainties control portfolio robustness and indi-

vidual performance objectives. Importantly, vulnerabilities to implementation

uncertainty are shown to have the same scale of effects as other more commonly

considered stressors (e.g., hydrologic extremes or population pressures).

Our results suggest that failure to include implementation uncertainty in co-

operative water supply planning problems causes stakeholders to overestimate

the robustness of candidate water supply portfolios and underestimate the po-

tential for regional conflict. Through the delineation of regional SOSs, we pro-

vide stakeholders information on the operational tolerances of candidate water

supply portfolios. Understanding operational tolerances improves the regional
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bargaining process by revealing sources of tension that may emerge within the

cooperative coalition and quantifying portfolio feasibility. The quantification of

portfolio feasibility also represents a critical step between the design and im-

plementation of water supply portfolios that has not been addressed in prior

MORDM literature.

This is the first study to include implementation uncertainty in the scenario

discovery phase of the MORDM framework. The identification of consequen-

tial scenarios that include exogenous and implementation uncertainties allow

decision makers to examine how decision choices interact with deeply uncer-

tain factors. The nature and extent of portfolio vulnerability revealed by these

global scenarios assists regional decision makers in choosing compromises that

minimize the potential for regional conflict. To further minimize the potential

for conflict in cooperative water supply planning under deeply uncertain con-

texts, future work should focus the endogenous incorporation of stability met-

rics within the search phase of MORDM.
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CHAPTER 4

POWER AND PATHWAYS: EXPLORING ROBUSTNESS, COOPERATIVE

STABILITY AND POWER RELATIONSHIPS IN REGIONAL

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT AND WATER SUPPLY

MANAGEMENT PORTFOLIO PATHWAYS

This work was drawn from the following peer-reviewed journal article:

Gold, D. F., Reed, P. M., Gorelick, D. E., & Characklis, G. W. (2022). Power and path-

ways: Exploring robustness, cooperative stability, and power relationships in regional

infrastructure investment and water supply management portfolio pathways. Earth’s

Future, 10, e2021EF002472. https://doi.org/10.1029/2021EF002472

This work used the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment

(XSEDE), which is supported by National Science Foundation grant number ACI-

1548562. Regional and individual optimizations were carried out on Stampede2 at the

Texas Advanced Computing center through XSEDE allocation TGEAR090013. Deep

uncertain re-evaluation was conducted on Comet at the San Diego Super Computing

Center through XSEDE allocation TG-EAR090013.

4.1 Abstract

Cooperative management of natural resources is a key component of a transi-

tion to a sustainable society and urban water supply planning is a prime ex-

ample. Regional cooperation among urban water utilities is a powerful mech-

anism for improving supply reliability and financial stability in urban water

supply systems. Through coordinated drought mitigation and joint infrastruc-

ture investment, water utilities can efficiently exploit existing water supplies
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and reduce or delay the need for new supply infrastructure. However, coop-

erative water management brings new challenges for planning and implemen-

tation. The benefits of cooperation may not be uniformly distributed across

cooperating partners, resulting in the ”instability” of cooperative compromises.

Further, cooperation may add new vulnerabilities for each partner by imbuing

their cooperating partners with the power to impact their performance through

policy actions. Power imbalances stemming from these vulnerabilities can lead

to conflict between cooperating partners that destabilize otherwise robust plan-

ning alternatives. This work contributes a new exploratory modeling centered

framework for assessing cooperative stability and mapping power relationships

in cooperative infrastructure investment and water supply management poli-

cies. Our framework uses multi-objective optimization as an exploratory tool to

discover how cooperating partners may be incentivized to defect from robust re-

gional water supply partnerships and identifies how the actions of each regional

partner shape the vulnerability of its cooperating partners. Our methodology is

demonstrated on the Sedento Valley, a highly challenging hypothetical regional

urban water supply benchmarking problem. Our results reveal complex re-

gional power relationships between the region’s cooperating partners and sug-

gest ways to improve cooperative stability.

4.2 Introduction

Globally, urban water managers are increasingly challenged by growing wa-

ter demands and a changing climate (AghaKouchak et al., 2021; Wasley et al.,

2020). In the United States (US), drinking water systems require over $400 bil-

lion of capital investment by 2029 to maintain aging infrastructure and manage
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growing demands (ASCE, 2021). Financial pressures stemming from debt bur-

den and access to capital required for this investment are increasing, as major

credit rating agencies now require water utilities to comprehensively character-

ize their vulnerability to long-term risks from climate change and increasing hy-

drologic uncertainty (Okuji et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2017; Insoll and Griffiths,

2017). These risks are dominantly driven by droughts that force urban water

utilities to confront severe trade-offs between supply reliability and financial

stability (Chapman and Breeding, 2016; Borgomeo et al., 2016). Historically, wa-

ter utilities have managed drought risk by independently investing in new sup-

ply infrastructure to maintain high supply capacity-to-demand ratios (Gleick,

2002). However in the US and many heavily urbanized centers globally, most

suitable locations for new supply projects have been developed, and regulatory

and environmental uncertainties have made this approach no longer acceptable

in many regions (Gleick, 2003). These constraints have motivated urban water

utilities to explore regionally cooperative investment and water portfolio man-

agement approaches that seek to utilize existing sources more efficiently and

jointly develop new supply sources (Frone et al., 2008; Riggs and Hughes, 2019;

Reedy and Mumm, 2012; EPA, 2017).

With this transition in focus, it is now important to better understand how

the development of regionally coordinated water management policies creates

new challenges by increasing institutional complexity and exposing cooperat-

ing actors to new risks (Frone et al., 2008; Kurki et al., 2016; Sjöstrand, 2017).

Rather than evaluating performance trade-offs for a single actor, the design of

cooperative strategies must account for the potentially competing interests of

all cooperating partners (Madani and Dinar, 2012). Adding to this challenge,

regional power dynamics and historical inequities not easily measured by tra-
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ditional performance objectives shape how water supply risks are manifested

across regional actors (Savelli et al., 2021). These dynamics increase the poten-

tial for “hidden” sources of conflict that are not readily apparent (Gold et al.,

2019). Figure 4.1 organizes these challenges into four primary topical areas that

can serve to guide cooperative water resources planning: (a) performance trade-

offs, (b) robustness and adaptivity, (c) cooperative stability of compromises, and

(d) power and agency. While performance trade-offs, robustness and coopera-

tive stability have been widely discussed in water resources literature (e.g. (Bor-

gomeo et al., 2016; Groves et al., 2019; Read et al., 2014)), state-of-the-art infras-

tructure investment and water portfolio management frameworks to date have

largely neglected to account for regional power dynamics and the agency of

regional actors, potentially missing important considerations for successful im-

plementation of cooperative infrastructure investment and water portfolio man-

agement pathways. This paper contributes a holistic framework for crafting

and evaluating cooperative infrastructure investment and water supply man-

agement policies that explicitly accounts for all four challenges highlighted in

Figure 4.1.

As noted in Figure 4.1 (Box a), the initial focus in cooperative infrastructure

investment and water portfolio planning has been to better understand perfor-

mance trade-offs between utilities’ ability to meet their communities’ supply

demands while balancing their own financial stability (Borgomeo et al., 2016;

Harou et al., 2009; Matrosov et al., 2012; Ray et al., 2012; Beh et al., 2015). In re-

cent years, regional portfolio approaches have emerged as a key tool for manag-

ing these trade-offs (Jenkins and Lund, 2000; Lund et al., 2006; Characklis et al.,

2006; Kasprzyk et al., 2009; Mortazavi-Naeini et al., 2014). Regional water sup-

ply portfolios combine short-term drought mitigation instruments (e.g., water
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d. Power and Agency

•    Are regional outcomes predetermined by 
      system structure?

•   Do actors have agency to change status
     quo power dynamics?

•   Who is enabled and who is constrained by 
     regional cooperation?

•    How is power exercised in the regional
      system?

c. Cooperative Stability
•    Which alternatives represent acceptable 
     compromises across all decision makers?

•    Are con�icts “hidden” under seemingly 
     acceptable compromises?

a. Performance Trade-o�s
•    Do policies successfully balance supply
      reliability and �nancial stability?

•    Do policies coordinate short-term crisis 
      mgmt. and long-term risk mgmt.?

b. Robustness and Adaptivity
•    Do policies maintain performance across
      a wide range of plausible uncertainty?

•    Which uncertainties have the largest 
     impact on regional/individual performance?

•    Can policies adapt to observed system 
     states?

•    Does the system contain decision relevant
     thresholds in the uncertainty space?

Figure 4.1: Multi-actor challenges in the design of cooperative water supply
planning policies

transfers and demand management), and financial instruments (e.g., index in-

surance) to minimize supply failures while covering revenue shortfalls and un-

expected costs (Zeff and Characklis, 2013). Exploring synergies between short-

term water supply portfolio planning and long-term infrastructure investment

pathways has the potential to further improve regional reliability and enhance

financial stability (Mortazavi-Naeini et al., 2014; Cai et al., 2015; Zeff et al., 2016).

This coordination may be aided by the use of many-objective optimization to

discover high-performance design alternatives that represent optimal trade-offs

between conflicting objectives (Zeff et al., 2014; Beh et al., 2015). Through the a

posteriori evaluation of performance trade-offs, many-objective optimization al-

lows stakeholders to choose policy alternatives that most align with their pref-

erences for balancing supply reliability and financial stability (Woodruff et al.,

2013).

There is a growing recognition that the balance of supply reliability and fi-
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nancial stability is challenged by conditions of deep uncertainty stemming from

growing demands, changing drought extremes, and financial risks (Herman

et al., 2014; Dittrich et al., 2016; Maier et al., 2016; Groves et al., 2019). Deep

uncertainty refers to conditions where parties to a decision do not know or can-

not agree upon the probability distributions for uncertain inputs to the system,

how to value alternative outcomes and/or the appropriate model to define the

system and its boundaries (Lempert et al., 2006; Kwakkel et al., 2016b; Mar-

chau et al., 2019). Deep uncertainty requires planners to shift focus from finding

strategies that are optimal in expectation across a set of probabilistic scenarios

to discovering robust solutions that maintain satisfactory economic, social and

environmental performance across a range of challenging and uncertain scenar-

ios (Lempert et al., 2006). This challenge motivates the second consideration

highlighted in Figure 4.1: Robustness and Adaptivity (Box b).

In recent years, exploratory modeling centered frameworks (Bankes, 1993;

Moallemi et al., 2020a) and adaptive planning approaches (Walker et al., 2013)

have emerged as key innovations that aid the discovery of robust water sup-

ply policies. Exploratory modeling frameworks utilize computational experi-

ments to systematically explore plausible future scenarios without a strict fo-

cus on seeking to assign their likelihoods in advance (Bankes, 1993). These

frameworks allow decision makers to discover how uncertainties may cause

undesirable performance outcomes and identify decision relevant thresholds in

the uncertainty space (Moallemi et al., 2020a). Frameworks such as Robust De-

cision Making (Lempert et al., 2006), Many-objective Robust Decision Making

(MORDM) (Kasprzyk et al., 2013), Info-gap (Ben-Haim, 2006) and Decision Scal-

ing (Brown et al., 2012) have been widely used to examine robustness in water

supply planning contexts (for examples see (Groves et al., 2019); (Herman et al.,
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2014; Housh and Aharon, 2021; Marcos-Garcia et al., 2020)). Adaptive planning

approaches provide robustness by using near-term information to inform infras-

tructure planning and water management decisions (Walker et al., 2013; Erfani

et al., 2018). For example, Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways (DAPP) (Haas-

noot et al., 2013), generates robust and adaptive decision-making pathways by

exploring alternative sequences of decisions across multiple futures.

For cooperative systems, robustness conflicts complicate planning under

deep uncertainty (Herman et al., 2015; Trindade et al., 2019; Gold et al., 2019).

A successful strategy must not only be robust, but also cooperatively stable,

meaning it represents an acceptable compromise across all cooperating actors

(Parrachino et al., 2006; Madani and Dinar, 2012; Wu and Whittington, 2006).

Additionally, planners must account for differences in perception of risk across

cooperating policies (Wheeler et al., 2020). These challenges motivate the third

consideration in Figure 4.1: cooperative stability (Box c). Here, we define co-

operatively stable alternatives as portfolio pathways that represent acceptable

compromises for all regional actors (Read et al., 2014). Cooperative stability can

be examined through game theoretic metrics (Gately, 1974; Shapley and Shubik,

1954; Teasley and McKinney, 2011) or bargaining methods (Brams and Kilgour,

2001; Madani et al., 2011; Khatiri et al., 2020). However, both stability mea-

sures and bargaining techniques rely on highly simplified and narrow theoreti-

cal abstractions of preference for each actor, which limits our understanding of

the underlying multi-actor dynamics in the regional systems that must balance

complex commitments to supply reliability and financial performance.

To understand multi-actor dynamics within a cooperative system, it is crit-

ical to examine the power relationships between actors (Avelino and Rotmans,
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2009). Examining power and agency within cooperative systems is the final

challenge highlighted in Figure 4.1 (Box d). While power has been broadly de-

fined as “the (in)capacity of actors to mobilise means to achieve ends” (Avelino,

2021), the way that power may be exercised within a regional system can pro-

vide insights into the nature and drivers of regional robustness conflicts. Power

in multi-actor systems may be partitioned into three types of relationships:

power over, power to and power with (Avelino and Rotmans, 2011). Power over

refers to conditions when actor A may exercise power over actor B. Power to

refers to each actor’s ability to act to create or resist change. Power with refers to

actors’ ability to collaborate within the system context to create or resist change.

Mapping these power relationships within a regional system reveals which ac-

tors have agency to initiate or prevent change, and how regional conflict may

be shaped by structural elements of the water resources system (e.g. hydrologic

constraints or political power).

This chapter seeks to formally advance our ability to understand power and

agency in cooperative water resources planning problems by expanding the DU

Pathways framework, a cooperative infrastructure investment and water sup-

ply management pathways framework introduced by (Trindade et al., 2019).

DU Pathways draws from advances in water supply portfolio planning, DAPP,

and MORDM to discover integrated short- and long-term decision making rules

that generate cooperative infrastructure investment and water supply portfolio

policy pathways.

Our extension of DU Pathways provides a holistic approach for confronting

the cooperative planning challenges outlined in Figure 4.1, guided by the re-

search questions posed therein. We begin our analysis by employing many-
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objective search to discover cooperative rule systems that equitably maximizes

performance across all system actors. Next, we examine portfolio robustness

by reevaluating each cooperative infrastructure investment and water manage-

ment policy across a large ensemble of deep uncertainties. We then contribute

game theoretic inspired measures of cooperative stability to evaluate tacit con-

flicts and incentives for defection within compromises for regional partner-

ships. Conflicts are evaluated by carefully mapping the participants’ power and

agency to influence regional compromises via a novel Regional Defection Anal-

ysis, which utilizes an additional many-objective search to explore how regional

partners may seek to defect from the regional agreement. This analysis maps

sources of regional robustness conflicts and examines power structures within

the regional partnership. We demonstrate our methodology on the Sedento Val-

ley (Trindade et al., 2020), which has been formulated as a highly challenging

multi-actor water supply planning benchmarking test case where three urban

water utilities seek to develop cooperative infrastructure investment and water

supply portfolio pathways.

Beyond cooperative water supply planning, our methodology is applicable

to modeling sustainable transitions more broadly. We intend this methodology

to complement existing tools from social and political science by thoroughly ex-

ploring power and conflict across deeply uncertain future conditions and mul-

tiple performance objectives.
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4.3 Regional Test Case

The Sedento Valley (Trindade et al., 2020) is a highly challenging multi-actor

water supply planning test case developed for benchmarking new frameworks

for water supply planning under deep uncertainty (illustrated in Figure 4.2a).

In the test case, three hypothetical water utilities seek to transition to sustainable

regional water management by adopting a regionally cooperative and adaptive

water supply policy portfolio. As a water supply test case, the Sedento Val-

ley contains many important challenges faced by urban water utilities. First,

the rapidly growing regional population is stressing the limits of current water

supplies, challenging the region’s water utilities to develop new strategies for

water management. Second, the region contains multiple independent urban

water utilities in close proximity that have asymmetric vulnerability to drought

due to differences in their water supply capacities, watershed characteristics

and local demand profiles. This asymmetry represents an opportunity for co-

operative drought mitigation through water transfers, while also shaping re-

gional resource competition. The duality of water transfers being both a mecha-

nism for enhancement of regional water supplies as well as a driver for resource

competition strongly complicates cooperative regional water portfolio planning

and infrastructure investment pathways. Third, the region has a limited num-

ber of suitable locations for new supply development and regional utilities are

investigating cooperative investment in new supply infrastructure. Finally, the

region’s three utilities face financial vulnerability to future droughts, necessi-

tating the careful coordination of financial instruments with drought mitigation

and infrastructure investment strategies. The water management actions and

infrastructure investment decisions of each utility have the potential to impact
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the financial risk of neighboring utilities, providing further incentive for the

three utilities to coordinate their water management and infrastructure invest-

ment strategies.
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Figure 4.2: a) A map of the Sedento Valley region, where three urban water util-
ities in the seek cooperative long term water management strategies. b) Popu-
lation by city c) Demand growth projections by city

The Sedento Valley regional water supply system is composed of two

medium sized cities, Fallsland and Dryville, and a smaller city, Watertown.

The populations of each city are shown in Figure 4.2b. Each city receives water

from their own independent water utility. Dryville and Fallsland share access

to Autumn Lake, a large reservoir that they each access via independent water

treatment facilities. Watertown owns and operates a water treatment plant on

Lake Michael, a large regional resource controlled by the federal government.
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Watertown also draws water from College Rock Reservoir, where it owns and

operates an additional water treatment facility. The managers of the three util-

ities face pressure from growing demands (Figure 4.2c) as well as uncertainties

stemming from how quickly demand will grow and how a changing climate

will impact the region’s reservoir inflows and and evapotransporation.

The cities within the Sedento Valley have significant disparities in their ac-

cess to regional water supplies. Fallsland, the city with the largest urban pop-

ulation, does not have a proportionally larger access to supply. Conversely,

Watertown, the smallest of the three cities, has direct access to a large and cur-

rently unallocated portion of Lake Michael. All three utilities may request Lake

Michael supply allocations from the federal government. However, the reser-

voir is limited to a single suitable location for a water treatment plant, thus

requiring Fallsland and Dryville to purchase treated transfers from Watertown

to access their allocations. In recent decades, the three utilities have invested in

large interconnections, allowing Dryville and Fallsland to access potential allo-

cations without significant capacity constraints.

Historically, the three utilities have managed water supply challenges by

imposing short-term water use restrictions during acute periods of drought and

independently investing in supply expansions to mange long-term risk. How-

ever, when used too frequently, water use restrictions are unpopular with local

residents and threaten financial stability due to revenue disruptions (Hughes

and Leurig, 2013b). The majority of the region’s suitable supply expansion loca-

tions have been developed, significantly increasing the cost of new infrastruc-

ture development. The utilities are seeking to increase the use of treated trans-

fers from Lake Michael as part of their drought mitigation strategies. These
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transfers allow Dryville and Fallsland to access Lake Michael, potentially re-

ducing the frequency of water use restrictions and /or delaying the need for

new infrastructure investments. The addition of water transfers comes at the

cost of increased volatility in utility revenues. This volatility creates challenges

for utility budgets, which have been traditionally focused on meeting the fixed

costs associaed with their debt burden.

To jointly improve the region’s supply reliability and collectively reduce fi-

nancial risks, the three utilities are exploring the development of cooperative

infrastructure investment pathways that center on coordinated drought mitiga-

tion and co-investment in shared infrastructure. To facilitate the development of

these cooperative infrastructure pathways, the utilities are employing a portfo-

lio based approach that links short-term drought mitigation with long-term risk

reduction. In times of drought, each utility may impose water use restrictions

to temporarily curtail water demand. Dryville and Fallsland may also purchase

treated transfers at cost from Watertown. A regional portfolio coordinates the

use of these drought mitigation instruments to maximize the efficiency of re-

gional sources. To mitigate financial volatility from restrictions and transfers,

portfolios also include financial instruments in the form of self insurance and

third-party insurance. As part of the regional agreement the utilities will also

determine how to share the unused portion of Lake Michael.

The regional cooperative infrastructure investment pathways seek to se-

quence new infrastructure investment in coordination with short-term drought

mitigation policies. Each utility has identified a set of potential supply expan-

sion projects that include both the development of new supply sources and the

implementation of water reuse strategies. Watertown and Fallsland are also ex-
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Table 4.1: Potential new infrastructure options in the Sedento Valley.

Infrastructure Utility (allocation %)
Capital
Cost ($106)

Storage or
Production

Permiting
Period (years)

College Rock Reservoir expansion (Small) Watertown 50
500 MG
(2.27 m3) 5

College Rock Reservoir expansion (Large) Watertown 100
1000 MG
(4.55 m3) 5

Watertown Reuse Watertown 50
35 MGD
(0.16 m3

day ) 5

Sugar Creek Reservoir Dryville 150
2909 MG
(13.22 m3) 17

Dryville Reuse Dryville 30
35 MGD
(0.16 m3

day ) 5

New River Reservoir
Fallsland (50%)
Watertown (50%) 263

3700 MG
(16.82 m3) 17

Fallsland Reuse Fallsland 50
35 MGD
(0.16 m3

day ) 5

ploring the construction of the New River Reservoir, a large new supply source

that would be shared between the two cities. A list of potential infrastructure

projects for each utility can be found in Table 4.1. The Sedento Valley test case’s

cooperative infrastructure investment and water supply portfolio management

pathways represents a highly challenging multi-actor decision context. A key

driver of the test case’s challenging decision context is the multi-actor dynam-

ics within the regional system. In the next section, we outline an approach for

exploring these dynamics to discover cooperative strategies that represent ro-

bust and cooperatively stable regional compromises for the Sedento Valley wa-

ter utilities.

4.4 Methodology

This chapter extends the DU Pathways framework (Trindade et al., 2019) by

adding Regional Defection Analysis (RDA), a new exploratory modeling cen-

tered methodology that enables decision makers to examine cooperative stabil-

ity, power relationships, and actors’ agency when developing cooperative in-
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frastructure investment and water portfolio management pathways. The DU

Pathways framework serves as a bridge between the constructive decision aid-

ing approach of MORDM (Kasprzyk et al., 2013) and the adaptive policy for-

mulation central to DAPP (Haasnoot et al., 2013). RDA formalizes the analysis

of how multi-actor dynamics impact negotiated trade-off analyses, robustness

assessments, and scenario discovery, filling a significant technical gap in the tra-

ditional forms of DAPP and MORDM. Our approach is outlined in Figure 4.3a,

which overviews DU Pathway methodology and highlights our RDA contribu-

tion. The problem formulation stage (Figure 4.3a, Box i), includes specification

of the system model(s), relevant decisions, uncertainties and regional objectives.

Next, we search for the high performance cooperative infrastructure investment

and water supply management portfolio pathways using Deep Uncertain opti-

mization (DU optimization) (Trindade et al., 2017) and examine trade-offs be-

tween system objectives (Figure 4.3a, Box ii and detailed in Figure 4.3b). This set

of solutions is then stress-tested by re-evaluating each portfolio under a broader

set of States Of the World (SOWs) generated by utilizing a larger independent

sampling of the relevant deep uncertainties identified in the problem formula-

tion (Figure 4.3a, Box iii and detailed in Figure 4.3c). The results of this Deep

Uncertainty re-evaluation (DU re-evaluation) serve as the basis for computing

the robustness of each alternative regional water portfolio management and in-

frastructure investment policy for each of the cooperating system actors. This

information is then used to inform a negotiated design selection process (Figure

4.3a, Box iv), where we select one or more robust compromise alternatives for

further analysis.
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In this chapter, we contribute a formal exploratory modeling methodology to

carefully evaluate cooperative stability and regional power dynamics through

RDA (Figure 4.3a, Box v). In urban water planning contexts, regional defection

may occur when a cooperating partner seeks leave a cooperative partnership to

improve their individual performance. In major urban centers of the U.S., such

defections have resulted in ”water wars”, ending only after protracted legal bat-

tles ((Dedekorkut, 2005), more details on ”water wars” in the United States can

be found in Appendix C). RDA first uses many-objective optimization as an

exploratory tool to examine how each cooperating utility partner may defect

from the regional partnership, then examines how these defections shape their

own self-interests, broader regional cooperative stability, actors’ vulnerabilities

to deep uncertainties as well as their resulting infrastructure pathways.

RDA is comprised of four main steps (Figure 4.3a, Box v). First, we per-

form a set of individual DU defection optimizations (detailed in Figure 4.3d)

that explore the benefits and trade-offs for each cooperating partner to defect

from the regional infrastructure investment and water portfolio management

compromise policy. This analysis asks the question: can a regional partner uni-

laterally increase their reliability or financial stability by defecting from the re-

gional partnership? This step yields a set of defection alternatives (i.e., new

investment and management decisions) tailored to each actor that reveal how

they may gain from defection and what actions they may be incentivized to

take. As shown in Figure 4.3d, in the DU defection optimization one defecting

utility is allowed to deviate in its decisions while all other partners are held to

the actions in a given regional compromise solution being considered. We use

the solutions discovered through individual defection optimization to exam-

ine how regional defection alters drought mitigation actions and the resulting
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infrastructure pathways. Next, we re-evaluate defection alternatives across a

broad set of DU SOWs to explore how defection may impact the robustness for

each cooperating partner. Finally, we perform scenario discovery to determine

how each actor’s defection from compromise policies changes the vulnerability

of their cooperating partners to deep uncertainty. The RDA methodology con-

tributed here provides a comprehensive assessment of the cooperative stability

of negotiated compromises, regional power structures, and the potential drivers

of regional conflict. These insights have value for designing monitoring efforts

as part of the implementation of a cooperative agreements as well as informing

the development new agreement structures if needed.

4.4.1 Many-Objective Cooperative Problem Formulation

A candidate infrastructure investment and water portfolio problem formula-

tion is a formalized hypothesis about how the cooperative planning problem

should be represented analytically (Zeleny, 1981; Kasprzyk et al., 2013). Draw-

ing from MORDM, the DU pathways framework treats problem formulation as

a constructive learning process where stakeholders and analysts collaborate to

develop a shared understanding of system challenges and search for promising

design alternatives (Tsoukiàs, 2008; Kwakkel et al., 2016b). This constructive

decision aiding process allows stakeholders to explore competing hypotheses

for how the system should be represented (also termed rival framings), poten-

tially exposing hidden biases that may underlie single formulations (Majone

and Quade, 1980; Quinn et al., 2017a). For a candidate problem formulation,

we determine performance objectives, specify a system model, translate actions

into decision variables, identify relevant uncertainties and define how those un-
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certainties are sampled (Lempert et al., 2006).

Formally, we seek to find the vector of cooperative decision variables, θ∗coop,

that minimizes regional objective vector F:

θcoop
∗ = argminθ F (4.1)

s.t.

|ME| ≤ 1 ∀ME ⊆ BI (4.2)

Where:

F =



fREL

fRF

fNPC

fFC

fWFPC


(4.3)

fREL = min
u

(
− fREL,u

(
xs, θcoop, Ψs

) )
∀ u ∈ U (4.4)

fRF = min
u

(
fRF,u

(
xs, xsrof , θcoop, Ψs

) )
∀ u ∈ U (4.5)

fNPC = min
u

(
fNPC,u

(
xs, xlrof , θcoop, Ψs

) )
∀ u ∈ U (4.6)
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fFC = min
u

(
fFC,u

(
xs, xsrof , xlrof , θcoop, Ψs

) )
∀ u ∈ U (4.7)

fWFPC = min
u

(
fWFPC,u

(
xs, xsrof , xlrof , θcoop, Ψs

) )
∀ u ∈ U (4.8)

θcoop = [θW, θD, θF] (4.9)

θW =
[
θrt,W, θarfc,W, θirt,W, θit,W, ICOW , θlma,W

]
(4.10)

θD =
[
θrt,D, θtt,D, θarfc,D, θirt,D, θit,D, ICOD, θlma,D

]
(4.11)

θF =
[
θrt,F, θtt,F, θarfc,F, θirt,F, θit,F, ICOF , θlma,F

]
(4.12)

X =


xsrof

xlrof

xs

 (4.13)

Where F is a vector based objective function containing regional objectives fRel,

reliability, fRF , restriction frequency, fNPC, net present value of infrastructure in-

vestment, fFC, financial cost of drought mitigation and debt payment, and fWFPC,

the worst-first-percentile cost of the fFC and U is the set of all cooperating utili-

ties.
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The cooperative water supply policy is represented by θcoop, a vector con-

taining all of the decision variables for the three utilities (θW , θD, θF). Decision

variables controlling short term drought mitigation actions are θrt, represent-

ing restriction triggers, and θtt, representing transfer triggers. Decision vari-

able regulating financial instruments are θar f c, representing annual reserve fund

contributions, and θirt, representing insurance restriction triggers. Long-term

infrastructure sequencing is controlled by θit, representing lROF infrastructure

construction triggers and ICO, a matrix containing infrastructure construction

ordering for each utility. Details on the decision variables can be found in Sec-

tion 3.1.2.

Matrix X has values of decision-relevant state variables for all utilities and

includes xsrof , a vector of sROF states used to trigger drought mitigation, xlrof , a

vector of lROF states used to trigger infrastructure investment and xs,a vector

of system states.

The regional objectives are also subject to the SOW, Ψs, which contains vec-

tor samples of deeply uncertain time series and parameters, found in Table

4.2. Deeply uncertain factors considered include changes in future streamflow

trends (for details see (Trindade et al., 2020)), economic uncertainties including

demand growth rate, bond rates/terms and discount rate, effectiveness of wa-

ter use restrictions and uncertainties involving infrastructure construction and

permitting.

In Equation 4.2, ME represents a generic subset of mutually exclusive infras-

tructure options within the set of built or prospective infrastructure BI.

Policy alternatives to the cooperative planning problem described in this
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section are discovered using the Borg Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm

(MOEA).

Performance Objectives

The three utilities of the Sedento Valley seek to discover water supply portfolios

that balance the conflicting objectives of maximizing supply reliability, mini-

mizing the frequency of water use restrictions as well as minimizing drought

mitigation and infrastructure investment cost. We formulate this water sup-

ply planning problem as a many-objective design problem with five objectives:

maximize system reliability, minimize restriction frequency, minimize the net

present value of infrastructure spending, minimize the peak financial costs, and

minimize the worst first percentile financial cost. To maximize the equity of

regional solutions discovered through optimization, we employ a regional min-

imax formulation where each regional objective value is taken as the value of

the objective for the worst-performing utility. This application of Rawls’ differ-

ence principle guarantees that all other utilities will perform at least as well or

better than the regional value (Rawls, 1999; Hammond, 1976; Helgeson, 2020).

Uncertainty

A core challenge to water supply planning in the Sedento Valley is the uncer-

tainty concerning future SOWs. We partition this uncertainty into two cate-

gories, well characterized uncertainty (WCU) and deep uncertainty (DU). WCU

includes model parameters that are stochastic and have known probability

distributions or enough data to estimate their probability density functions
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Table 4.2: Deep uncertainties considered for the Sedento Valley test problem.
Unless specified otherwise the same minimum and maximum values for each
uncertainty were applied for all utilities and infrastructure.

Category Factor name Min Max

Future streamflow
Streamflow Sinusoid amplitude 0.8 1.2
Streamflow Sinusoid frequency 0.2 0.5
Streamflow Sinusoid phase −π/2 π/2

Economic variables

Demand growth multiplier 0.5 2.0
Bond interest rate multiplier 1.0 1.2
Bond term multiplier 0.6 1.0
Discount rate multiplier 0.6 1.4

Drought mitigation
instruments (restriction
effectiveness multiplier)

Watertown 0.9 1.1
Dryville 0.9 1.1
Fallsland 0.9 1.1

New infrastructure Permitting time multiplier 0.75 1.5
Construction time multiplier 1.0 1.2

(Trindade et al., 2017). In the Sedento valley, the natural variability of reservoir

inflows and evaporation rates are modeled as WCUs as there is over 80 years

of historical data. To provide a thorough representation of these stochastic pa-

rameters, we employ a synthetic streamflow generator which samples from the

historical record to generate future natural inflow time series that preserve the

temporal and spatial patterns of the historical record (Kirsch et al., 2013). Details

on the synthetic streamflow generation process can be found in (Trindade et al.,

2020). We define DUs facing the system as model parameters that do not have

known probability density functions (Lempert, 2002; Kwakkel et al., 2016b). In

the Sedento Valley, these factors include possible climate change impacts to the

system and human factors such as demand growth rate. A full list of DUs in our

modeling can be found in Table 4.2. DU samples are generated through Latin

Hypercube Sampling (LHS), which ensures all quantiles of each parameter are

evenly represented.
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Decision Variables

As described in Section 2, the Sedento Valley utilities employ a portfolio ap-

proach to adaptively manage water supply decisions under deep uncertainty.

A cornerstone of this approach is the use of state-aware action triggers that

adaptively respond to changing system conditions. The portfolios utilize a dy-

namic measure of risk, known as “risk-of-failure” (ROF), that represents a state-

aware measure of each utility’s evolving storage-to-demand ratio (Caldwell and

Characklis, 2014)). Both short term drought-management actions and long-term

infrastructure investment decisions are adaptively triggered using ROF based

rule systems. By incorporating both short- and long-term ROF measures, these

water supply portfolios generate adaptive infrastructure pathways that are co-

ordinated with drought mitigation measures.

Drought mitigation actions are triggered using short-term risk-of-failure

(sROF; (Caldwell and Characklis, 2014)), which is updated on a weekly basis.

At any given week, a utility’s sROF represents the probability that its reservoir

storage will drop below 20% of total capacity at any point during the subsequent

52 weeks. Each drought mitigation instrument is assigned an associated sROF

trigger, and drought mitigation actions are implemented if the sROF exceeds

the trigger on any given week.

New infrastructure investment is triggered by long-term ROF (lROF; (Zeff

et al., 2016)), a measure of each utility’s capacity to demand ratio, calculated on

an annual basis. lROF is calculated once per year, and measures the probabil-

ity that a utility’s total storage will drop below 20% of total capacity over the

subsequent 78 weeks, if all reservoirs begin full. Each utility has a single lROF

trigger for infrastructure, and an associated ranking of infrastructure options.
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When a utilities’ lROF crosses the lROF trigger, it will begin construction on the

top ranked infrastructure option. To mitigate revenue volatility resulting from

drought mitigation, the water supply portfolio also contains several financial

instruments. These instruments include self insurance, through annual reserve

fund contributions, and third party index insurance purchased from an outside

party. Details on all decision variables and their ranges can be found in Table 3.

Decision Variable Utility Lower Bound Upper Bound
Restriction sROF trigger All 0% 100%
Transfer sROF trigger Dryville, Fallsland 0% 100%
Lake Michael Allocation - Watertown Watertown 33.4% 90%
Lake Michael Allocation - Dryville Dryville 5% 33.4%
Lake Michael Allocation - Fallsland Fallsland 5% 33.4%
Insurance sROF trigger All 0% 100%
Infrastructure construction lROF trigger All 0% 100%
Annual reserve fund contribution (% annual revenue) All 0% 10%
Infrastructure rankings All 1st # inf options

Table 4.3: Decision variables and their bounds

4.4.2 Deep Uncertainty Re-evaluation

During DU re-evaluation, we stress-test each Pareto approximate infrastructure

pathway policies over the set DU SOWs generated through Full DU sampling

(described in Section 3.1.3 and illustrated in Figure 4.3). The robustness of each

Pareto-approximate solution is calculated using a satisficing metric (Lempert

et al., 2006; Herman et al., 2015), an approximation of Starr’s domain criteria

(Starr, 1963). Our satisficing metric, S, measures the fraction of SOWs that each

solution meets a set of performance criteria defined by the stakeholders, as show

in equation 4.14:

S =
1
N

N∑
j=1

Λθ, j (4.14)
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Where,

Λθ, j =


1, if F(θ) j ≤ Φ j

0, otherwise
(4.15)

Where Φ is a vector of performance criteria for utility j, θ is the portfolio

and N is the total number of sampled SOWs. The sample size of 1,000,000 was

chosen based off a formal analysis by (Trindade et al., 2020), which found that

robustness values in the Sedento Valley remained stable at or beyond this level

sampling.

The satisficing metric was chosen because it reflects the risk tolerance and

preferences of the cooperating utilities. In the Sedento Valley test case, each

utility has specified that they would like solutions to meet the following crite-

ria: Reliability > 98%, Restriction Frequency < 10% and Worst First Percentile

Cost < 10% annual volumetric revenue following the requirements that have

been provided in actual regional water pathway analyses (Herman et al., 2014;

Trindade et al., 2019).

4.4.3 Negotiated Design Selection

Information on solution robustness and trade-offs between performance objec-

tives within the Pareto approximate set provide the basis for negotiated design

selection between cooperating partners. Here we illustrate two potential out-

comes of the negotiated design selection process by implementing two contrast-

ing framings of a cooperative compromise: a “social planner’s” framing, that
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seeks to maximize the well-being of the region as a whole, and a “pragmatist’s”

framing, that seeks to discover a practical solution that is likely acceptable to all

actors (Read et al., 2014). To select a compromise for the social planner’s fram-

ing, we use a Least Squares metric (Read et al., 2014), which selects the solution

that minimizes the sum of dissatisfaction across negotiating parties:

LS = min j

m∑
i=1

(wi(S ∗i − S i, j))2 (4.16)

Where S ∗i is the maximum robustness achieved for utility i in the Pareto-

approximate set, S i, j is the robustness for utility i resulting from solution j, m is

the total number of negotiating actors and wi is a weighting applied to utility i,

here set to 1 for all utilities so all actors are weighted equally.

To select a compromise for the pragmatist’s framing, we employ the power

index, a metric that derives from game theory and economic literature and has

been used to identify cooperatively stable solutions for multi-actor negotiation

problems (Read et al., 2014; Teasley and McKinney, 2011). The power index

measures of the relative gains of one actor against the relative gains of the group.

Actors that achieve greater power index values for a given solution are receiv-

ing a higher proportion of the gains when compared with other negotiators.

(Dinar and Howitt, 1997) suggest that a feasible solution that distributes power

across actors most equally will be an acceptable alternative to all parties. Thus,

a solution that minimizes the coefficient of variation of the power index across

all actors can be defined as the most cooperatively stable alternative.

PW = min j(CV) (4.17)
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CV j =
σ j

ᾱ j
(4.18)

αi, j =
wi(S ∗i − S i, j)∑m

i=0(S ∗i − S i, j)
(4.19)

Such that:

m∑
i=0

αi = 1 (4.20)

Where ᾱ j and σ j are mean and standard deviations of power index values

αi, j across all negotiators, i for solution j, S ∗i is the best achievable robustness for

actor i, S i, j is the robustness achieved under solution j for actor i and m is the

total number of negotiators.

4.4.4 Regional Defection Analysis

The selection of compromise solutions within cooperative infrastructure path-

way trade-off analyses relies on the strong assumption that once selected, all

regional partners will adhere to the compromise. To examine the consequences

of this assumption, we illustrate the RDA methodology using the social plan-

ner and pragmatist compromise solutions. The addition of RDA to the DU

Pathways framework provides a formal mechanism to reveal which cooperat-

ing partners have incentives to defect from the negotiated regional partnership

(i.e. which utilities may improve reliability and/or financial stability through

defection), discover tacit trade-offs that are not apparent in the initial negoti-

ated pathway policy selection, examines how each actor’s defection influences
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the vulnerabilities of other actors and better maps underlying sources of re-

gional conflict. Results of the regional defection analysis are intended to inform

conflict mitigation strategies for regions seeking to cooperatively enhance the

robustness of their infrastructure investment and water portfolio management

pathways.

Individual Defection Optimization Under Deep Uncertainty

We explore the incentives each utility may have for defecting from the re-

gional compromises using many-objective search with the Borg MOEA as an

exploratory modeling tool within broader infrastructure pathway policy spaces

of the individual regional water utilities. For this optimization, the Borg MOEA

optimizes the defecting utility’s individual objectives using only its decision

variables while all of the remaining utilities’ decision variables are held to be

same as what was specified in the given compromise regional pathway policy

of focus. as shown in Figure 4.3d. A formal description of the individual opti-

mization is shown in equations 4.21-4.24:

θde f
∗ = argminθ Fdef (4.21)

s.t.

|ME| ≤ 1 ∀ME ⊆ BI (4.22)

Where:
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Fdef =



fREL,def

(
xs, θdef , θcoop, Ψs

)
fRF,def

(
xs, xsrof , θdef , θcoop, Ψs

)
fNPC,def

(
xs, xlrof , θdef , θcoop, Ψs

)
fFC,def

(
xs, xsrof , xlrof , θdef , θcoop, Ψs

)
fWFPC,def

(
xs, xsrof , xlrof , θdef , θcoop, Ψs

)


(4.23)

X =


xsrof

xlrof

xs

 (4.24)

Where fREL,de f , fRF,de f , fNPC,de f , fFC,de f and fWFPC,de f are the five objectives for

the defecting utility, θde f is the vector of decision variables for the defecting util-

ity and θcoop is the vector of decision variables for the non-defecting utilities,

which remain constant. The objectives and decision variables for the individual

defection optimization parallel the regional optimization described in Section

3.1 (equations 1-13), but represent the decisions and objectives of the defecting

utility, rather than the region as a whole.

Results of the individual optimizations represent defection alternatives for

the defecting utility. To quantify the incentives and consequences of defection,

we introduce a new measure of cooperative stability that we term “coopera-

tive regret”. Cooperative regret was inspired by traditional regret based met-

rics, which measure the consequences of incorrect assumptions regarding fu-

ture states of the world (Savage, 1951; Lempert and Collins, 2007; Herman et al.,

2015). In cooperative planning contexts, our metric measures the the decision

relevant consequences of incorrect assumptions about the cooperative stability

of a candidate regional infrastructure investment and water portfolio manage-
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ment policy. Positive values of cooperative regret indicate that a utility benefits

from defection, and negative values of indicate that a utility is hurt by defec-

tion. For a defecting utility, cooperative regret measures the greatest gain in

each objective that can be achieved through defection:

Rob j
i = max j[D

j
i ] ∀ j ∈ β (4.25)

D j
i =


F(x) j

i−F(x)∗i
F(x)crit

i
i f ∀ k , i : F(x)∗k ≤ F(x) j

k

0 otherwise
(4.26)

Where β is the set of all re-optimized portfolios for the defecting utility, F(x)∗i

is the objective value for the ith objective in the compromise portfolio, F(x) j
i is the

objective value for the ith objective in teh jth re-optimized portfolio and F(x)crit
i is

a specified performance criteria for objective i. Importantly, for defecting util-

ities, the calculated regret in each objective is only positive if improvement in

that objective does not come at the cost of degradation in another objective,

which would indicate a change of preference between objectives rather than

improved performance.

For the non defecting utilities cooperative regret is defined as:

Rcoop
i = min j[D

j
i ] ∀ j ∈ β (4.27)

D j
i =

F(x) j
i − F(x)∗i

F(x)crit
i

(4.28)
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Where β is the set of all re-optimized portfolios for the defecting utility, F(x)∗i

is the objective value for the ith objective in the compromise portfolio, F(x) j
i is the

objective value for the ith objective in the jth re-optimized portfolio and F(x)crit
i is

a specified performance criteria for objective i.

We further explore cooperative stability and regional power dynamics

through policy and pathway diagnostics. Policy and pathways diagnostics uses

visual analytics (Keim, 2002) to illustrate how regional partners choose to de-

fect and examine how defection shapes regional infrastructure pathways. Pat-

terns within the decision space reveal opportunities for utilities to exploit their

regional partners. These patterns may also illustrate structural imbalances in

power and agency between regional partners. Specifically, they allow us to map

each actors power to effect change effect in the system (Avelino and Rotmans,

2009). When coupled with visual analytics, this mapping provides a compre-

hensive picture of the vulnerability of the regional partnership to cooperative

defections. This analysis provides guidance on how the problem formulation

may be adjusted to reduce the potential for regional defection and increase the

cooperative stability of robust regional compromises.

DU Re-evaluation of Defection Alternatives

After examining the consequences of defection in the objective space, we

re-evaluate all defection alternatives under deep uncertainty. For DU re-

evaluation, we stress-test defection alternatives across the full set of DU SOWs

described in Section 3.1.3. Results are used to calculate the robustness of each

defection alternative. The resulting change in robustness due to defection pro-

vides insight into the nature of robustness conflict and the effects of deep uncer-
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tainties on cooperative stability. For defecting utilities, we measure the greatest

improvement in robustness the utility can achieve through defection for each

satisficing criteria without reducing robustness in any other criteria:

Rrob
i = max j[η

j
i ] ∀ j ∈ β (4.29)

η
j
i =


S (x) j

i − S (x)comp
i i f ∀ k , i : S (x)comp

k ≤ S (x) j
k

0 otherwise
(4.30)

Where β is the set of all re-optimized solutions, S (x) j
i is the robustness of

the ith performance criteria in the jth re-optimized portfolio, and S (x)comp
i is the

robustness for the ith performance criteria in the selected compromise portfolio.

For cooperating utilities, we measure the maximum loss in robustness re-

sulting from defection by another utility:

Rrob
i = max j[η

j
i ] ∀ j ∈ β (4.31)

η
j
i = S (x) j

i − S (x)comp
i (4.32)

Where β is the set of all re-optimized solutions, S (x) j
i is the robustness of the ith

performance criteria in the jth re-optimized portfolio, and S (x)comp
i is the robust-

ness for the ith performance criteria in the selected compromise portfolio.

Positive changes in robustness indicate that a utility benefits from defection

from the cooperative compromise, and negative values of indicate that a util-
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ity is hurt by defection. For defecting utilities, positive changes in robustness

indicate that they have power to unilaterally improve their robustness to deep

uncertainties. For non-defecting utility, negative changes in robustness indicate

a loss of agency to control robustness.

Taken together, robustness change and cooperative regret provide a com-

prehensive picture of the cooperative stability of a compromise portfolio. The

metrics reveal the implications of a compromise across multiple objectives for

each actor. The two metrics also illustrate opportunities and vulnerabilities that

result from selection of a given compromise. Additionally, comparing the two

metrics help to reveal how system uncertainty shape conflict within the system.

Scenario Discovery

Beyond direct measures of performance changes, our RDA extension of the DU

Pathways framework employs scenario discovery (Groves and Lempert, 2007)

to learn how defection changes the utilities’ vulnerabilities to deep uncertain-

ties. Scenario discovery provides an alternate framing for evaluating a cooper-

ative policy. Rather than measuring how well a policy performs across deeply

uncertain futures, scenario discovery searches for combinations of deep uncer-

tainty cause the policy to fail, and identifies thresholds in system inputs that

result in failure (Groves and Lempert, 2007). In the context of our regional de-

fection analysis, scenario discovery strengthens our understanding of regional

power dynamics by revealing how each actor can shape the vulnerability of

their cooperating partners. During the scenario discovery process, each DU

SOW that a given solution has been evaluated under is classified as either a

“success” or a “failure” based on whether the solution meets the satisficing
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criteria for the given SOW. Then, a classification algorithm is applied to par-

tition the uncertainty space into regions that likely result in success or failure,

and rank the importance of uncertain factors for predicting success (Bryant and

Lempert, 2010). Common algorithmic choices include the Patient Rule Induc-

tion Method (PRIM; (Friedman and Fisher, 1999)), Classification and Regres-

sion Trees (CART; (Loh, 2011)) and logistic regression (Quinn et al., 2018). In

this chapter, we employ a Boosted Trees algorithm (Drucker and Cortes, 1996),

which is better suited to scenario discovery in infrastructure investment and

water portfolio pathway planning because it can capture non-linear and non-

differentiable boundaries in the uncertainty space that are particularly prevalent

with discrete capacity expansions, provide a clear means of ranking the impor-

tance of uncertain factors, are resistant to overfitting and yield results that are

easily interpretable by decision makers (Trindade et al., 2019).

4.5 Computational Experiment

We start with a Pareto-approximate set of cooperative water supply portfolios

discovered by (Trindade et al., 2020) using the Borg Multi-objective Evolution-

ary Algorithm (MOEA) (Hadka and Reed, 2012). We then re-evaluated each

of the Pareto-approximate portfolios under deep uncertainty across the full set

of one million SOWs. This DU re-evaluation was conducted on the Comet Su-

percomputer from the San Diego Super Computing Center accessed through

the NSF XSEDE program (Towns et al., 2014). Results of this DU re-evaluation

were used to select the Least Squares and Power Index compromises. Next,

we performed individual optimizations for each utility under both compro-

mise portfolio. Each individual optimization run was for 50,000 function eval-
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uations across four random seeds. Regional defection optimization runs were

performed on TACC’s Stampede2 super computer accessed through the NSF’s

XSEDE program (Towns et al., 2014). We then re-evaluated each policy in the

Pareto-approximate set across the full set of DU SOWs. This DU re-evaluation

was conducted on the Comet Supercomputer from the San Diego Super Com-

puting Center accessed through the NSF XSEDE program (Towns et al., 2014).

Finally, we performed scenario discovery with boosted trees using the scikit-

learn Python package (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Each classification used an en-

semble of 500 trees of depth four with a learning rate of 0.1.

4.6 Results

In this section, we illustrate how and why regional conflict may occur in seem-

ingly robust cooperative regional infrastructure investment and water supply

portfolio policy pathways. We use these insights to map asymmetries in re-

gional power and explore dimensions of cooperative stability that have been

ignored in regional water supply planning studies. Our results are presented as

follows: first, we present two regional compromise policies, and examine how

they differ in regional performance, robustness and their underlying policy rule

systems. Next, we explore the potential incentives for and consequences of re-

gional defection by measuring cooperative regret across the five performance

objectives. We then show how regional defections would change policy rule

systems and infrastructure pathways to benefit individuals versus the region,

and illustrate how this alters the power dynamics between the cooperating ac-

tors. Next, we explore the implications of defection on utility robustness and

illustrate changes in regional vulnerability using scenario discovery, illustrat-
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ing the potential for inter-actor choices to change what deeply uncertain factors

yield the most consequential vulnerabilities. We conclude by discussing the im-

portance of power and agency to deeply uncertain infrastructure pathways and

presenting actionable alternatives to improve the cooperative stability of the re-

gional system.

4.6.1 Compromise Policies: The Social Planner versus The

Pragmatist

Although visual analytics and trade-off analyses can capture a wide variety of

individual and regional preferences, here we demonstrate the negotiated design

selection process outlined in Section 3.4 to select two regional compromise in-

frastructure investment and water portfolio management policies using robust-

ness as a measure of utility preference. The social planner’s compromise seeks

to maximize collective regional robustness, while the pragmatist’s compromise

seeks to equalize the potential loss of benefits due too compromise across all

actors. Figure 4.4a shows the Pareto approximate set of cooperative policies for

the five regional objectives, with the two compromises highlighted. Though

selected through robustness, Figure 4.4a reveals that the two regional compro-

mises have fundamentally different behaviours in the objective space. The so-

cial planner’s compromise yields relatively high regional reliability along with

relatively low restriction frequency. These benefits come at the cost of a signifi-

cant dependence on increased regional infrastructure investment, shown in the

NPC objective.
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Figure 4.4: Selected compromise policies. Panel a) shows the regional objective
space. Each parallel axis represents a regional objective, & each line represents a
Pareto approximate regional pathway policy. The dark blue line represents the
social planner’s compromise, and the light red line represents the pragmatist’s
compromise, grey lines represent Pareto approximate policies that were not se-
lected. b) the robustness of candidate policies. Each point represents a cooper-
ative pathway policy, and each axis represents the robustness of a cooperating
water utility. c) the decision space for the two selected compromise portfolios.
Each subplot shows the compromise pathway policies’ decision variables, each
axis representing a decision variable, & values further from the center repre-
senting increased use of the given decision variable.
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The social planner’s compromise relies on strong regional cooperation to co-

ordinate infrastructure investment. In contrast, the pragmatist’s compromise

has an infrastructure investment cost of zero, at the expense of lower reliability

and increased restriction frequencies. The pragmatist’s compromise also has a

much higher peak financial cost when compared to the social planner’s com-

promise, though the two compromises have similar worst first percentiles costs.

The low infrastructure investment cost and high peak financial cost (which is

mostly comprised of drought mitigation cost) suggests that the pragmatist’s

compromise employs a dominantly “soft-path” strategy (Gleick, 2003) that re-

lies more heavily on short term drought mitigation.

The robustness of the Pareto approximate policies is shown in Figure 4.4b.

Figure 4.4b clearly shows the difference between the social planner’s and prag-

matist’s strategies for selecting a compromise. The social planner’s compro-

mise, shown in dark blue, is a clear outlier, and represents the closest point to

the regional ideal. In contrast, the pragmatist’s compromise lies in the middle

of the Pareto approximate set, but is similarly distant from the ideal point in all

three dimensions. Additionally, Figure 4.4b illustrates that for the two selected

policies, cooperative infrastructure investment - a strong component of the so-

cial planner’s compromise - increases the robustness for all three utilities, but

widens the performance disparities between the utilities.

The differences between the two compromise policies are further revealed

by examining their decision spaces, shown in Figure 4.4c. Figure 4.4c illustrates

several key differences in the two compromises that explain their differences in

performance. First, infrastructure investment (INF), is a core part of all three

utility’s water supply portfolios under the social planner’s compromise but has
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very low use under the pragmatist’s compromise. Interestingly, in the social

planner’s selection, all three utilities also make extensive use of water use re-

striction triggers, though the regional restriction frequency objective is near its

minimum value (as shown Figure 4.4a). The pragmatist’s compromise also em-

ploys high use of water use restrictions, which in the absence of infrastructure

investment yields a higher regional restriction frequency in Figure 4.4a. The

two compromises are very similar in terms of the allocation of Lake Michael -

under both compromises Watertown is close to its maximum allocation while

Dryville and Fallsland are near their minimums. This suggests that regardless

of the level of infrastructure investment, Lake Michael is an important supply

source for Watertown. Lake Michael still plays a role in the water supply poli-

cies of Dryville and Fallsland, despite their low allocations. For Dryville, both

compromise policies make extensive use of treated transfers, suggesting that

Dryville likely uses transfers as a first response to drought in coordination with

water use restrictions. Fallsland purchases treated transfers more readily un-

der the pragmatist’s compromise, but still favors water use restrictions under

both policies, indicating that it will use treated transfers under severe drought

conditions, but relies on water use restrictions as a first response.

The two compromises also differ in their use of financial instruments. Un-

der the social planner’s compromise, both third party insurance and reserve

funds are employed by Watertown and Fallsland, while Dryville employs only

a reserve fund. The use of the reserve fund allows the utilities to maintain finan-

cial stability under the large debt burden from infrastructure investment. The

use of third-party insurance covers financial disruptions from low-probability

drought events. Under the pragmatist’s compromise, which has low infrastruc-

ture investment, all three utilities make very low reserve fund contributions,
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instead making extensive use of third-party insurance. Without the debt bur-

den from infrastructure investment, the utilities can maintain high performance

with only the purchase of third party insurance to offset the cost of drought

mitigation. The differences in how the two compromises incorporate financial

instruments highlights the importance of jointly assessing supply reliability and

the utilities’ finances. Both compromise policies demonstrate careful coordina-

tion of financial instruments, drought mitigation and infrastructure sequencing,

allowing the utilities to balance the conflicting objectives of supply reliability

and financial health.

Under the metrics shown in Figure 4.4, the two compromise portfolios offer

different, but plausible cooperative compromises for the regional system. Yet

important questions remain. Do the utilities incur new risks by entering into

a regional agreement? Do the cooperating partners have incentives to leave

the regional agreement once it has been implemented? How do the actions of

one partner influence the performance and vulnerability of the others? Our

RDA extension of deeply uncertain pathways methodology enables a rigorous

examination of these questions and clarifies important power dynamics within

the regional system.

4.6.2 Individual Defection Optimization
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Figure 4.5: Cooperative regret. Each panel contains the cooperative regret for
a single utility under a defection scenario. The five performance objectives are
represented on the vertical axis and the cooperative regret is shown on the hor-
izontal axes. The effect of defection on Watertown is shown in the top row
of panels, Dryville is in the middle row and Fallsland is on the bottom. Each
column of panels represents defection by a different utility, with Watertown de-
fection on the far left, Dryville in the center and Fallsland on the right. Dark
blue bars represent regret from the social planner’s compromise, while light red
bars represent regret from the pragmatist’s compromise.
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Figure 4.5 begins our exploration of regional defection by showing the co-

operative regret for each utility under both compromise portfolios. Examining

cooperative regret reveals several important insights into cooperative stability

of both compromise portfolios. First, all three utilities can clearly benefit from

defection under both compromise portfolios as demonstrated in Figure 4.5a, e

and i, though the benefits differ across the three utilities and the two portfo-

lios. Figure 4.5a reveals that under social planner’s compromise Watertown

can greatly reduce its infrastructure investment cost without sacrificing perfor-

mance in the other objectives. Under the pragmatist’s compromise, Watertown

can reduce its restriction frequency, but cannot meaningfully improve in its per-

formance in other objectives. Figure 4.5e shows that under the social planner’s

compromise, Dryville can reduce its infrastructure spending and modestly im-

prove its reliability. Under the pragmatist’s compromise, Dryville can increase

its reliability, reduce its restriction frequency, and reduce its peak financial cost.

Figure 4.5i illustrates that Fallsland benefits from defection in a similar manner

to Dryville. Under the social planner’s compromise, Fallsland defection reduces

infrastructure spending and modestly increase reliability. Under the pragma-

tist’s compromise Fallsland may improve reliability, restriction frequency and

peak financial cost objectives.

The consequences of defection from the regional agreement are highly asym-

metric across the three utilities. Figure 4.5d shows that Watertown defection

has little impact on Dryville under either compromise. Conversely, Dryville

defection greatly reduces Watertown’s reliability under both compromises, as

shown in Figure 4.5b. Under the social planner’s compromise, Dryville de-

fection causes Watertown’s infrastructure cost to increase significantly. Under

the pragmatist’s compromise Watertown’s restriction frequency and worst case
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peak financial cost are also degraded by Dryville defection. A similar asym-

metry is present between Watertown and Fallsland, though to a lesser extent.

Figure 4.5g illustrates how under the social planner’s compromise, Watertown

defection increases Fallsland’s infrastructure cost, suggesting that the coordi-

nated infrastructure investment exposes Fallsland to risk from its cooperating

partner. The impact of Fallsland defection on Watertown differs notably be-

tween the two compromises. When Fallsland defects from the social planner’s

compromise, Watertown is forced to increase its infrastructure spending, but

also loses reliability, as shown in Figure 4.5c. When Fallsland defects from the

pragmatist’s compromise, Watertown sees a precipitous decline in reliability

and small performance degradations in restriction frequency and worst case

cost. Unlike Watertown, Fallsland faces very little regret from Dryville defec-

tion, and the utility even benefits slightly in infrastructure cost under the social

planner’s compromise as shown in Figure 4.5h. Likewise, Fallsland defection

has very little impact on Dryville performance as shown in Figure 4.5f.

Figure 4.5 illustrates two new dimensions of regional stability not captured

in the original robustness based metrics used to select the two compromises.

First, it reveals that the incentives to defect from the regional partnership -

the potential causes of regional conflict - fundamentally differ between the two

compromises. Under the social planner’s compromise, which relies on careful

coordination of infrastructure investment between the three utilities, defection

allows all three utilities to drastically reduce their infrastructure spending while

maintaining performance across other objectives. This suggests that under the

social planner’s compromise, each utility can exploit the investments made by

their neighbors to increase their own performance. Conversely, under the soft-

path centered pragmatist’s compromise, the incentives to defect manifest as im-
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provements to reliability, restriction frequency and peak financial cost. Under

the pragmatist’s compromise, all three utilities may reduce their restriction fre-

quency and Dryville and Fallsland may improve their reliability and peak fi-

nancial cost objectives. In the absence of binding enforcement of the regional

agreement, all three utilities are found to have the power to unilaterally im-

prove their performance with respect to the original comprise. Acknowledging

this power, and mapping the incentives to defect can inform the design of con-

tractual agreements that reduce these incentives.

The second new dimension of regional stability revealed by Figure 4.5 is

the differing consequences of defection between the two compromise portfo-

lios. Under both compromises, Watertown’s performance across multiple objec-

tives is reduced by defection from either cooperating partner. Fallsland faces in-

creased infrastructure investment cost under the social planner’s compromise,

and no consequences under the pragmatist’s compromise. Dryville faces little

to no consequences from defection under either compromise. The disparity be-

tween the three utilities suggests that Dryville and Fallsland have the power to

fundamentally shape Watertown’s performance through defection, while Wa-

tertown has limited power to shape the performance of its partner utilities. This

power dynamic is not apparent from the original metrics of cooperative stabil-

ity and may inform the creation of new cooperative agreements. However, to

make this information actionable, we must explore the decisions each utility is

incentivezed when defecting from the regional partnership.

4.6.3 Defection Alternatives and Infrastructure Pathways
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Figure 4.6: Decision variables of defection alternatives. Each panel shows the
set of defection alternatives for one utility under one compromise policy. Each
axis on the radial plot represents a decision variable, and each line represents a
different policy. The distance from the origin represents increased use of each
variable. The top row of panels shows defection from the social planner’s com-
promise, while the bottom shows defection from the pragmatist’s compromise.
The original compromise portfolios are shown in dark blue and light red. De-
fection alternatives are shown in yellow lines.
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The decision variables that compose the defection alternatives for each util-

ity are shown on the radial plots in Figure 4.6. Watertown lowers its reliance on

water use restrictions when defecting from both compromise portfolios, sug-

gesting that Watertown either uses restrictions to aid regional partners in the

original compromises or needs more conservative restriction policies to main-

tain robust performance under the broader DU sampling. Under the social plan-

ner’s compromise, Watertown may also raise the level of risk it tolerates before

investing in new infrastructure, explaining its ability to reduce infrastructure

spending. Under the pragmatist’s compromise, many of Watertown’s defec-

tion alternatives increase the use of infrastructure, suggesting that Watertown

can unilaterally improve its reliability and restriction frequency by investing in

infrastructure. To offset the risk of high debt burden from infrastructure in-

vestment, Watertown increases its reserve fund contribution in many defection

alternatives. Across both compromise portfolios Watertown continues to maxi-

mize its allocation of Lake Michael under all defection alternatives.

Like Watertown, Dryville also seeks to maximize its Lake Michael alloca-

tion. Under all defection alternatives for both compromise policies, Dryville

maximizes its own allocation of Lake Michael. It also maintains its high re-

liance on treated transfers, indicating that these portfolios heavily rely on water

from Lake Michael to augment Dryville’s water supply in times of drought.

Many of Dryville’s defection alternatives from the social planner’s compromise

maintain a high use of infrastructure investment. Surprisingly, results shown

in Figure 4.5 indicate that this does not translate into increased infrastructure

spending. This suggests that the supply augmentation from Lake Michael low-

ers Dryville’s baseline risk level enough to only trigger new infrastructure under

extreme scenarios. This phenomenon can also be observed under the pragma-
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tist’s compromise, where many of Dryville’s defection alternatives also increase

use of infrastructure investment though its investment cost objective remains

low.

Like Dryville, Fallsland maximizes its Lake Michael allocation in all de-

fection alternatives under both compromise portfolios. It correspondingly in-

creases its use of treated transfers when defecting from both portfolios, sug-

gesting that it also heavily relies on Lake Michael to augment its water supply

in times of drought. Under the social planner’s compromise, the majority of

Fallsland’s defection alternatives decrease the use of infrastructure investment,

while under the pragmatist’s compromise many defection alternatives increase

the use of infrastructure investment. However, as illustrated in Figure 4.5e and

f, all defection alternatives under both compromises have low infrastructure

cost for Fallsland. This suggests that like Dryville, the increased allocation from

Lake Michael is enough to lower Fallsland’s baseline risk, reducing the need to

invest in new infrastructure.

The changes to water supply policies shown in Figure 4.6 illustrate the care-

ful coordination between cooperating partners present in the both original com-

promises. This is most strongly emphasized by how the use of treated transfers

from Lake Michael differ between the original compromises and defection alter-

natives. Under both original compromises Watertown is granted the majority

of the Lake Michael allocation, but provides treated transfers readily when its

cooperating partners are in need. Watertown’s high use of restrictions in both of

the original compromises suggests the solutions tacitly assume that in times of

drought it will be willing reduce its own withdrawls from Lake Michael, while

providing treated transfers to its cooperating partners. Under all defection al-
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ternatives however, Dryville and Fallsland maximize their allocation to Lake

and take advantage of treated transfers to augment their existing supplies.

Results in Figure 4.6 further suggest that the allocation of Lake Michael is

the most likely driver of regional conflict. Under both original compromises,

Watertown is assigned its maximum Lake Michael allocation while Dryvile and

Fallsland are assigned allocations near their minimums. In all defection alter-

natives, each utility seeks to maximize its own allocation at the expense of its

partner utilities. This exploitation would not be possible in the absence of the

original agreements; under the original compromise portfolios, all three utili-

ties heavily rely on water use restrictions, so when a utility increases its Lake

Michael allocation, it is exploiting the other utilities’ restrictions to access aug-

ment supply during time of shortfall. For both Dryville and Fallsland, increased

reliance on treated transfers can alleviate the need for infrastructure investment

while maintaining high reliability, low restriction frequency and low financial

risk. But access to Lake Michael is controlled by Watertown, who owns the only

water treatment facility on the reservoir. Should Dryville and Fallsland seek to

increase their allocations, they risk sparking a conflict with Watertown and loses

access to transfers entirely. The dynamics leading to this potential conflict can be

further explored by examining how regional defection alters the infrastructure

pathways generated by the compromise policies.

Figure 4.7 shows infrastructure pathways under the social planner’s com-

promise (the pragmatist’s compromise is not shown as it has very little infras-

tructure). The dynamic state-aware rule system used in the Sedento Valley co-

operative portfolios create a unique sequence of infrastructure development un-

der each future SOW. To visualize the dynamics of these pathways, Figure 4.7
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summarizes the actions of each utility by clustering high, medium and low in-

frastructure SOWs and plotting the average time each infrastructure is triggered

for each cluster. The frequency that each infrastructure option is triggered across

all SOWs is represented as the shading behind the clusters.

Figure 4.7 reveals how each utility may reduce their reliance on infrastruc-

ture investment through defection, and how other cooperating partners are im-

pacted by each utility’s defection. Through defection, Watertown may drasti-

cally reduce its infrastructure investment, eliminating individual infrastructure

investments and only constructing the New River Reservoir, which it shares

with Fallsland, near the end of the planning horizon. Similarly, when Fallsland

defects, it only constructs the shared New River Reservoir late in the planning

horizon. The most dramatic impact of defection however can be observed in

Dryville’s pathways, where infrastructure investment is almost entirely elim-

inated. Defection by Dryville and Fallsland have little impact on each other,

while Watertown is forced to build to invest early or more heavily in new in-

frastructure when either cooperative partner defects.

Results of the individual optimizations reveal that all three utilities have in-

centives to defect from the regional partnership and that this defection may

have severe and asymmetry consequences for utility performance and the re-

sulting infrastructure pathways. But these results only examine performance

changes in expectation across on the smaller DU sampling strategy employed

during search. This raises the question - does our perception of cooperative sta-

bility change when inter-utility robustness trade-offs are evaluated under the

broader DU re-evaluation exploration of SOWs?
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Figure 4.7: Changes to Infrastructure Pathways by defection from the social
planner’s compromise. The vertical axis contains possible infrastructure op-
tions for each utility, and the horizontal axis represents time. As each SOW
generates a unique infrastructure pathway, we visualize a policy by clustering
the SOWs by infrastructure intensity. Three clusters were generated using K-
nearest neighbor clustering, shown as the three lines on each plot. Shading in
each row represents the frequency that each infrastructure option was triggered
at a given time across all SOWs. Infrastructure pathways generated by the orig-
inal compromise are shown in the column to the left, while the most robust
defection alternative for each utility are shown in the other three columns.

4.6.4 Cooperative Stability and Deep Uncertainty
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Figure 4.8: Changes to robustness from defection across the saticificing criteria.
Each panel contains the robustness change for a single utility under a defection
scenario. The three satisficing criteria are represented on the vertical axis and
the robustness change is shown on the horizontal axes. The effect of defection
on Watertown is shown in the top row of panels, Dryville is in the middle row
and Fallsland is on the bottom. Each column represents defection by a differ-
ent utility, with Watertown defection on the far left, Dryville in the center and
Fallsland on the right. Open circles represent the robustness of the original com-
promise, while closed circles represent the robustness after defection. Dark blue
points/lines represent the robustness of the social planner’s compromise, while
light reg points/lines represent robustness of the pragmatist’s compromise.
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Figure 4.8 shows how defection affects each utility’s robustness to deeply un-

certain futures. Figure 4.8 highlights important differences between evaluating

stability with robustness versus cooperative regret based on changes in the indi-

vidual utilities’ performance objectives. Watertown, which has a clear incentive

to defect when measured by cooperative regret, does not have a clear incen-

tive when defection incentives are assessed using robustness. In fact, under

the social planner’s compromise, defection decreases Watertown’s robustness

as shown Figure 4.8a. This indicates that though defection may improve Wa-

tertown’s performance in expectation across an approximation of the full deep

uncertainty space, its defection actions may expose it to new vulnerabilities cap-

tured in the larger DU re-evaluation. Watertown’s decrease in robustness is

primarily due to a small decrease in its ability to meet the reliability criteria.

Watertown is subject to a similar decrease in reliability robustness under the

pragmatist’s compromise, though it also has the potential to greatly improve

its robustness in terms of its restriction frequency criteria. Unlike Watertown,

Dryville and Fallsland have clear and consistent incentives to defect from both

compromise portfolios when defection is evaluated from the perspective of ro-

bustness. Under both portfolios defection from the cooperative agreement has

the potential to make both utilities nearly 100% robust to deep uncertainties,

meaning they can meet their performance criteria in nearly all of the one mil-

lion SOWs used in the DU re-evaluation. This improvement in robustness for

Dryville and Fallsland comes at a price for their regional partners. Like co-

operative regret, changes in robustness show that Watertown’s performance is

severely degraded by defections under both compromise selections. Addition-

ally, robustness changes reveals tension between Dryville and Fallsland that is

not captured through the cooperative regret results in Figure 4.5. When Dryville
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defects from the pragmatist’s compromise, Fallsland’s robustness in reliability is

significantly reduced, as shown in Figure 4.8h. Under the social planner’s com-

promise however, Fallsland’s robustness is not signicantly a effected by Dryville

defection. When Fallsland defects, Dryville’s robustness is reduced under both

compromise portfolios, primarily driven by reductions in reliability robustness.

These changes demonstrate that in the regional system, the perception of re-

gional tension changes depending on the scope of future scenarios evaluated

during the planning process.

The impacts of regional defection on utility robustness are further illustrated

through scenario discovery. Figure 4.9 contains factor maps, which plot the

utilities success and failure in meeting performance requirements (reliability >

98%, restriction frequency < 10% and worst first percentile peak financial cost <

10%), for the most robust defection alternative for each utility.
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Figure 4.9: Factor mapping generated using boosted trees for the most robust
defection alternative for each utility. Each figure shows the top two factors that
control robustness for a utility under a different defection scenario. The original
compromises are shown in far left column while each other column represents
the most robust defection alternative for one of the partner utilities. Blue shaded
regions represent regions of the uncertainty space where utilities are predicted
to meet their satisficing criteria (Rel > 98%, RF < 10% and WFPFC < 10% AVR),
red shaded regions are areas of the uncertainty space where policies are pre-
dicted to fail to meet satisficing criteria.
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Figure 4.9 reveals how defection impact each utility’s vulnerability to deep

uncertainty. Figure 4.9a illustrates that under the social planner’s compromise,

Watertown is vulnerable to SOWs with high demand growth and high restric-

tion frequency effectiveness. High demand growth may stress all three satis-

ficing criteria, lowering reliability, increasing the frequency of water use re-

strictions and subsequently increasing drought mitigation cost. High restric-

tion effectiveness has the potential to greatly reduce revenue from water sales,

exposing the utility to financial failure. Under Watertown’s most robust defec-

tion alternative this vulnerability changes: Watertown becomes vulnerable at a

lower level of demand growth, and the permitting time for the College Rock

Reservoir expansion becomes the second most important deep uncertainty, as

shown in Figure 4.9b. This change reflects Watertown’s higher risk tolerance

with respect to water use restrictions under defection scenarios, exposing it to

reliability failures under lower levels of demand growth. When Dryville defects

from the social planner’s compromise, Watertown becomes vulnerable to much

lower levels of demand growth, with failures predicted at values just over the

estimated demand growth rate. This shift explains Watertown’s large change in

robustness under Dryville defection. Watertown sees a similar change in vul-

nerability under Fallsland defection from the social planner’s compromise.

Under the original pragmatist’s compromise, Watertown is vulnerable to

lower levels of demand growth, with demand growth multiplier values above

1.3 likely leading to failure. However, when Watertown defects from this com-

promise, it may slightly increase its tolerable level of demand growth, reflecting

the small positive change in robustness shown in Figure 4.8a. Under Dryville

and Fallsland defections, Watertown becomes vulnerable to much lower levels

of demand growth in a similar manner to defections from the social planner’s
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compromise. Interestingly, under all defection scenarios Watertown has a small

number of SOWs that fail under low levels of demand growth, indicating that

other factors or combinations of factors may cause vulnerabilities that are diffi-

cult to predict.

Transitioning to Dryville, Figure 4.9e reveals that under the original social

planner’s compromise, Dryville is vulnerable to a combination of high demand

growth and long permitting time for the Sugar Creek reservoir. This highlights

Dryville’s reliance on infrastructure expansion to manage growing demands

underthe social planner’s compromise. When either cooperating partner de-

fects from the social planner’s compromise, Dryville’s failure region increases

in both directions, indicating that its cooperating partners may reduce its abil-

ity to manage growing demand and increase its reliance on a rapid permitting

process for the Sugar Creek reservoir. The importance of the permitting time

presents a challenge as this uncertainty is very difficult to predict. Conversely,

Figure 4.9g illustrates that when Dryville defects from the regional agreement it

is able to meet its satisficing criteria in all tested SOWs, eliminating its vulnera-

bility to growing demand or infrastructure permitting.

Under the original pragmatist’s compromise, demand growth rate is the

dominant driver of Dryville’s failure, though restriction effectiveness plays a

minor role as shown in Figure 4.9q. When Watertown and Fallsland defect,

the main drivers of failure remain the same, though Dryville’s vulnerability to

demand growth is increased under Fallsland defection. Like Watertown how-

ever, Dryville experiences failure in a small number of SOWs with low demand

growth, indicating that other combinations of uncertainties may cause failure in

ways difficult to predict. As the case under the social planner’s solution, when
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Dryville defects from the pragmatist’s compromise, it is able almost completely

eliminate vulnerability to deep uncertainty, as shown in Figure 4.9s.

Examining Fallsland’s vulenrability reveals that under the social planner’s

compromise, Fallsland is vulnerable to a combination of high demand growth

rate and high restriction effectiveness, as shown in Figure 4.9i. When Water-

town defects, this vulnerability is increased, though the salient factors remain

unchanged. Dryville defection from the social planner’s compromise reduces

Fallslands vulnerability to all but the most extreme demand growth scenarios.

When Fallsland defects, it can eliminate vulnerability in all but a small number

of SOWs as shown in Figure 4.9j.

Under the original pragmatist’s compromise demand growth rate is the only

driver of failure for Fallsland, as illustrated in Figure 4.9u. Fallsland is not

greatly affected by defection from its partners, though like the other two util-

ities, defection does cause vulnerability in low demand growth futures that are

difficult to predict. Like under the social planner’s compromise, Fallsland can

almost completely eliminate vulnerability if it should defect from the pragma-

tist’s compromise, as shown in Figure 4.9x.

4.6.5 Mapping regional power relationships

Figure 4.9 highlights how our RDA expansion of the DU Pathways framework

broadens our conception vulnerabilities in narrative scenarios by explicitly in-

cluding the actions of regional partners. Synthesizing our overall results, Figure

4.10 summarizes the impact of defection actions on the cooperative infrastruc-

ture investment and water portfolio management compromise policies. Figure
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4.10a asks the question- how does regional defection impact the performance of

the social planner and pragmatist compromise policies? This multidimensional

representation of defection incentives and consequences represents a straight-

forward, yet detailed illustration of cooperative stability. While both compro-

mises are vulnerable to regional defection, the incentives and consequences of

defection differ between the two compromise portfolios. This information al-

lows regional partners to craft tailored conflict mitigation strategies for each

compromise. For example, under the social planner’s compromise, Fallsland

and Watertown may seek to implement binding defection penalties as a precon-

dition to the exploration of shared infrastructure investment.
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Figure 4.10: Cooperative stability and regional power dynamics. a) A multi-
criteria perspective on cooperative stability from the RDA. Shaded cells repre-
sented significant changes in performance from regional defection, defined as
changes in robustness ≥ 5% or changes in infrastructure spending ≥ $10 mil-
lion. Green shaded cells with up arrows represent incentives to defect from
the regional partnership, while purple shaded cells with down arrows repre-
sent consequences of defection. All utilities have incentive to defect from both
solutions and defection has consequences for all three utilities. b) A mapping
of power to relationships within the regional system. For each water utility, we
map the power that its cooperating partners have to increase its vulnerability.
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To further explore the potential for regional conflict, Figure 4.10b asks the

question- how is each actor vulnerable to the actions of their cooperating part-

ners? Figure 4.10b illustrates how vulnerability -and conflict- may differ be-

tween the two compromise policies. For example, under the social planner’s

compromise, Fallsland is vulnerable to defection from both Watertown and

Dryville, while under the pragmatist’s compromise it is only vulnerable to de-

fection by Dryville. With this information Fallsland learns that it must moni-

tor the actions of both Dryville and Watertown should the the social planner’s

compromise be selected, but only Dryville if the pragmatist’s compromise is se-

lected. These insights represent a new dimension to cooperative stability that

allow the cooperating partners to monitor how regional conflict may occur prior

to selecting a regional compromise.

The power to relationships mapped in Figure 4.10 are results from our ex-

ploratory analysis of possible future scenarios, not a prediction of what will

happen in the regional system. With their larger populations, Fallsland and

Dryville wield more political influence in the region, and may be able to lobby

the federal government to increase their allocations to Lake Michael to levels

found in defection alternatives. However, Watertown- the most vulnerable util-

ity to cooperative defection- controls the only water treatment plant on Lake

Michael and has the power to restrict access to treated transfers. The results of

the RDA allow the larger utilities to foresee strong reaction from Watertown in

the event of regional defection. Importantly, there is also a strong power with re-

lationship between the three utilities. Our results demonstrate that if the utilities

implement a cooperative compromise without defection, they have the collec-

tive ability to achieve robust and high performance cooperative water supply

management policies for the regional system.
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The results of our RDA show that the two compromise portfolios yield fun-

damentally different power dynamics between the three cooperating utilities.

These dynamics have the potential to shape each water utility’s vulnerability

to deep uncertainty in ways that are difficult to predict without this analysis.

This comprehensive illustration of the benefits and vulnerabilities of coopera-

tive compromise allow the three utilities to enter negotiations with a transparent

understanding of the regional conflict, and develop new strategies for conflict

mitigation.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter advances the DU Pathways framework by contributing the ex-

ploratory modeling centered RDA to examine the potential for conflict in coop-

erative water supply planning problems. Our RDA first utilizes many-objective

optimization as an exploratory tool to discover how cooperating partners may

be incentivized to defect from a cooperative compromise, then uses scenario dis-

covery to examine how regional vulnerability to deep uncertainty is shaped by

defection. We examine our results using visual analytics to reveal how cooperat-

ing actors may choose to defect, the impact of defection action on infrastructure

pathways and the power relationships between regional actors.

We demonstrate our methodology on the Sedento Valley - a regional water

supply test case where three urban water utilities seek cooperative infrastruc-

ture investment and water supply portfolio pathways. Our findings reveal that

seemingly stable cooperative compromises are vulnerable to defection by coop-

erating partners, and the consequences of defection are asymmetric across part-
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ner utilities. We use these results to map regional power relationships, which

can be used by stakeholders to anticipate and avoid conflict.

While not the central focus of this chapter, the contrast between the social

planner’s compromise and the pragmatist’s compromise echo two diverging

approaches in the water industry today - public sector control and water utility

privatization (Beecher, 2013). Private sector water managers are incentivized

have strong incentives from regulators and investors to manage water as effi-

ciently as possible (Beecher, 2009). The low cost, soft-path centered pragmatist’s

compromise reflects this approach. In contrast, the social planner’s compro-

mise, with its strong investment in shared infrastructure, mirrors an approach

that may be taken by the public sector to maintain high system performance.

Our results show that both strategies must consider cooperative stability and

regional power dynamics in order to meet the stated performance targets. Yet

the differing nature of power dynamics and regional vulnerability illustrated in

this analysis suggests that public sector and private sector management may be

susceptible to differing forms of vulnerability. Future work can use the RDA

framework proposed in this work to explicitly evaluate trade-offs between pub-

lic and private sector management of water resources.

The RDA methodology proposed in this work is not intended to simulate

the real time dynamics of conflict between water utilities, which would likely be

better suited to legal or governance analyses. Rather, this work may be used by

cooperating utilities or a higher authority to craft measures that disincentivize

defection in ways that are commensurate with the incentives and consequences

of defection discovered using RDA. Future work may explore the integration

of our exploratory modeling methodology with analysis rooted in social and
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political sciences.

This work focuses on the a posteriori examination of conflict in cooperative

compromises. Additional future work may investigate how cooperative prob-

lem formulations may be improved to incentivize compromise and improve co-

operative stability.
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CHAPTER 5

DU PATHWAYSERAS : COOPERATIVE INVESTMENTS THAT ARE

EQUITABLE, ROBUST, ADAPTIVE AND STABLE

This chapter is drawn from the following article currently in preparation:

Gold, D.F., Gorelick, D.E, Characklis, G. W., and Reed, P.M. (In Prep). DU

PathwaysERAS : Cooperative Investments that are Equitable, Robust, Adaptive and Sta-

ble

This work used the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment

(XSEDE), which is supported by National Science Foundation grant number ACI-

1548562. Regional and individual optimizations were carried out on Stampede2 at the

Texas Advanced Computing center through XSEDE allocation TGEAR090013. Deep

uncertain re-evaluation was conducted on Comet at the San Diego Super Computing

Center through XSEDE allocation TG-EAR090013.

5.1 Abstract

Climate change and growing water demands challenge urban water utilities

seeking to maintain supply reliability. Regionalization approaches – where util-

ities in close geographic proximity cooperate to manage drought risks and co-

invest in new infrastructure – are increasingly popular strategies for leveraging

economies of scale to manage water supply risks. However, regionalization also

brings new challenges to water supply infrastructure investment and manage-

ment. Successful regional approaches must equitably balance the interests of

multiple cooperating partners while navigating power relationships between

regional actors. In long-term infrastructure planning contexts, this challenge is
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heightened by the evolving system-state dynamics, which may be fundamen-

tally reshaped by infrastructure investment. This work introduces Equitable,

Robust, Adaptive, and Stable Deeply Uncertain Pathways (DU PathwaysERAS ),

an exploratory modeling framework for developing regional water supply man-

agement and infrastructure investment pathways. Our framework explores eq-

uity and regional power relationships within cooperative infrastructure path-

ways using multiple rival framings of regional robustness, each representing a

competing hypothesis about regional performance objectives should be priori-

tized. To capture the time-evolving dynamics of infrastructure investment path-

ways, DU PathwaysERAS features new tools to measure the adaptive capacity of

pathway policies and evaluate time-evolving vulnerability. We demonstrate our

framework on a six-utility water supply partnership seeking to develop cooper-

ative and adaptive infrastructure investment pathways in the Research Triangle

of North Carolina. Our results indicate that commonly employed framings of

water supply robustness can have large and unintended consequences for re-

gional equity. Results further illustrate that regional and individual vulnerabili-

ties evolve over time in meaningful and unexpected ways. Beyond the Research

Triangle, these results are broadly applicable to cooperative water supply infras-

tructure investment and management globally.

5.2 Introduction

Urban water utilities worldwide face growing risks to supply reliability from cli-

mate change, increasing water demands, as well as their consequent pressures

on their financial solvency (IPCC, 2022; AWWA, 2018). Uncertainties within the

future projections of demand growth, local climate impacts, and financial con-
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ditions increase the difficulty of developing infrastructure investment and man-

agement policies that balance supply reliability with financial stability (WUCA,

2016; USGCRP, 2018; Bonzanigo et al., 2018). If water utilities under-invest in

supply infrastructure or invest too late, they risk widespread supply shortfalls

under challenging future scenarios. However, if challenging conditions do not

manifest, particularly in demand growth, the debt burden resulting from large

near-term investments raises the risk of financial instability (i.e., stranded assets;

(Qureshi and Shah, 2014; Haasnoot et al., 2020)). Moreover, in many developed

regions, regulatory constraints and a dwindling number of suitable locations

for new reservoir construction have increased the cost of supply development

(Lund, 2013; Perry and Praskievicz, 2017). These challenges are acutely felt by

water utilities in the United States (US), where aging drinking water infrastruc-

ture requires over $470 billion of investment over the next 20 years (Congres-

sional Research Service, 2022). While the 2021 Infrastructure Investment and

Jobs Act allocated over $55 billion in federal funding to improve drinking water

infrastructure (DeFazio, 2021), most expenses will fall on local utilities (AWWA,

2012; Smull et al., 2022). In response to this growing financial risk, water utili-

ties in the US are increasingly exploring ‘regionalization’, which is defined as re-

gionally cooperative strategies to improve the economic efficiency of water sup-

ply management (Reedy and Mumm, 2012; Tran et al., 2019; Riggs and Hughes,

2019).

For utilities in close geographic proximity, cooperative “soft path” ap-

proaches such as water transfers and coordinated water use restrictions can im-

prove the efficiency of existing supply sources, delaying or reducing the need

for additional supply expansion (Gleick, 2003; Brandes et al., 2009; Zeff and

Characklis, 2013; Kenney, 2014; Gorelick et al., 2018). When expansion is un-
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avoidable, utilities can leverage economies of scale by co-investing in regional

supply sources (Riggs and Hughes, 2019; Silvestre et al., 2018; EPA, 2017). Ap-

proaches that coordinate soft-path water supply portfolios with long-term in-

frastructure sequencing and financial instruments have been shown to reduce

utility costs further and improve supply reliability (Padula et al., 2013; Cai et al.,

2015; Mortazavi-Naeini et al., 2014; Zeff et al., 2016). However, developing and

implementing regionally cooperative policies challenges traditional decision-

aiding frameworks in two intersecting ways. First, the decadal planning hori-

zons necessary for infrastructure planning introduce significant uncertainties

that are difficult to characterize with known probability distributions (Stakhiv,

2011; Groves et al., 2019). Second, rather than optimizing performance for a

single actor, cooperative policies must navigate power dynamics between ac-

tors to equitably balance the potentially diverse individual interests (Madani

and Hipel, 2011; Read et al., 2014; Hamilton et al., 2022; Savelli et al., 2022; Gold

et al., 2022). These challenges motivate the contribution of the DU PathwaysERAS

framework proposed in this chapter.

DU PathwaysERAS builds on the DU Pathways framework (Trindade et al.,

2019) to facilitate the development of cooperative water supply policies that

bridge long-term investments with short-term portfolio management. Over

the decadal planning horizons of infrastructure investment decisions, decision-

makers often do not know, or cannot agree on, how to characterize the sys-

tem and its boundaries, the probability distributions of relevant uncertainties

(e.g., changing drought extremes) and/or the outcomes of interest and their

relative importance (Walker et al., 2013; Bonzanigo et al., 2018; Kwakkel et al.,

2016b; Lempert et al., 2006; Maier et al., 2016). These conditions, collectively

known as “deep uncertainty”, challenge traditional decision-making frame-
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works such as cost-benefit analysis (Lempert, 2002; Kwakkel et al., 2016b; Dit-

trich et al., 2016; Marchau et al., 2019) and have motivated a rapidly growing

body of literature focused on bottom-up decision support frameworks (Lem-

pert et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2012; Haasnoot et al., 2013; Kasprzyk et al.,

2013). These frameworks typically center on exploratory modeling approaches

(Bankes, 1993; Moallemi et al., 2020a) that use computational experiments to

discover policies that are robust to large ensembles of deep uncertainties and

identify which uncertainties have consequential impacts on the system (for re-

cent reviews see (Dittrich et al., 2016; Kwakkel and Haasnoot, 2019; Moallemi

et al., 2020b). To facilitate the discovery of robust policies, DU Pathways and

DU PathwaysERAS employ the constructive decision-aiding approach of Many-

Objective Robust Decision Making (MORDM; (Kasprzyk et al., 2013), which

treats the search for candidate policies as an iterative learning process where

stakeholders explore trade-offs across multiple performance metrics (Tsoukiàs,

2008; Kwakkel et al., 2016b).

A key concern in bottom-up robustness-focused decision support frame-

works is whether they employ static or state-aware contextually appropriate

adaptive actions to develop robust policies. Static strategies commit to a set

of predefined actions that seek to reduce vulnerability in the largest possible

range of conditions (Walker et al., 2013). Unfortunately, static strategies tend to

be costly and may increase vulnerability to unanticipated future scenarios (An-

deries et al., 2013). In contrast, adaptive state-aware strategies permit contex-

tually tailored and appropriate changes to actions over time, triggering actions

based on state information (Walker et al., 2013; Haasnoot et al., 2013; Fletcher

et al., 2017; Erfani et al., 2018; Trindade et al., 2020; Giuliani et al., 2021; Pachos

et al., 2022). For example, Dynamic Adaptive Policy Pathways (DAPP; (Haas-
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noot et al., 2013) generates a suite of adaptive actions and identify signposts

to monitor system performance and trigger adaptive actions. DU Pathways

(Trindade et al., 2019) builds on this approach by using state-aware rule sys-

tems to trigger short-term soft path actions (e.g., water restrictions or transfers)

and long-term infrastructure investment decisions. The DU Pathways policies

can be viewed as state-aware rule systems approximate a closed-loop control

policy (Bertsekas, 2012; Herman et al., 2020) that triggers actions tailored to ob-

served future conditions (i.e., termed model-free policy approximation control

techniques in recent proposed reinforcement learning taxonomies — see (Bert-

sekas, 2012; Powell, 2019)).

Beyond identifying candidate state-aware robust adaptive policies, it also

critical to understand which deep uncertain factors are most consequential for

shaping their success and vulnerabilities. A key facet of recent advances in de-

cision making under deep uncertainty is the growing sophistication and use

of machine learning, regression, and classification techniques to identify conse-

quential drivers of success and failures for achieving defined robustness goals

(Reed et al., 2022). Scenario Discovery (Groves and Lempert, 2007; Bryant and

Lempert, 2010; Kwakkel and Jaxa-Rozen, 2016) complements adaptive rule sys-

tems by revealing how deep uncertainties generate vulnerabilities for infras-

tructure investment and management policies. Scenario Discovery is commonly

performed by applying stakeholder-defined performance thresholds and using

machine learning or data mining algorithms to delineate regions of the uncer-

tainty space where policies fail to achieve these thresholds (Jafino et al., 2020). In

water supply systems, supply vulnerability is a function of a utility’s capacity-

to-demand ratio (Loucks and Van Beek, 2017), and financial vulnerability is

heavily dependent on a utility’s overall debt burden (AWWA, 2011). Infras-
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tructure sequencing fundamentally alters both of these system characteristics

and may also change relationships and dependencies between supply sources

and regional actors within the water resources system. In these contexts, time-

aggregated measures of performance may mischaracterize system vulnerability.

To capture the time-evolving dynamics of complex systems, (Steinmann et al.,

2020) introduced behavior-based Scenario discovery, which applies time-series

clustering to identify patterns in how a system evolves over time and map how

uncertainties generate these behavioral clusters. Studies in support of DAPP

and adaptation tipping points have also considered time-dependent dynam-

ics of system vulnerability (Haasnoot et al., 2015; van Ginkel et al., 2021). Yet

these studies still rely on time-aggregated evaluations of system performance,

and do not separate near-term and long-term vulnerabilities. DU PathwaysERAS

contributes a pathways-centered time-evolving scenario discovery methodol-

ogy based on gradient Boosted trees to better capture changing vulnerabilities

as well as the mathematical challenges posed by nonlinearly dependent multi-

actor failure modes as well as the complex thresholds that adaptive infrastruc-

ture investments cause in scenario spaces (e.g., discrete jumps in water supply

capacity for an actor). While adaptive strategies can increase the robustness of

infrastructure investment and management policies to deep uncertainty, region-

ally cooperative policies raise an additional question – robustness for whom?

For example, regionally aggregated measures of performance may appear ro-

bust for a group while failing to capture adverse impacts on individual actors

(De Souza et al., 2011; Hamilton et al., 2022; Gold et al., 2022). Some studies

have attempted to directly include regional equity using measures of relative

variability such as the Gini index or the coefficient of variation (e.g., (Hu et al.,

2016a; Aalami et al., 2020). However, these measures may have unintended
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consequences – options selected to minimize the variability in system-wide per-

formance can inadvertently penalize the most vulnerable partners (Ciullo et al.,

2020). Operationalizing equity by applying Rawls’ difference principle – which

focuses on improving performance by maximizing the performance of the least

well-off actor – has been shown to balance performance across diverse coalitions

of stakeholders in water resources problems (Zeff et al., 2014; Jafino et al., 2020).

But defining the “least well-off actor” depends on the choice of performance

measures (Fletcher et al., 2022) – individual actors may have different vulnera-

bilities. The use of Rawls’ difference principle (Rawls, 1999) in equity-focused

specifications of objectives or measures is in reality an aspirational ‘means’ to

better address the distributional justice of outcomes. However, complex cooper-

ative urban water supply regionalization contexts (e.g., asymmetries in utilities

size, power, finances, baseline infrastructure, etc.) make it extremely difficult

to know if these aspirational means are likely to yield equitable outcomes (‘the

intended end benefits’). The DU PathwaysERAS framework facilitates an inclu-

sive participatory many-objective framing of cooperative pathway policies and

rigorous exploratory modeling for aiding regional stakeholders to better realize

equitable outcomes as they navigate the space of candidate compromises.

A successful regional policy must not only be equitable, but also cooper-

atively stable, meaning that no partner has incentives to defect from the pol-

icy (Dinar and Howitt, 1997; Madani and Hipel, 2011; Madani and Dinar, 2012;

Read et al., 2014). Previous work has utilized game theoretic metrics of stability

and bargaining frameworks to discover cooperatively stable water supply man-

agement strategies (Madani and Hipel, 2011; Parrachino et al., 2006; Ristić and

Madani, 2019; Alizadeh et al., 2017). These methods rely on strong axiomatic as-

sumptions and single objective representations of stakeholder preferences, lim-
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iting their applicability to complex water supply planning problems. Alterna-

tively, analyzing regional power dynamic can provide insights into the drivers

of cooperative instability and reveal conflict mitigation strategies (Gold et al.,

2022). Power in a regional system has been broadly defined as “the (in)capacity

of actors to mobilize means to achieve ends” (Avelino, 2021). To characterize

power relationships, (Avelino and Rotmans, 2011) suggest a typology that cen-

ters on three manifestations of power: power over – referring to conditions

when actor A can dictate outcomes for B, power to – conditions when an ac-

tor can act to create or resist change and power with – when actors can create

or resist change through collaboration. Gold et al. (2022) introduced Regional

Defection Analysis, which evaluates the stability of cooperative infrastructure

investment and maps power relationships between regional partners. Building

upon this prior work, the DU PathwaysERAS incorporates Regional Defection

Analysis as one of the key exploratory modeling evaluation steps to identify

how utilities may have power to create or resist change, and power over the per-

formance of their cooperating partners. It also implicitly highlights how utilities

may utilize power with to improve regional performance.

DU PathwaysERAS represents a holistic exploratory framework for identify-

ing equitable, robust, adaptive, and cooperatively stable urban water infrastruc-

ture investment and management regionalization policies. DU PathwaysERAS

builds on recent advances in water supply portfolio planning, MORDM, and

DAPP to develop adaptive pathway policies that maintain robust performance

across deeply uncertain future states of the world and contributes new tools that

focus on regional equity and time-evolving vulnerability. The core contributions

for DU DU PathwaysERAS include 1) a formalized process to explore and better

realize regionally equitable compromise policies, 2) integration of Regional De-
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fection Analysis (Gold et al., 2022) to evaluate cooperative stability and explore

regional power dynamics, 3) a new Infrastructure Disruption Analysis that mea-

sures the relative importance of utilities candidate individual and cooperative

infrastructure investments, and 4) a time-evolving scenario discovery process

that designed to better inform how to prioritize near term actions and what

factors to monitor for maintaining the long-term robustness of adaptive infras-

tructure pathway policies. Another major facet of this chapter’s contribution

is the demonstration of the DU PathwaysERAS framework in a highly complex

multi-actor water supply regionalization context for the Research Triangle re-

gion of North Carolina, where six neighboring water utilities seek to develop

cooperative infrastructure investment and management policies.

5.3 Regional Test Case

The Research Triangle (Triangle) region of North Carolina (Figure 5.1a) is a

growing urban area home to over 2 million people. The region’s rapidly grow-

ing water demand and history of drought have motivated regional water man-

agers to explore cooperative water supply management strategies. Cooperat-

ing partners include water utilities serving three large urban areas – Raleigh,

Durham, and Cary and three smaller population centers – Pittsboro, Chatham

County, and Chapel Hill (managed by the Orange Water and Sewer Authority

(OWASA)). The six regional partners seek a regional infrastructure investment

and management policy that coordinates short term drought crisis response and

long-term infrastructure investment sequencing.

To manage drought crises, the utilities currently rely on a mix of voluntary
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Figure 5.1: a. The Research Triangle region of North Carolina where six utili-
ties seek cooperative infrastructure investment and management policies b. De-
mand growth projections for the six utilities

conservation measures, mandatory water use restrictions and regional treated

transfers (Authority, 2010; Westbrook et al., 2016). Cary operates a water treat-

ment facility on the Jordan Lake, a large regional resource owned and operated

by the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and can sell water to other re-

gional partners through regional interconnections. Four other regional partners

– Durham, OWASA, Pittsboro and Chatham County – have supply allocations

to the Jordan Lake but currently lack the treatment and conveyance capacity to

access it.

To manage growing demands (Figure 5.1b, and listed in Table 5.1), the util-

ities plan to invest in new supply infrastructure. A variety of infrastructure

options have been identified by each utility (Table 5.2) that range from small

independent investments to large cooperative investments. Four regional utili-
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Table 5.1: Projected water demands for Research Triangle utilities (MGD)

Triangle Utility 2020 2040 2060
Cary 27.5 40.7 45
Chatham County 2.1 2.4 2.6
Durham 30.7 38.1 44.4
OWASA 8.3 10.8 12.9
Pittsboro 1.1 2.6 5.6
Raleigh 64.4 91.3 115
Total (avg MGD) 134.1 185.9 225.5

ties – Durham, OWASA, Pittsboro and Chatham County – are investigating the

joint construction of the Western Treatment Plant, a large water treatment plant

on Jordan Lake. Gorelick et al., 2022, examined three regional agreement struc-

ture utilities can use to finance the plant, finding that 1) the Western Treatment

Plant can benefit cooperating partners and 2) a fixed agreement structure where

utilities receive water in direct proportion to their initial cost sharing minimizes

counterparty risk of cooperating investors. The six cooperating utilities seek a

cooperative infrastructure investment and management policy to sequence new

infrastructure investments and coordinate short-term drought crisis response.

A core aim of Triangle partners is to find a compromise policy that maintains

robust performance across deeply uncertain future conditions while equitably

balancing performance across the six regional partners.

5.4 Methodology

5.4.1 Overview

This chapter introduces DU PathwaysERAS , an extension of the DU Pathways

framework (Trindade et al., 2019) for identifying equitable, robust, adaptive,
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Table 5.2: Available infrastructure for Triangle utilities. ∗ cost not included in
modeling, project underway at time of publication, c cooperative project

Project (Type) Utility Stages
Capacity
(MG or MGD)

Capital Cost
($MILLION)

Earliest
Availability

Cary WTP Upgrades∗ (treatment) Cary Small/Large 8.0 / 16.0 121.5∗ / 243∗ 2015
Cape Fear River Intake
in Harnet County (supply) Cary Single 12.2 221.4 2032

Sanford Intakec - Cary (treatment) Cary Single 10 56 2015
Sanford Intakec - Chatham County,
Pittsboro (treatment)

Chatham County,
Pittsboro Small/Large

Chatham: 1.0/2.0
Pittsboro: 3.0/9.0

Chatham: 7.9/11.2
Pittsboro: 49.6/69.3 2022/2028

Western Treatment Plantc (treatment)
OWASA, Durham,
Chatham County, Pittsboro Small/Large 33.0 / 54.0 243.3/316.8 2020/2022

Reclaimed Water (supply) Durham Small/Large 2.2 / 11.3 27.5/104.4 2022
Teer Quarry (supply) Durham Single 1315 22.6 2022
Lake Michie Expansion (supply) Durham Small/Large 2500 / 7700 158.3/203.3 2032
Cane Creek Reservoir
Expansion (supply) OWASA Single 3000 127 2032

Stone Quarry Expansion (supply) OWASA Small/Large 1500 / 2200 1.4/64.6 2037
University Lake Expansion (supply) OWASA Single 2550 107 2032
Haw River Intake (supply/treatment) Pittsboro Single 2 4 18.6/27.9 2017/2020
Falls Lake Reallocation (supply) Raleigh Single 5637 142 2022
Little River Reservoir (supply) Raleigh Single 3700 263 2032
Neuse River Intake (supply) Raleigh Single 16 225.5 2032
Richland Creek Quarry (supply) Raleigh Single 4000 400 2055

and cooperatively stable infrastructure investment and management policies.

DU Pathways is an exploratory decision support framework that combines the

constructive decision aiding approach of MORDM (Kasprzyk et al., 2013) and

the adaptive policy formulation of DAPP (Haasnoot et al., 2013) to develop in-

frastructure investment and management policies that are robust to deeply un-

certain futures. DU PathwaysERAS builds on this framework by including new

tools to evaluate regional equity, cooperative stability, adaptation, and time-

evolving vulnerability. This chapter’s core contributions include 1) a formal-

ized process for exploring regional equity using rival framings for selecting co-

operative regional compromises, 2) integration of Regional Defection Analysis

(Gold et al., 2022) to evaluate cooperative stability and the power relationships

between regional actors, 3) a new Infrastructure Disruption Analysis that mea-

sures the sensitivity and dependency of a policy to candidate infrastructure in-

vestments, and 4) a pathway-focused time-evolving implementation of scenario

discovery (Groves and Lempert, 2007; Bryant and Lempert, 2010; Jafino et al.,

2020; Jafino and Kwakkel, 2021) that captures how deep uncertainties interact

to drive vulnerability over near-term to long-term planning horizons.
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Figure 5.2a shows a flowchart of the DU PathwaysERAS framework. Our

process begins with problem formulation (Figure 5.2a, box I), where we de-

velop a hypothesis about how to formulate performance objectives, select de-

cision variables, sample uncertainties, and model the system. We then search

for robust regional infrastructure investment and management pathway poli-

cies (pathway policies) using many-objective optimization under deep uncer-

tainty (DU optimization; (Trindade et al., 2017); Figure 5.2a, box II – detailed

in Figure 5.2b). DU optimization searches for robust pathway policies by eval-

uating candidate policies across an approximate sampling of deeply uncertain

states-of-the-world (SOWs) illustrated in Figure 5.2f. Next, we stress-test the

regional pathway policies discovered through optimization by performing DU

re-evaluation (Figure 5.2a box III and detailed in Figure 5.2c), which subjects

each pathway policy to a broader and more computationally intensive set of

deeply SOWs created with the sampling strategy illustrated in Figure 5.2g.

We use the results of DU optimization and DU re-evaluation to identify a

regional policy that maintains equitable and robust performance for all regional

actors. This process seeks to ensure the salience and legitimacy (Cash et al.,

2003) of DU PathwaysERAS through a co-production process (Figure 5.2a, box

IV) where decision makers evaluate explore multiple candidate framings of re-

gional performance and seek to aid the selection of an candidate equitable re-

gional compromises after an a posteriori evaluation of candidate alternatives

(Wyborn et al., 2019) . After identifying a one or more candidate compromise

policy pathways, we evaluate its their cooperative stability (practicality) using

regional defection analysis (Figure 5.2a, box V). To perform the regional defec-

tion analysis, we run a set of individual DU defection optimizations (Figure

5.2d) that explore each cooperating partner’s incentives to defect from the re-
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gional pathway policy. We then re-evaluate each defection alternative using

DU re-evaluation (Figure 5.2d) to measure how defection actions impact the

tradeoffs and robustness performance of each regional partner.

In addition to exploring the cooperative dynamics of candidate pathway

policies, DU PathwaysERAS contributes new diagnostic pathway analysis tools.

During Pathways Analysis (Figure 5.2a, box VI) we use visual analytics to exam-

ine pathway policies’ infrastructure sequences. We then perform Infrastructure

disruption analysis, which measures how each infrastructure option contributes

to the robustness of the regional pathway policy by evaluating an ensemble of

infrastructure disruption scenarios (Figure 5.2a, box VI).

Finally, we perform time-evolving scenario discovery (Figure 5.2a, box VII)

to explore how deep uncertainties generates vulnerability for pathway policies.

In water supply planning contexts, infrastructure investments fundamentally

alter utilities’ capacity-to-demand ratios and financial conditions (i.e., debt ser-

vice schedules). To capture how these evolving state dynamics change utilities’

vulnerability to deep uncertainties, we perform scenario discovery across three

planning horizons: near-term, mid-term and long-term. We use results of time-

evolving scenario discovery to develop narrative scenarios that inform a dy-

namic adaptive implementation and monitoring strategy (Walker et al., 2013),

which allows utilities to monitor potential key vulnerabilities and prepare con-

tingency actions.
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Problem Formulation

DU PathwaysERAS builds on the constructive decision aiding approach of

MORDM, treating the process of problem formulation as an evolving explo-

ration of hypotheses for specifying decision variables, performance objectives,

uncertainties, and modeled relationships (Tsoukiàs, 2008; Kasprzyk et al., 2013).

This constructive approach centers on an iterative and exploratory learning pro-

cess where stakeholders evaluate competing hypotheses (or “rival framings”)

about how the system should be represented analytically (Majone and Quade,

1980; Quinn et al., 2017a). We begin with a formal representation of the Tri-

angle water supply planning problem informed by prior work in the Triangle

system (Zeff et al., 2016; Trindade et al., 2019; Gorelick et al., 2022). Formally,

the many-objective problem seeks to discover the regional water supply path-

way policy, θ∗ whose dynamic and adaptive decisions minimizes the vector or

regional objectives, F:

θ∗ = argminθ F (5.1)

s.t.

|ME| ≤ 1 ∀ME ⊆ BI (5.2)

Where:
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F(θ,X,Ψs) =



maxU(1 − fREL)

maxU( fRF)

maxU( fNPC)

maxU( fFC)

maxU( fWFPC)


(5.3)

θ = [TT, RT, IT, IPrank, RC, JLA,TCA] (5.4)

X = [xLTROF , xS TROF] (5.5)

Where F is the vector of regional objectives, θ is the policy vector of all re-

gional decision variables, X is the vector of ROF system states and Ψs is the

ensemble of sampled states of the world. U represents the vector of Triangle

utilities, TT is the vector of transfer triggers, RT is the vector of restriction ROF

triggers, IT is the vector of infrastructure triggers, IP is the matrix of infrastruc-

ture ranks, RC is the vector of reserve fund contributions, JLA is the vector of

Jordan Lake Allocations and TCA is the vector of treatment capacity fractions

for each utility. ME is a generic subset of mutually exclusive infrastructure op-

tions within the set of built or potential infrastructure options, BI.

Decision Variables

A distinguishing feature of the DU Pathways framework is the use of water

supply portfolios that incorporate state-aware adaptive infrastructure sequenc-

ing and portfolios of drought crisis management actions. The pathway poli-
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Table 5.3: Decision variables (* Not used by Cary, the supplier of transfers; **
Only used by the four Western Treatment Facility partners)

Decision variable Description Bounds

Restriction Trigger (RT)
The short-term ROF threshold that
triggers the water use restrictions [0,1]

Transfer Trigger (TT)*
The short-term ROF threshold that
triggers the purchase of treated transfers [0,1]

Reserve fund contribution (RC)
The annual reserve fund contribution
as a fraction of a utility’s annual volumetric revenue [0,1]

Infrastructure trigger (IT)
The Long-term ROF threshold that
triggers construction of new infrastructure [0,1]

Infrastructure ranks (IP)
A vector ranking the priority of
all available infrastructure project [0,1]

Jordan Lake Allocation (JLA) Jordan Lake Supply allocation Varies by utility
Western Treatment Plant
Allocations (TCA)**

Treatment allocation to the Western
Jordan Lake Treatment facility Varies by utility

cies center on state-aware risk-of-failure (ROF) based rule systems that trigger

adaptive drought mitigation and infrastructure investment decisions. We uti-

lize ROF-based rule systems as the basis for pathway policies for two reasons –

first, they provide a dynamic representation of the evolving dynamics of each

utility’s storage-to-demand ratio (Palmer and Characklis, 2009; Caldwell and

Characklis, 2014), and second, they are capture the types of risk tables currently

in use by the Triangle region’s water utilities (Authority, 2010).

To confront drought conditions, the utilities employ short-term ROF that

trigger water use restrictions and the purchase of treated transfers. short-term is

a dynamic measure each utility’s current storage-to-demand ratio, which is cal-

culated each week as the probability that a utility’s total reservoir storage will

drop below 20% of total capacity at any point during the next 52 weeks. Each

utility assigns two short-term triggers, one to trigger water use restrictions and a

second to trigger treated transfers. To mitigate financial disruptions from water

use restrictions (revenue losses) and treated transfers (unplanned costs), each

utility may also contribute annually to a reserve fund.

To manage long-term supply risk, the utilities employ long-term ROF, which
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measures each utility’s ratio of total capacity to demand. Long-term ROF is cal-

culated on an annual basis as the probability that a utility’s total storage will

drop below 20% of capacity over the following 78 weeks, assuming all reser-

voirs start the year at full capacity. Each utility also rank orders its possible

infrastructure options. When a utility’s long-term ROF crosses the trigger, it

will start construction on the top ranked infrastructure option available. The

four partners in the Western Treatment Plant also determine the treatment frac-

tion (and proportional cost) that is assigned to each cooperating partner. Finally,

all utilities in the regional system determine how much allocation to the Jordan

Lake to request from USACE, which dictates the available water from treated

transfers and treatment from the Western Treatment Plant. A summary of all

decision variables can be found in Table 5.3.

Uncertainty

We partition uncertainty facing the Triangle water supply system into well char-

acterized uncertainty (WCU) and deep uncertainty (DU). WCU represents sys-

tem parameters that are stochastic but have reliable historical data or known

probability density functions (Trindade et al., 2017). DUs represent system pa-

rameters that are known to be uncertain, but do not have known or agreed upon

probability density functions (Lempert et al., 2006; Kwakkel et al., 2016b; Walker

et al., 2003). In the Triangle, we consider the natural variability of reservoir in-

flows to be WCU, as there is over 80 years of historical data on all catchments.

Because the 80-year historical record is only a single draw of a stochastic pro-

cess, we utilize a synthetic streamflow generator introduced by (Kirsch et al.,

2013) to expand the envelope of reservoir inflow inputs. Details on the synthetic
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Table 5.4: DU factors and their sampling ranges

Factor Description Range (multiplier factor)

Near-term demand growth
Demand growth multiplier for the
first 15 years of the planning horizon 0.25-2.25

Mid-term demand growth
Demand growth multiplier for the
second 15 years of the planning horizon 0.25-2.25

Long-term demand growth
Demand growth multiplier for the
final 15 years of the planning horizon 0.25-2.25

Bond Term
A multiplier for number of years over
which infrastructure capital costs are
repaid as debt service

0.8-1.2

Bond Interest Rate
A multiplier that adjusts fixed interest
rate on bonds for infrastructure 0.6-1.2

Discount Rate
A multiplier for the discount rate, affecting
how future infrastructure investment is
discounted to 2015

0.6-1.4

Restriction Efficacy
A multiplier that determines how effective
use restrictions are at reducing water demand 0.8-1.2

Lake Evaporation
A multiplier applied to the rate water is
evaporated from regional reservoirs 0.9-1.1

Western Treatment Plant
Permitting Period

A multiplier that brings forward or delays
the year after which the Western Treatment
Plant can be constructed

0.75-1.5

Western Treatment Plant
Construction Time

A multiplier that lengthens the construction
time that would be needed to build the Western
Treatment Plant

1.0-1.2

generation can be found in Appendix B.

DUs facing the system include changes to inflow distributions due to climate

change, demand growth, financial variables and parameters governing infras-

tructure permitting and construction. The full set of DU parameters used in this

chapter can be found in Table 5.4. To construct an ensemble of future states-

of-the-world (SOWs) for many-objective search, we first generate an ensemble

of 1,000 natural inflow samples (NI) using the synthetic streamflow generator.

(Trindade et al., 2020) found that an ensemble size of 1,000 natural inflows accu-

rately captures variance in water supply performance measures. We then pair

each natural inflow with a different sample of DU factors (Ψ) generated using

Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). This DU optimization sampling strategy, de-

tailed in Figure 3f, has been shown to discover solutions that outperform other

sampling strategies when evaluated over much broader ensembles of DU SOWs
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(Trindade et al., 2017, 2019).

Performance Objectives

Based on elicitations of the Triangle utilities, they defined drought crisis man-

agement and long-term financial stability as primary performance considera-

tions for evaluating water supply portfolio management and infrastructure in-

vestment pathways. Here, we translate these considerations into six formal

objectives for many-objective search: reliability, restriction frequency, infras-

tructure net present cost, peak financial cost, and unit cost of infrastructure

investment. Details on the formulation of each objective are shown in Table

5.5. The reliability, restriction frequency and worst-case cost objectives, mea-

sure utility’s ability to manage short-term drought crises. The reliability and

restriction frequency objectives measure utility’s ability to maintain reliable wa-

ter supply without subjecting customers to exceedingly high levels of restric-

tions. Worst-case cost measures the magnitude of financial shocks that result

from unexpected drought management costs. These shocks may take the form

of revenue disruptions from water use restrictions of payments for treated trans-

fers. The infrastructure net-present cost objective measures the present-valued

cost of all infrastructure investment for each utility. Including this objective

prioritizes the discovery of portfolio pathways that manage reliability and re-

striction frequency while incurring minimal debt burden. Debt burden is not

the only financial consideration for water utilities however, also of concern is

the Peak Financial Cost, the ratio of all spending (drought mitigation costs plus

debt service payments) to the annual revenue. This measure is analogous to

debt covenants that are usually written into bond contracts (AWWA, 2011). Fi-
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nally, the unit cost of infrastructure investment objective measures the efficiency

of infrastructure investments and incentivizes the discovery of solutions that

minimize stranded assets (i.e., long periods of time where excess water supply

capacity goes unused).

To discover regionally equitable portfolio pathways, we employ a regional

minimax formulation to aggregate objectives across the six partner utilities (Zeff

et al., 2014). Here, the regional value for each objective is defined as the objective

value of the worst-performing utility. This minimax formulation is an applica-

tion of Rawl’s difference principle, guaranteeing that all utilities will perform at

least as well or better as the regional objective (Hammond, 1976; Rawls, 1999).
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System Model

We use WaterPaths simulation software (Trindade et al., 2020) to model the re-

gional water supply system. WaterPaths is a an open-source C++ model de-

signed for stochastic simulation of water supply systems. WaterPaths is se-

lected for this work because of its ability to facilitate many-objective search for

multi-actor water supply systems and efficiently accommodate large ensembles

of deep uncertainty on parallel high-performance computing systems. Water-

Paths’ customizable code base also provides a flexible platform to evaluate both

short-term drought crisis actions and long-term infrastructure investment se-

quences. WaterPaths contains functionality to efficiently calculate both short-

and long-term ROFs, facilitating state-aware rule systems that support adap-

tive policy pathways. In addition, WaterPaths can export detailed time-series

output of various system states and performance measures, allowing users to

perform detailed diagnostics of pathway policies.

WaterPaths is highly generalizable, and can be instantiated for a wide range

of water supply planning contexts. The six utility instance of WaterPaths for the

Triangle system used in this work was first developed by Gorelick et al., 2022.

During each 45-year simulation, the WaterPaths instance performs a weekly

mass balance for all system reservoirs and tracks weekly utility finances. This

simulation can be efficiently parallelized to perform both cooperative DU opti-

mization, and DU re-evaluation described in the following sections.
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5.4.2 Cooperative DU Optimization

We use the Multi-master Borg MOEA (MM Borg, (Hadka and Reed, 2012, 2015))

to discover Pareto-approximate infrastructure investment and management

policies. Overall MOEAs have been widely applied to water resources prob-

lems as they have been shown to solve nonconvex, nonlinear, multimodal, and

discrete many-objective problems that challenge traditional search techniques

(Maier et al., 2014; Nicklow et al., 2010; Reed et al., 2013). The MM Borg MOEA

is a global population-based evolutionary algorithm that features adaptive

search operators, epsilon dominance archiving (Laumanns et al., 2002), stag-

nation detection, and randomized restarts to solve challenging many-objective

problems. In its serial implementation, Borg has been shown to perform as well

or better than other state-of-the-art MOEAs when applied to challenging water

resources applications (Reed et al., 2013; Gupta et al., 2020). The multi-master

implementation of the Borg MOEA exploits high performance computing re-

sources by employing a hybrid parallelization scheme that uses both multiple

population and master-worker parallelization strategies to increase the scalabil-

ity and difficulty of many-objective search problems (Cantu-Paz and Goldberg,

2000; Hadka and Reed, 2015).

To discover regional pathway policies that maintain robust performance

across deeply uncertain futures, we use DU optimization (Trindade et al., 2017)

(Figure 5.2b). DU optimization evaluates each candidate pathway policy across

the sampling of WCU and DU SOWs described in Section 5.2.1 and shown in

Figure 5.2f. This approximate sampling scheme approximates the much broader

and computationally intensive sampling scheme shown in Figure 5.2g. The DU

optimization process begins with randomly generated population of decision
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variable vectors which are evaluated using WaterPaths over the approximate

DU sampling. WaterPaths returns the six objective values which are passed to

the MM Borg MOEA. The MOEA then assesses Pareto dominance and uses re-

combination operators to generate new decision variable vectors. This process

is repeated until the algorithm has reached a specified number of function eval-

uations.

5.4.3 DU re-evaluation

During DU re-evaluation, we stress test the Pareto-approximate pathway poli-

cies discovered through DU optimization across a broader ensemble of SOWs

generated using the DU re-evaluation sampling strategy shown in Figure 5.2g.

This stress testing is central to the exploratory modeling process employed by

DU PathwaysERAS because it provides a platform for the six utilities to eval-

uate the robustness of candidate strategies and characterize their vulnerabil-

ity to over a wide range of plausible future conditions (Moallemi et al., 2020a;

Kwakkel, 2019). The DU re-evaluation sampling scheme represents a signifi-

cantly more challenging and computationally demanding set of SOWs than the

approximate sampling scheme used during DU optimization.

To perform DU re-evaluation, candidate policy pathways are evaluated

across an ensemble of of 2 million scenarios, each representing a unique paring

of WCU inflows (NIS ) and DU SOWs (Ψ), illustrated in Figure 5.2g. We sample

DU SOWs by generating an ensemble of 2,000 parameter combinations using

LHS across pre-specified ranges of plausible DU parameter values (shown in

Table 5.3). Each LHS is paired with an ensemble of 1,000 synthetically gener-
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ated WCU inflows, created using synthetic streamflow generation as detailed

in Section 5.2.2. Each DU SOW produces one vector of objectives values, which

are aggregated across the 1,000 NIs as shown in Figure 5.2g.

5.4.4 Selection of candidate compromise pathway policies

Triangle utilities seek an equitable and robust pathway policy that balances per-

formance across the six cooperating regional utilities . DU PathwaysERAS facil-

itates regional partners in the identification of candidate compromise pathway

policies through the interactive exploration of multiple and potentially com-

peting hypotheses for framing the individual and/or collective requirements

needed for solutions to be acceptable to all parties involved (Tsoukiàs, 2008;

Bojórquez-Tapia et al., 2021). The negotiated pathway policy selection pro-

cesses benefit from exploring alternative framings for compromises because

they enhance direct discussions of the performance trade-offs across the util-

ities’ conflicting performance objectives as well as their robustness. It is im-

portant to help cooperating urban water utilities recognize and avoid myopic

planning that can emerge as an unintended consequence of narrow definitions

of “optimally” or “robustness” (Brill et al., 1990; Kasprzyk et al., 2013; Herman

et al., 2015; McPhail et al., 2018). Exploring trade-offs (performance or robust-

ness), vulnerabilities, and inter-regional dependencies can help to escape pre-

conceived notions of what is possible and how to achieve it (Gettys and Fisher,

1979; Kasprzyk et al., 2013; Kwakkel et al., 2016b).

In the DU PathwaysERAS framework, the identification of candidate regional

compromise pathway policies begin with the results of cooperative DU opti-
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Table 5.6: Candidate framings of regional compromise

Name
Performance
measures

Aggregation across
deep uncertainty

Minimum expected
investment (MEI)

Reliability > 98%
Restriction Frequency < 20%
Worst-case Drought management Cost < 10% AVR
Min. Infrastructure net present cost

Expectation across approximate
DU sampling used for DU
optimization (Figure 5.2f)

Expected drought
performance and
financial stability (EDF)

Reliability > 98%
Restriction Frequency < 20%
Worst-case Drought management Cost < 10% AVR
Peak financial cost < 80% AVR
Unit Cost of Expansion $<$5/kgal$

Expectation
across approximate
DU sampling used
for DU optimization (Figure 5.2f)

Drought crisis
robustness (DCR)

Reliability > 98%
Restriction Frequency < 20%
Worst-case Drought management Cost < 10% AVR

Satisficing across full DU
sampling used for DU
re-evaluation (Figure ref{fig:paper3-methods}g)

Drought crisis and long-term
financial stability robustness (DFSR)

Reliability > 98%
Restriction Frequency < 20%
Worst-case Drought management Cost < 10% AVR
Peak financial cost < 80% AVR
Unit Cost of Expansion $<$5/kgal$

Satisficing
across full DU sampling
used for DU re-evaluation
(Figure 5.2g)

mization, which provides the Triangle utilities with a set of Pareto-approximate

regional policy alternatives, each representing a non-dominated set of regional

performance objectives (Coello et al., 2007; Reed et al., 2013). In practice,

the utilities are not interested in the full range of Pareto-approximate alter-

natives - some may yield unacceptable performance objectives, while others

may inequitably distribute costs and benefits across regional partners. Utili-

ties can explore candidate compromises by filtering (or “brushing”) the Pareto-

approximate set according to a set of criteria that reflect performance priorities,

such as maintaining supply reliability or minimizing infrastructure investment

costs (Kollat and Reed, 2006; Woodruff et al., 2013).

Here, we demonstrate the facilitated process of selecting an equitable and

robust regional compromise by comparing four framings (expressed prefer-

ences and specified requirements) that the Triangle partners could use to de-

fine their perspectives on what constitutes equitable and robust system perfor-

mance. Each framing (Table 5.6 and diagrammed in Figure 5.3) pairs an alter-

native specification of the prioritized performance requirements (Simon, 1966)

and the specific sampling strategy that was used to compute the performance
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requirements across the deep uncertainties. All four framings for selecting can-

didate compromise pathway policies seek to equitably balance performance

across regional utilities by applying Rawls’ difference principle through a re-

gional minimax formulation (Rawls, 1999; Hammond, 1976). This definition of

equity is intended to ensure the provision of consistent minimum performance

across all regional partners (Osman and Faust, 2021; Fletcher et al., 2022).

Figure 5.3: Selected framings of regional compromise. Each framing (repre-
sented by the the four lines) combines a prioritized set of performance cri-
teria (shown in panels on the left) with a sampling and aggregation strategy
(shown on the right). Selecting a compromise using Minimum Expected Invest-
ment (MEI) combines drought crisis performance with performance measures
calculated in expectation using the approximate sampling of DU SOWs used
for DU optimization. The Expected Drought Performance and Financial Sta-
bility framing (EDF), utilizes both drought crisis performance and long-term
financial stability measures to evaluate regional performance. The Drought Cri-
sis Robustness framing (DCR) measures regional performance by using a set
of drought crisis performance satisficing criteria across DU re-evaluation sam-
pling. Drought crisis and long-term financial stability robustness (DFSR) ap-
plies satisficing criteria to both drought crisis and long-term financial stability
measures across DU re-evaluation sampling
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In the first regional compromise framing, termed minimum expected invest-

ment (MEI, represented with a light blue line in Figure 5.3), the Triangle utilities

seek to select the portfolio pathway that minimizes regional infrastructure net

present cost while meeting three regional drought crisis performance criteria -

Reliability > 98%, Restriction Frequency < 20% and Worst-Case Drought Man-

agement Cost < 10% AVR. This framing mirrors approaches widely used in

water supply planning literature that seek to balance infrastructure investment

cost with tolerable drought risk (Borgomeo et al., 2016; Beh et al., 2015; Fletcher

et al., 2017; Erfani et al., 2014; Pachos et al., 2022). Using the minimum expected

investment framing, the utilities evaluate objectives in expectation across ap-

proximate DU optimization sampling (Figure 5.2f), reflecting a methodological

choice to solely focus on the outcomes of a robust optimization that exploits ap-

proximate sampling strategies to discover policies that maintain performance

across deeply uncertain futures (e.g., see examples in (Mortazavi-Naeini et al.,

2014; Watson and Kasprzyk, 2017; Eker and Kwakkel, 2018; Pachos et al., 2022;

Hall et al., 2020). The minimum expected investment compromise emphasizes

the equity across regional partners by applying a regional minimax to all per-

formance objectives, defining the regional value for each performance objective

as the objective value for the worst-performing regional partner, ensuring that

all other utilities perform as well or better (Hammond, 1976).

For the second framing, termed expected drought performance and long-

term financial stability (EDF, represented with a dark blue line in Figure 5.3),

the utilities replace minimum infrastructure net present cost with two finan-

cial stability requirements - peak financial cost < 80% AVR and unit cost of

expansion < $5/kgal. Including the peak financial cost criterion emphasizes

budgetary stability. Values of peak financial cost above 80% risk violating debt
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covenants, minimum ratios of revenue to expenses stipulated in bond contracts

(AWWA, 2011). A debt covenant violation can severely impact utility credit

ratings and result in increased water rates (Raftelis, 2005; Hughes and Leurig,

2013b). By including unit cost of expansion, Triangle utilities prioritize finan-

cially efficient infrastructure investments (Gorelick et al., 2022). High values

unit cost of expansion suggest that utilities have stranded assets - infrastructure

that is still within its design lifetime but does not provide its intended service

or has been abandoned (Kalin et al., 2019; Haasnoot et al., 2020). Stranded as-

sets may lead to budgetary instability or increased water rates, as utilities must

pay for infrastructure that does not generate revenue (AWWA, 2011). Like the

minimum expected investment framing described above, the expected drought

performance and financial stability compromise measures objectives in expec-

tation across DU optimization sampling (Figure 5.2f) and emphasizes regional

equity using a regional minimax formulation.

The third compromise framing, termed drought crisis robustness (DCR, yel-

low line in Figure 5.3), represents the a priori prioritization of performance pref-

erences that the Triangle utilities have used evaluate pathway policies in previ-

ous studies of the Triangle water supply system (Herman et al., 2014; Trindade

et al., 2017, 2019; Gold et al., 2019). Using this framing, the utilities evaluate

drought crisis performance criteria across the broader DU re-evaluation sam-

pling of deep uncertainties (Figure 3g). Here, we aggregate performance across

deeply uncertain states of the world using a satisficing metric, which measures

the fraction of DU re-evaluation states of the world where utilities meet the

drought performance criteria (Reliability > 98%, Restriction Frequency < 20%

and Worst-Case Drought Management Cost < 10% AVR). Satisficing metrics re-

flect the tendency of decision makers to seek policies that meet one or more
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performance requirements across many plausible future conditions, even at the

expense of optimal performance in a favorable future (Herman et al., 2015; Si-

mon, 1966). We use a domain criterion-based measure of satisficing (Starr, 1963),

that measures the fraction of SOWs that a candidate portfolio pathway meets

performance criteria:

S =
1
N

N∑
j=1

Λθ, j (5.6)

Where,

Λθ, j =


1, if F(θ) j ≤ Φ j

0, otherwise
(5.7)

Where Φ is a vector of performance criteria for utility j, θ is the portfolio and

N is the total number of sampled SOWs.

Here, we prioritize regional equity by evaluating the regional robustness as

the robustness of the worst-performing utility.

For the fourth and final compromise framing, termed drought crisis and

long-term financial stability robustness (DFSR, orange line in Figure 5.3), the

Triangle utilities pair the expanded set of performance measures used in the

expected drought and financial objectives framing with satisficing over DU re-

evaluation sampling (Figure 5.3g) used in the drought-focused robustness fram-

ing. Like the drought-focused robustness compromise, the regional robustness

is defined as the robustness of the worst-performing regional actor.
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5.4.5 Regional Defection Analysis

The implementation of a compromise pathway policy relies on the strong as-

sumption that once selected, the regional partners will adhere to the selected

compromise. While the cooperative agreement structure implemented in this

chapter was designed by (Gorelick et al., 2022) to improve the performance of

all Triangles utilities while minimizing conflicts between cooperating partners,

utilities may have incentives improve their own performance by defecting from

the selected policy. Our regional defection analysis represents a formal test of

the cooperative stability of this agreement structure by exploring the incentives

that individual utilities may have to defect and revealing the consequences of

defection on each utility’s cooperating partners. The regional defection anal-

ysis also investigates power relationships within the regional partnership, re-

vealing which actors have the power to unilaterally improve their performance

(Avelino and Rotmans, 2011), and whether utilities are seeding their regional

partners power over their own performance by joining the regional partnership

(Gold et al., 2022; Avelino and Rotmans, 2011).

We implement the regional defection analysis in two steps – individual op-

timization and DU re-evaluation. During the individual optimization step, we

utilize the Borg MOEA to search for defection alternatives for each cooperat-

ing partner. We perform a total of six individual defection optimizations (one

for each regional utility). During each individual defection optimization, the

Borg MOEA optimizes the defecting utility’s individual objectives using only

the decision variables of the defecting utility, while keeping the decision vari-

ables of all other cooperating partners at the values prescribed by the original

cooperative pathway policy. A flow chart of individual defection is shown in
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Figure 5.2d. To examine to consequences of defection, we then re-evaluate the

defection alternatives for each utility across the sample of DU SOWs described

in DU-reevaluation above and detailed in Figure 5.2g.

We measure the impact of regional defection by analyzing how defection

alternatives change robustness for each regional partner. To evaluate the in-

centives that each utility has for defecting from the regional partnership, we

measure the greatest improvement the utility can achieve for each performance

criteria without reducing its overall robustness:

RRDA
i = max j[η

j
i ] ∀ j ∈ β (5.8)

η
j
i =


S (θde f )

j
i − S (θcomp)comp

i i f∀ : S (θde f )
comp
all

0 otherwise
(5.9)

Where β is the set of all re-optimized alternatives, S (θde f )
j
i is the robustness of

the ith performance criteria in the jth re-optimized portfolio, θde f , and S (θcomp) j
i

is the robustness for the ith performance criteria in the selected compromise

portfolio, θcomp.

For cooperating utilities, we measure the maximum loss in robustness re-

sulting in defection from a cooperating partner:

RRDA
i = max

j
η

j
i ∀ j ∈ β (5.10)
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5.4.6 Infrastructure Disruption Analysis

DU PathwayERAS introduces a novel infrastructure disruption analysis to mea-

sure the adaptive capacity of pathway policies and examine how each infras-

tructure option contributes to the robustness of regional utilities. By measur-

ing the adaptive capacity of pathways, the infrastructure disruption analysis

allows decision makers to assess path-dependency and avoid decision ”lock-

ins”- which occur when taking adaptive action is expensive or degrades system

performance (Walker et al., 2013; Haasnoot et al., 2020). The infrastructure dis-

ruption analysis supplements the regional defection analysis by revealing how

each policy pathways provide robust performance across multiple performance

criteria. The contribution of cooperative infrastructure investments to the ro-

bustness of individual utilities provides a direct measure of the utilities ability

to harness cooperative power (or power with (Avelino and Rotmans, 2011)).

To conduct infrastructure disruption analysis, we develop a set of infrastruc-

ture disruption scenarios, Π, where infrastructure options become unavailable

to Triangle utilities.

Π = [BI k, BI k+1, ..., BI m] (5.11)

Where BI k represents the vector of regional infrastructure options with option

k unavailable, and m represents the total number of infrastructure options.

We pair each infrastructure disruption scenario with all 2 million DU re-

evaluation scenarios and evaluate each candidate portfolio pathway across the

full set of paired samples, as shown in Figure 5.2f. We examine the impact of

pathways disruption by measuring the change in robustness from infrastructure
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disruption scenarios.

RIDA
i,BI k
= S (θcomp)i − S (θBI k)i (5.12)

Where i is the performance criteria, and BI k is the infrastructure disruption sce-

nario for infrastructure option k.

5.4.7 Time-evolving Scenario Discovery

In the final step of DU PathwaysERAS , we perform scenario discovery (Groves

and Lempert, 2007; Bryant and Lempert, 2010; Jafino and Kwakkel, 2021) learn

about how uncertainty generates vulnerability for candidate policy pathways,

and evaluate how vulnerability changes over time. Using this information, we

develop narrative scenarios to inform an implementation and monitoring strat-

egy (Haasnoot et al., 2018). Scenario Discovery uses machine learning and data

mining algorithms (e.g., classification, clustering, and regression) to determine

which deep uncertainties most strongly influence the performance of a pathway

policy and delineating regions of the uncertainty space that are likely to cause

performance failures (Groves and Lempert, 2007; Bryant and Lempert, 2010).

The infrastructure investments made across the planning horizon change both

the physical system and utility financial conditions, likely changing their vul-

nerabilities as well. To capture evolving system vulnerability, DU PathwayERAS

introduces a time-evolving implementation of scenario discovery. To capture

near-term vulnerability, which reflects how the system will perform prior to

significant infrastructure investment, we first perform scenario discovery across

output from the first 10-years of the simulation period. We then examine how
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vulnerability evolves by performing scenario discovery using a 22-year plan-

ning horizon and a 45-year planning horizon. Under each planning horizon,

we search for combinations of deep uncertainties that cause compromise port-

folio pathways to fail to meet performance criteria. We classify each DU SOW

as either a “success” or “failure” based on the performance criteria. We then

use a Gradient Boosted Trees algorithm (Drucker and Cortes, 1996) to partition

the uncertainty space into predicted regions of success and failure. Boosted

Trees classification is well suited to scenario discovery in regional water sup-

ply planning contexts because it can define boundaries that are nonlinear and

non-differentiable, traits that are particularly useful in infrastructure pathways

context that contain discrete capacity expansions. Boosted Trees are also easy to

interpret, provide a simple means of ranking uncertainties and are resistant to

overfitting (Trindade et al., 2019).

5.5 Computational Experiment

The cooperative DU optimization was performed on Pittsburgh Supercomput-

ing Center’s Bridges2 supercomputer, accessed through the NSF XSEDE pro-

gram (Towns et al., 2014). During the DU optimization, we ran five ran-

dom seeds of the MM Borg MOEA, using MM Borg’s default parameterization

(Hadka and Reed, 2012). Each random seed contained two masters and was

run for 150,000 function evaluations. Next, we performed DU re-evaluation

by stress-testing each Pareto-approximate policy across the full DU sampling

shown in Figure 3g. DU re-evaluation was performed on the Texas Advanced

Computing Center’s Stampede2 supercomputer, accessed through XSEDE. We

used results from DU optimization and DU re-evaluation to select and evaluate
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candidate compromise policies. We then performed individual optimization for

the regional defection analysis on Bridges2. Each individual optimization was

run for 50,000 function evaluations across two random seeds of MM Borg, with

each seed using two masters. The infrastructure disruption analysis was per-

formed on Stampede2, where 22 infrastructure disruption scenarios were eval-

uated across the full DU sampling shown in Figure 3g. Finally, we performed

time-evolving scenario discovery using the scikit-learn Python implementation

of Gradient Boosted Trees (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Each classification used an

ensemble of 250 trees of depth two and a learning rate of 0.1.

5.6 Results and Discussion

Here, we use DU PathwaysERAS to explore the consequences of different candi-

date strategies for selecting comprises across for the six Research Triangle util-

ities. A key goal is to better understand and avoid unintended consequences

across the candidate cooperative infrastructure investment and management

policies. Our results contribute a rigorous evaluation of the effectiveness of the

inter-utility agreement structure recommended in Gorelick et al. (2022). We seek

a compromise policy that is that is equitable, robust, adaptive, and coopera-

tively stable. In Section 5.5.1, we show how narrowly framing the selection of a

regional compromise pathway policy solely on managing short-term drought

crises can lead to shallow representations of robustness and unintended re-

gional inequities. In Section 5.5.2, we evaluate the cooperative stability of a

high-performing and broadly robust pathway policy identified in Section 5.5.1

using regional defection analysis. In Section 5.5.3, we further examine the adap-

tive capacity of the high performing compromise policy by quantifying its sen-
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sitivity to disruptions in planned infrastructure investment sequences. Lastly,

in Section 5.5.4, we utilize scenario discovery to reveal consequential future sce-

narios to guide the implementation and monitoring of the suggested compro-

mise pathway policy for the Research Triangle region’s utilities.

5.6.1 Avoiding the Unintended Consequences from Myopic

Compromises

We begin by examining how the representation of performance trade-offs

shapes our perception of the robustness and regional equity of Pareto-

approximate infrastructure investment and management policies. Figure 5.4

shows three representations of the regional performance of Pareto-approximate

policies. Each candidate policy represents a different set of ROF-based man-

agement and investment rules that coordinates regional drought mitigation ac-

tions, structures the development of the shared regional Western Jordan Lake

water treatment plant, and generates its own adaptive set of cooperative infras-

tructure investment pathways. Figure 5.4a shows the performance of Pareto-

approximate policies across the six-objective regional DU optimization space.

Each line (grey and colored) represents a Pareto-approximate regional policy,

and each axis represents a regional performance objective calculated across the

ensemble of WCU natural inflows, and DU factors developed using the approxi-

mate DU optimization sampling scheme (detailed in Figure 5.2f). The light blue

line represents the minimum expected investment (MEI) compromise, which

seeks to balance drought risk with infrastructure net present cost. The dark

blue line represents the expected drought performance and financial stability
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compromise, which prioritizes long-term financial stability in the form of low

peak financial and unit costs (Figure 5.4a). The pathway policy designated by

the yellow line in the initial panel of Figure 5.4 represents the drought crisis ro-

bustness compromise and the orange line represents the drought and expanded

financial robustness compromise.

In Figure 5.4a, we observe that all four of the candidate compromises main-

tain high levels of performance for reliability, restriction frequency, and worst-

case cost objectives (i.e., drought crisis performance measures). The minimum

expected investment compromise (MEI, light blue) achieves this high level of

performance with the lowest infrastructure net present cost - spending $30M

less than the expected drought performance and financial stability compromise

(EDF, dark blue) and $80M less than either compromise selected using satisfic-

ing robustness criteria (DCR, yellow and DFSR, dark orange). However, the

minimum expected investment (MEI) compromise policy’s low infrastructure

net present cost does not translate to long-term financial stability. The MEI

solution generates a higher peak financial cost than either of candidate com-

promise policies that prioritize financial stability criteria (EDF, dark blue and

DFSR, dark orange). The minimum expected investment (MEI) compromise

policy also produces high unit cost for its water supply capacity expansion in-

vestments, indicating that despite its low expected net present cost of invest-

ment, it may trigger infrastructure development that is unnecessary or under-

utilized. These stranded assets increase budgetary instability and can drive up

water rates (Raftelis, 2005; Hughes and Leurig, 2013b). This finding highlights

how planning methods that strictly focus on minimizing expected infrastruc-

ture investment costs are ill-equipped to evaluate dynamic and adaptive man-

agement and investment pathways because they ignore important dimensions
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of long-term financial stability (Dittrich et al., 2016; Kwakkel, 2020).

Of the four selected compromises shown in Figure 5.4a, only the expected

drought performance and financial stability compromise (dark blue) appears

to balance drought crisis and long-term financial stability objectives. How-

ever, evaluating performance under the broader ensemble of deep uncertain-

ties used in DU re-evaluation changes this perception. Figure 5.4b shows the

performance of Pareto-approximate policies in terms of the satisficing robust-

ness requirements that focus managing short-term drought crisis performance

for each cooperating partner. Each vertical axis represents the robustness of

one cooperating partner, measured as the percent of sampled SOWs where the

drought crisis focused performance requirements are met (Reliability ¿ 98%, Re-

striction Frequency ¡ 20%, and Worst-Case Drought Management Cost ¡ 10%

AVR) under the broader DU re-evaluation sampling. Higher values indicate

increased robustness. Though all four compromises seek to ensure regional eq-

uity , the two compromises that measure performance using regional objective

values – including the compromise in dark blue that performed well in Figure

5.4a – yield highly inequitable robustness, penalizing the two largest utilities. In

contrast, the two policies selected using the two different framings for regional

robustness (yellow and orange) are robust for all regional partners.
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Figure 5.4: a) the regional objective space, with four compromises highlighted.
All four compromises perform well in drought criteria (Rel, RF and WCC).
The minimum expected investment compromise (MEI) yields lower infrastruc-
ture net present cost, but does not perform well in other financial objectives.
B) Drought crisis robustness, defined as the percentage of DU SOWs where
drought performance criteria are met for each regional actor.
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Adding long-term financial stability requirements in the evaluation of the

candidate regional pathway policies’ robustness, has the potential to strongly

change the utilities’ perceptions and preferences when selecting a compromise

alternative. Figure 5.4c shows the robustness of cooperating partners using

satisficing across both drought performance and long-term financial stability

criteria across the larger SOWs ensemble used in DU re-evaluation (Reliability

> 98%, Restriction Frequency < 20%, Worst-Case Drought Management Cost

< 10% AVR, Peak Financial Cost < 80% and Unit Cost of Expansion < $5/kgal).

Using this expanded set of requirements, the robustness of Chatham County

and Pittsboro, the two smallest regional partners, are significantly reduced un-

der the minimum expected investment (MEI) and drought crisis robustness

(DCR) compromise pathway policies. The drought crisis robustness (DCR)

compromise policy, which appears to equitably balance performance across the

participating regional utilities when evaluated solely using the drought crisis

robustness framing (Figure 5.4b), shows particularly reduced robustness for

Chatham County, meeting the expanded set of drought crisis and long-term

financial stability criteria in only 33% of sampled DU SOWs.

Together, Figures 5.4a-c reveal how myopic strategies for identifying candi-

date regional compromise pathway policies can lead to solutions with poten-

tially severe unintended consequences for some of cooperating Research Trian-

gle utilities. Figure 5.4b shows how the sole focus on traditional tradeoff analy-

ses using only performance in the objective space (MEI, light blue and EDF, dark

blue lines) fail to yield robust drought crisis responses for Durham and Raleigh,

the region’s two largest utilities. In other words, they do not trigger sufficient

infrastructure investment to maintain reliable capacity-to-demand ratios under

challenging future scenarios. Figure 5.4c adds further insights, showing how
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policies that do not prioritize long-term financial stability lead to financial fail-

ure for the smallest utilities, drawing them into financially risky cooperative

investments. In sum, these results demonstrate how balancing the performance

of cooperating partners with diverse interests and asymmetric vulnerabilities is

a core challenge when crafting regionally cooperative infrastructure investment

and management policies (Herman et al., 2015; Sjöstrand, 2017; Hamilton et al.,

2022). Our findings also highlight how methods that advocate conflict resolu-

tion using a priori assumptions about performance criteria - even when formu-

lated as multi-objective problems (e.g., Hu et al. (2016b); Tian et al. (2019)) - may

lead to overly optimistic evaluations of regional performance. These findings

emphasize the need for exploring multiple rival problem framings when seek-

ing equitable solutions to cooperative planning problems (Quinn et al., 2017a;

Fletcher et al., 2022). To understand more about how and why the four compro-

mise policies lead to differing performance across utilities, we examine how the

performance of each policy is distributed across the broader evaluation of DU

SOWs.

Figure 5.5 shows the cumulative distributions of utility performance across

the broad ensemble of DU SOWs used to conduct DU re-evaluation. Each panel

represents the performance of one utility in one objective. As in Figure 5.4,

colored lines represent compromise policies, and grey lines represent brushed

policies. Vertical dashed lines in Figure 5.5 represent the satisficing threshold

for each objective. Panels 5.5a and 5.5f reveal that for Raleigh and Durham, the

reliability objective explains the differences in drought crisis robustness shown

in Figure 5.4b. The policies selected using objective space performance (MEI,

light blue and EDF, dark blue) fail to meet reliability criteria roughly 60% of DU

SOWs for both utilities. This result highlights the importance of stress-testing
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candidate rule systems across broad and challenging ensembles of DU SOWs.

Though the approximate DU sampling scheme was able to discover pathway

policies that maintain supply reliability for all four utilities (for example the

DSFR compromise, shown in orange), performance in the reliability objective

does not directly translate from the approximate DU sampling used for DU op-

timization and the much more challenging and computationally intensive sam-

pling used during DU re-evaluation. Selecting compromise policies using only

the performance of approximate sampling schemes can cause utilities to over-

estimate the robustness and under-estimate disparities between regional part-

ners.

In addition to revealing differences in reliability for the region’s largest util-

ities, Figure 5.5 reveals the extent of vulnerability for the region’s smallest part-

ners. Under the drought crisis robustness compromise (DCR, yellow), Chatham

County incurs unsustainable peak financial costs (Figure 5.5m), and high val-

ues unit cost of expansion (Figure 5.5o) under a large percentage of SOWs. This

suggests that under many scenarios, the compromise triggers infrastructure in-

vestments that cause Chatham County to violate debt covenants and ultimately

end up as stranded assets. Pittsboro also shows increased vulnerability under

the DCR compromise, though its primary failure mode is in reliability. While

Pittsboro is able to maintain near 100% under the other compromise framings,

its performance under the DCR compromise illustrates how regionally aggre-

gated measures of performance can fail to capture the interests of all cooperat-

ing by focusing on regionally aggregated measures of performance, even when

those measures are explicitly designed to maintain regional equity.
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Figure 5.5: Cumulative distribution of performance across deeply uncertain
states of the world. OWASA and Cary are omitted from this plot because they
maintain high performance across all sampled DU SOWs. The four compromise
policies are highlighted in color, and the remaining Pareto-approximate policies
are shown in grey. The dashed line represents the satisficing criteria for each
objective.
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Our exploration of candidate framings of regional compromise illustrates

how a priori assumptions about performance priorities can lead to myopic pol-

icy choices that fail to equitably balance the interests of the six regional partners.

Of the four highlighted regional compromises, only the drought and expanded

financial robustness compromise (orange) equitably achieves high levels of ro-

bustness for all cooperating partners. Though the compromise shows a high

regional unit cost of expansion when measured in the objective space (shown

in Figure 5.5a), Figure 5.5 reveals that it maintains low unit cost of expansion

for all utilities across the majority of DU SOWs. The high expected value of the

regional unit cost of supply expansion objective in the DU optimization results

is actually a result of bias in the expected value by a small number of SOWs (for

details see Appendix D). This compromise appears to be a strong candidate for

implementation, yet important questions about its practicality and performance

remain: Do cooperating partners have incentives to adhere to the regional pol-

icy once it’s been implemented? Does the level of coordination specified by the

regional policy expose utilities to new risks from their regional partners? Do

regional power dynamics constrain utilities’ ability to successfully cooperate?

To answer these questions, we analyze this policy using the next step in DU

PathwaysERAS , regional defection analysis.

5.6.2 Cooperative stability and regional power dynamics

Our regional defection analysis formally tests the cooperative stability of the

inter-utility agreement structure recommended by Gorelick et al. (2022). The

specific parameterized ROF-based rules that are used to implement the sug-

gested inter-utility agreement structure however matter greatly as captured by
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the significant differences in the performance and robustness behaviors of the

four compromise pathway policies evaluated in Section 5.6.1. The drought cri-

sis and long-term financial stability (DFSR) compromise solution appears to be

the overall most equitable of the 4 compromise pathway policies. However,

a key question is remains: does it create tensions between the cooperating re-

gional utilities that endanger their willingness to cooperate? Addressing this

question warrants a careful examination of the potential for regional robust-

ness conflicts. Figure 7a explores the relative equity of regional robustness –

defined as the robustness value of the worst-off cooperating partner – for each

Pareto-approximate policy, ranked in descending order. We highlight the eq-

uitable compromise (DFSR, orange) along with the policies that maximize ro-

bustness for Raleigh (red), Durham (purple), Pittsboro (green), and Chatham

County (cyan). While Raleigh’s preferred policy only slightly reduces regional

robustness, the preferred policies of Pittsboro, Durham, and Chatham County

incur large reductions in regional robustness, increasing the potential for con-

flicts with at least one other utility.

The inter-utility robustness tradeoffs shown in Figure 5.6b illustrates these

conflicts. Each axis in the figure represents the robustness of a utility based on

the drought crisis and long-term financial stability criteria, and each line repre-

sents a Pareto-approximate policy. The equitable compromise (DFSR, orange)

achieves strong robustness for all regional partners; however, four utilities –

Raleigh, Durham, Chatham County, and Pittsboro – achieve higher robustness

through other regional pathway policies. While the individual robustness gains

are modest relative to the equitable (DFSR, orange) compromise, each utility’s

maximally robust pathway policy yields potentially severe consequences for the

other regional partners. The results shown in Figure 7b suggest that each utility
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may have incentives to exploit the investments of their cooperating partners to

improve their own performance (i.e., defect from the DFSR compromise; (Gold

et al., 2022) ). This potential for conflict raises three questions about how the

underlying power relationships (Avelino, 2021) between the cooperating util-

ities could impact the practicality of the DFSR compromise policy. First, do

utilities have the power to improve their robustness through regional defection

from the regional partnership? Second, by entering the regional agreement, do

utilities yield power over their performance to their regional partners? Third, if

these power dynamics are present, will they destabilize the cooperative regional

partnership? To answer these questions, we turn to the results of the regional

defection analysis.
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Figure 5.6: a) Regional ranking of Pareto-approximate policies by robustness.
Each bar represents a cooperative policy, colored bars represent highlighted
policies, and grey bars represent brushed policies. b) Robustness conflicts be-
tween regional partners. Each axis represents the robustness of one utility, and
each line represents a Pareto-approximate policy. Colored lines represent high-
lighted policies, and grey lines represent brushed policies.
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Figure 5.7 shows the results of the regional defection analysis. Each panel

represents the change in robustness for one utility under a different defection

scenario. Blue bars on the right side of the plots indicate that defection improves

robustness, and brown bars on the left side indicate that defection degrades ro-

bustness. Cary and OWASA are omitted from this figure because individual op-

timization for two utilities failed to discover any defection alternatives. Overall,

Figure 5.7 shows that the regional agreement structure developed by Gorelick

et al. (2022) limits the incentives for utilities to defect and minimizes the impacts

of any defections on cooperating partners. While Figure 5.6 shows a utility’s

preferred pathway policy may come at the cost of a cooperating partner’s ro-

bustness (e.g., Durham in purple), an individual utility’s defections do not have

the power to enact those policies. Instead, Figure 5.7 shows that these individ-

ually optimal policies would require the cooperation of some or all partners to

implement – unlikely, given the adverse impacts on those partners – and that

of the six Triangle Partners, only Chatham County, and Raleigh have clear in-

centives to defect from the regional partnership (Figures 5.7b and 5.7d). These

defections do not adversely impact other regional partners. Moreover, while

Figure 5.7a and 5.7c indicate that Durham and Pittsboro defection may degrade

performance of their partners, these defection actions do not benefit the defect-

ing utilities. Instead of being a cause for concern, the impacts of defections in

Figure 5.7 reveal how utilities can strengthen the cooperative agreement to re-

duce the potential for conflict between partners.

In sum, the DSFR compromise policy identified in Section 5.7.1 represents a

cooperatively stable (practical) regional infrastructure investment and manage-

ment policy. Despite the potential for robustness conflicts (Figure 5.6b), these

results indicate that the primary power dynamic in the Triangle region emerges
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Figure 5.7: Results of the regional defection analysis. Each panel represents
the impacts of regional defection from a different regional partner. Blue bars
to the right indicate that a utility can improve its robustness through defection
and brown bars to the left indicate that a utility’s robustness is degraded from
defection.

from regional cooperation – or power with (Avelino, 2021). Through coordi-

nated drought management and cooperative infrastructure investment, Trian-

gle utilities can improve their robustness to deeply uncertain future scenarios.

5.6.3 Pathways Analysis

Adaptive Infrastructure Pathways

DU PathwaysERAS balances regional drought crisis and long-term financial sta-

bility robustness through planned adaptation (Walker et al., 2013) guided by
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the regional pathway policy’s ROF-based rule system. This rule system gen-

erates a state-aware dynamic and adaptive infrastructure pathway tailored

to the unique challenges of each sampled SOW. In this section, we visualize

how these infrastructure pathways adapt to varying conditions represented in

the DU SOWs. Figures 5.8a-f show the infrastructure pathways generated by

the drought performance and long-term financial stability compromise policy

across 1,000 SOWs, each representing one LHS of DU factors paired with one

realization of synthetic inflows. Some SOWs require higher infrastructure in-

vestment than others, and the compromise regional pathway policy adapts by

triggering investments at different times and intensities for each of the utilities.

To facilitate a visual exploration of the ensemble of pathways generated across

DU SOWs, we clustered and classified representative pathway results that cap-

ture high, medium, or low infrastructure intensities depending on how early

and often investments are triggered. The median week that each infrastructure

option is triggered for each intensity is traced in green, and the frequency that

each instruction option is triggered across all SOWs during each simulation year

is shown by the shading behind the green lines.

Figures 5.8a-d establish cooperative infrastructure investment as central to

the regional pathway policy. The Western Treatment Plant – jointly developed

by Durham, OWASA, Chatham County, and Pittsboro – is constructed under all

futures, though sequenced differently across SOWs. Under mild and moderate

SOWs (represented by the light and medium green lines), the partners construct

the large version of the treatment plant, usually in the third decade of the plan-

ning period. Under challenging SOWs that require heavy infrastructure invest-

ment (represented as the dark green lines), the utilities construct the small plant

early in the planning period and subsequently expand it in the fourth decade.
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To manage moderate and challenging SOWs, Chatham County and Pittsboro

(Figures 9i and 9k) take further adaptive action by constructing the cooperative

Sanford Intake.

Cary and Raleigh (Figures 5.8e and 5.8f), not participants in the joint infras-

tructure projects, develop a similarly adaptive set of infrastructure pathways.

Both utilities construct no infrastructure in mild SOWs and increase the scope

and scale of investments under moderate and challenging SOWs. The differ-

ence between infrastructure pathways of all six utilities under mild, moderate,

and challenging SOWs highlights the benefits of state-aware rule systems that

generate adaptive infrastructure sequences (Zeff et al., 2016; Trindade et al.,

2019). Though challenging SOWs require intensive infrastructure investment,

the ROF-based management and investment rules – trained through exposure

to an ensemble of DU SOWs – avoid triggering extensive infrastructure devel-

opment under mild future conditions.
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Figure 5.8: a-f) infrastructure pathways generated by the compromise pathway
policy across 1,000 DU SOWs. Three clusters summarizing infrastructure path-
ways are plotting as green lines which represent the median week that options
are triggered. The frequency that each option is triggered across all SOWs is
plotted as the shading behind the lines. g-l) results of the infrastructure disrup-
tion analysis. Each row represents an infrastructure disruption scenario, each
column represents a performance criterion.
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Measuring the benefits of infrastructure investment

The DU PathwaysERAS framework builds on prior published work by contribut-

ing an Infrastructure Disruption Analysis that provides a deeper look into the

sensitivity and dependency of the compromise pathway policy’s ROF-based

rule system to each candidate infrastructure investment. The IDA complements

existing methods for analyzing adaptive infrastructure pathways (e.g., (Haas-

noot et al., 2013; Trindade et al., 2019; Gold et al., 2022) to explicitly map how

each infrastructure option contributes to regional and individual robustness.

Figures 9g-I show the results of the Infrastructure Disruption Analysis for each

utility. In each panel, columns represent performance criteria, and each row rep-

resents an infrastructure disruption scenario – a future where one infrastructure

option is unavailable. For infrastructure options that can be implemented se-

quentially (such as the Western Water Treatment Plant), we run one scenario to

remove each sequential option and an additional scenario where all options are

removed. Brown shading in Figures 5.8g-l indicates infrastructure disruption

results in decreased robustness, and teal shading indicates increased robustness.

Figures 5.8g-k show that the cooperative Western Treatment Plant provides

strong and diverse benefits for its four investors. The treatment plant plays

a crucial role in maintaining drought crisis performance (reliability, restriction

frequency, and worst-case cost) for all four partner utilities, providing particu-

larly large drought crisis benefits for Durham (Figure 5.8h) and Pittsboro (Figure

5.8j). The treatment plant also plays a key role in Chatham County’s long-term

financial stability (Figure 5.8i). Removing the treatment plant reduces Chatham

County’s robustness in peak financial cost and unit cost of supply expansion,

suggesting that the joint treatment plant represents the most economically ef-
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ficient investment of the available infrastructure options. These results clarify

how the cooperative investment benefits regional partners (i.e., what partners

gain from power with) and support recent findings that regional water supply

planning can exploit economies of scale to maintain supply reliability in a finan-

cially efficient manner (Reedy and Mumm, 2012; Tran et al., 2019).

However, Figure 5.8 also illustrates how cooperative investment can lead to

conflict between regional partners. Figures 5.8i and 5.8j show that the Sanford

Intake, a joint infrastructure project available to Chatham County and Pittsboro,

is a potential source of tension between the two utilities. Removing the intake

from the available supply sources reduces Pittsboro’s robustness in restriction

frequency and worst-case cost criteria (Figure 5.8j). However, removing the

project improves Chatham County’s robustness in the unit cost of expansion

criteria without hurting performance in any other performance measure (Figure

5.8i). Here, the regional pathway policy dictates that Chatham County should

make an investment solely to benefit its cooperating partner, an unlikely action

for a utility facing financial risk.

Figure 5.8 also contains a possible resolution to this problem. The Sanford In-

take is a flexible infrastructure option that utilities can implement sequentially.

Figure 9i reveals that the large intake option is the source of financial risk for

Chatham County, while the smaller version represents an economically efficient

investment. Pittsboro benefits from both intake projects but removing the large

project does not degrade its performance. Therefore, if two utilities modify the

pathway policy by removing the large version of the Sanford Intake, Pittsboro

can maintain the robustness benefits of the small intake without risking costly

stranded assets for Chatham County.
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5.6.4 Scenario discovery: finding time-evolving drivers of fail-

ure

Where Infrastructure Disruption Analysis reveals how each infrastructure op-

tion contributes to robustness, scenario discovery explores which deep uncer-

tainties generate vulnerabilities for the compromise pathway policy. In the

DU PathwaysERAS framework, we contribute a time-evolving scenario discov-

ery, that identifies: 1) which deeply uncertain factors most strongly influence

the performance of a pathway policy, 2) how these factors influence drought

crisis performance and long-term financial stability, and 3) how these vulner-

abilities evolve over time. Figure 10 presents the results of scenario discovery

conducted across three different planning horizons for four of the six regional

partners. Cary and OWASA are omitted from this figure because both utilities

meet performance criteria under nearly all sampled DU SOWs. For each util-

ity and each time horizon, we present scenario discovery results in three ways.

The top plot in each panel of Figure 10 shows a factor map containing each

planning horizon’s two most important deep uncertainties as determined by

Gradient Boosted Trees. Each point on the factor map represents a DU SOW

– white points indicate DU SOWs where all performance criteria are met, and

red points indicate SOWs where at least one criterion is not met. Blue shaded

regions indicate regions of the uncertainty space predicted by Gradient Boosted

Trees classification to meet all performance criteria, while red shaded areas rep-

resent regions predicted to cause failure. Below each factor map is a bar plot

showing the percentage of failure SOWs that are attributed to each performance

criteria (for example, for Durham under the 10-year planning horizon, reliabil-

ity failures occur in roughly 90% of failure SOWs). The heatmap below each
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bar plot shows the importance of each DU factor as determined by Gradient

Boosted Trees. Dark shading indicates high factor importance, while light shad-

ing indicates low factor importance.

Figure 5.9 shows that utilities’ vulnerability evolves over time. For exam-

ple, under the 10-year planning horizon (Figure 5.9j), Pittsboro appears highly

vulnerable to failures in unit cost of supply expansion, but this vulnerability

decreases as the planning horizon increases. This evolution is likely due to sig-

nificant infrastructure investments made early in the simulation period (Figure

9d), which do not appear to be efficient until Pittsboro’s demand has had time

to grow sufficiently. Under the 45-year planning horizon (Figure l), Pittsboro

has two primary vulnerabilities, high demand growth, which causes failures in

worst-case cost, and low demand growth, which generates stranded assets.

Chatham County’s vulnerability evolves in the opposite direction. Under

the 10-year planning horizon, Chatham County (Figure 5.9g) appears to be only

vulnerable to restriction frequency failures that result from high near-term de-

mand growth. However, when evaluated under a 45-year planning horizon

(Figure 5.9i), Chatham County appears vulnerable to low-demand growth fu-

tures, which cause failure in the unit cost of supply expansion criteria. This

evolving vulnerability reveals a potential trap for Chatham County –while the

risk of supply failures suggests the need for early infrastructure investment,

overreaction to this risk can lead to financial instability. This finding highlights

how performing scenario discovery across time reveals vulnerabilities that are

not apparent with a single time horizon Haasnoot et al. (2018); Steinmann et al.

(2020).
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Figure 5.9: Scenario discovery results. The top plot is a factor map showing vul-
nerability to the top two deep uncertainties. Each points represent DU SOWs,
white points represent SOWs where performance criteria are met and red points
represent SOWs where that fail at least one performance criterion. Red shaded
areas are regions of the uncertainty space predicted to cause failure by gradi-
ent boosted trees, blue regions represent regions predicted to succeed. Bar plots
below each factor map show the % of failure SOWs that fail each performance
criteria. The heatmap at the bottom of each panel shows the importance of DU
factors determined by gradient boosted trees.
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Figure 5.9 further illustrates that each partner’s vulnerability is governed by

interactions between multiple deep uncertainties. For example, under all three

planning horizons, Durham is vulnerable to combinations of high near-term de-

mand and low restriction effectiveness, which cause failure in the reliability ob-

jective (Figure 5.9a). Durham’s vulnerability to restriction effectiveness reveals

that the policy pathway relies on Durham’s water use restrictions to manage

drought in high-demand growth futures. When the utility maintains restriction

effectiveness at or above the nominal estimate (value of 1.0), it can manage de-

mand growth more than twice the current projection. However, if restrictions

are less effective than estimated, Durham will be unable to maintain reliable

supply in high-demand futures. This finding provides actionable information

for improving the pathway policy – if Durham can develop methods to ensure

the effectiveness of water use restrictions (e.g. Halich and Stephenson, 2009),

or control demand growth (e.g. Keeny, 2014), it can mitigate its vulnerability to

supply failures.

Yet controlling demand growth is a delicate balance for Durham. Figures

5.9a-c reveal that Durham is also vulnerable to a second form of failure – high

unit cost of supply expansion. When near-term demand does not grow (de-

mand growth multiplier ≥ 0), the pathway policy may to cause Durham to

over invest in supply infrastructure. Durham appears most vulnerable over-

investment when evaluated under the 22-year planning horizon in SOWs with

low near-term demand growth. This vulnerability persists under the 45-year

planning horizon, suggesting that low near-term demand is a strong indicator

of the long-term risk of stranded assets.

Near-term demand growth represents a key signpost for all four utilities
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shown in Figure 5.9. For the Western Treatment Plant partners (Durham,

Chatham County and Pittsboro), near-term demand growth can foreshadow

both stranded assets and future supply failures. If utilities observe very low

near-term demand growth, they should reconsider the development of the

Western Treatment Plant, which ¬may become a stranded asset. In these sce-

narios, utilities can focus on the smaller, less expensive treatment plant option

or delay the start of construction. In contrast, if near-term demand growth is

higher than expected, Durham should investigate strategies for improving the

effectiveness of water use restrictions, while Pittsboro should investigate alter-

native financial instruments to mitigate worst-case drought management costs

(e.g., (Zeff and Characklis, 2013)). Near-term demand growth can also inform

long-term planning for Raleigh, as it represents a predictive indicator for supply

failures under the 22 and 45-year planning horizons. Under the highest demand

growth scenarios, Raleigh cannot avoid supply failures, suggesting that if the

utility observes rapid near-term demand growth, it should consider additional

sources of supply expansion beyond the alternatives included in the pathway

policy.

We synthesize the results shown in Figure 5.9 into a set of narrative sce-

narios (Table 5.7) to guide implementation and monitoring of the compromise

pathway policy (Groves and Lempert, 2007; Haasnoot et al., 2015). These narra-

tive scenarios supplement the autonomous adaptation of the ROF-generated in-

frastructure pathways by guiding anticipatory monitoring Groves et al. (2015);

Haasnoot et al. (2018), and offering contingency actions to mitigate challenging

future conditions (Lempert, 2002; Walker, 2013).
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Table 5.7: Narrative scenarios to guide implementation and monitoring

Scenario Utility Consequence Signpost
Contingency
Action

Rapid demand growth
stresses Durham’s water
supply

Durham Supply Failure
Near-term demand
> 1.25x projection

Invest in restrictive
effectiveness

Rapid demand growth
stresses Raleigh’s
water supply

Raleigh Supply Failure
Near-term demand
> 0.75x projection

Develop additional
infrastructure

Rapid demand growth
causes Chatham County
over-restriction

Chatham
County Over-restriction

Near-term demand
> 2x projection

Prepare customers
for potential restrictions

Rapid demand growth
drives Pittsboro
worst-case cost

Pittsboro
Unmanageable
worst-case cost

Near-term demand growth
> 1.25 x projection Financial instruments

Stagnant demand generates
stranded assets for Western
Treatment Plant partners

Durham,
Chatham
County,
Pittsboro

Stranded assets
Near-term demand growth
< 0.25

Delay or shrink
Western Treatment Plant

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter presents DU PathwaysERAS , a framework for identifying infrastruc-

ture investment and management policies that are robust, equitable, adaptive,

and cooperatively stable. In the Triangle system, our exploration of regional

compromise reveals that a priori assumptions about performance priorities can

unintentionally lead to inequitable regional compromises. Although all four

framings of regional compromise place significant value on regional equity by

apply Rawls’ difference principle, we find that the choice of performance mea-

sures included in robustness assessment fundamentally shape the equity of re-

gional comprise policies.

For the Triangle partners, our Regional Defection Analysis reveals that the

cooperative agreement structure developed by Gorelick et al. (2022) minimizes

the exposure of each actor to the actions of their cooperating partners, and

demonstrates that the primary power dynamic in the regional system is from

collaboration (power with). The Infrastructure Disruption Analysis further il-

lustrates how this cooperative power dynamic manifests through the shared
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Western Treatment, which improves the robustness of all cooperative partners.

The infrastructure defection analysis also reveals a decision lock-in for Chatham

County, and a simple means of adjusting the policy to avoid stranded assets. Fi-

nally, the time-evolving scenario discovery reveals that utility vulnerabilities

evolves over time, and highlights adaptive contingency actions the utilities can

take to maintain performance under challenging future scenarios. Beyond the

Triangle system, DU PathwaysERAS can be broadly applied to cooperative infras-

tructure investment problems facing deep uncertainty.

This chapter finds stranded assets to be a key concern for maintaining long-

term financial stability of utility partners. While this work utilizes unit cost of

expansion a proxy for stranded assets, future work should examine alternative

measures to capture this vulnerability and study how applying different met-

rics can change resulting infrastructure pathways. Future work should also con-

sider implementation uncertainty to guide the development of actionable policy

pathways, drawing from the Implementation Tolerances Analysis proposed in

Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 6

CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusions and Contributions

Regionalization strategies for water supply management require careful consid-

eration of deep uncertainties and multi-actor dynamics. This dissertation has

advanced decision support for cooperative and adaptive water supply manage-

ment strategies by providing new tools for identifying equitable compromises,

negotiating regional conflict and exploring the impact of deep uncertainties. Re-

sults from the Research Triangle and the Sedento Valley highlight how water

supply portfolios must maintain a careful balance of policy instruments to pre-

serve supply reliability and financial stability across cooperating regional part-

ners. The tools developed in this dissertation help utilities discover actionable

water supply policies that maintain this balance, and identify consequential sce-

narios to inform implementation and monitoring strategies.

Chapter 3 contributed a fallback bargaining centered negotiation method-

ology for discovering cooperatively stable soft-path water supply portfolios,

and the Implementation Tolerances Analysis, a new methodology for evalu-

ating the impacts of implementation uncertainty on water supply portfolios.

In the four utility Research Triangle water supply system, fallback bargaining

identified two candidate compromise portfolios that balanced robustness across

regional partners. The implementation tolerances analysis revealed that both

compromises were highly vulnerable to deviations from prescribed rule sys-

tems, though the vulnerability differed significantly between the two policies.

Global sensitivity analysis showed that implementation uncertainty have the
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same scale of effects as other more commonly modeled uncertainties (such as

demand growth). By delineating safe operating spaces, this work closes a criti-

cal gap between the design and implementation of water supply portfolios that

had not been addressed in prior literature.

Chapter 4 introduces the Regional Defection Analysis, a new methodology

for evaluating cooperative stability and mapping power dynamics within co-

operative partnerships. When demonstrated on the Sedento Valley test case,

the Regional Defection analysis indicated that seemingly robust regional infras-

tructure investment and management policies were highly vulnerable instabil-

ity within the regional partnership. Results from the regional defection analysis

were used to explore power relationships between regional actors, identifying

which actors had power to (Avelino and Rotmans, 2011) improve their own per-

formance and how regional actors may exhibit power over (Avelino and Rot-

mans, 2011) their cooperating partners. The results also highlighted a strong

collaborative power dynamic (power with) (Avelino and Rotmans, 2011), sug-

gesting that regional cooperation can be beneficial for the regional partnership

if policies are properly designed.

Chapter 5 builds on the chapter 4 by contributing DU PathwaysERAS , a holis-

tic decision support framework for the design of equitable, robust, adaptive

and cooperatively stable infrastructure investment and management policies.

DU PathwaysERAS includes new methodology to facilitate the exploration of eq-

uitable regional compromise, measure the adaptive capacity of pathway poli-

cies and evaluate time-evolving vulnerability. Results from the six utility Re-

search Triangle water supply system highlight how commonly used formula-

tions of regional robustness can lead to inequitable regional compromises. DU
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PathwaysERAS employs the Regional Defection Analysis introduced in Chap-

ter 4, which is demonstrated in Chapter 5 to assess the cooperative stability of

the six utility system. Results suggest that regional partners are not vulnera-

ble to the actions of their cooperating partners, and that power with is the pri-

mary power dynamic within the regional system. This cooperative power is

illustrated through the results of the Infrastructure Disruption Analysis, which

highlights how cooperative infrastructure investment contributes to the robust-

ness of cooperating utilities. The time-evolving scenario discovery provided

further guidance by informing implementation and monitoring strategies, and

revealing how utilities’ vulnerability fundamentally changes over time.

The contributions of this dissertation have been, or will be, disseminated

through peer-reviewed journal articles. Chapter 3 was drawn from Gold et al.

(2019), published in Water Resources Research. Chapter 4 was drawn from Gold

et al. (2022), published in Earth’s Future. Chapter 5 is currently in preparation

for submission to Water Resources Research. This work has also contributed to

15 conference presentations: five at the American Geophysical Union (AGU)

Fall Meeting (three posters, two orals), five at the Decision Making under Deep

Uncertainty meeting (all oral), four at the ASCE World Environmental and Wa-

ter Resources Congress (all oral), and one a the AGU Frontiers of Hydrology

meeting (oral).

In addition to the methodological contributions to the field of Water Re-

sources Systems Engineering, this dissertation also contributes a the ERAS Tool-

box, a repository of Python tools that facilitates exploratory modeling for coop-

erative water supply portfolios. The toolbox includes a code base for runtime

diagnostics of multi-objective evolutionary search, visual analytic tools for ex-
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amining trade-offs in high dimensional spaces, code to efficiently batch paral-

lel processes on high performance computing systems and code that performs

time-evolving scenario discovery using boosted using Gradient Boosted Trees.

All code is freely available on Github: https://github.com/davidfgold/

ERAS_Toolbox.

6.2 Future work

As briefly discussed in the conclusions to Chapters 3-5, there are opportunities

to expand on the work in this dissertation to further improve cooperative in-

frastructure investment and management policies. This section highlights three

suggested extensions: 1) exploration of alternative ROF formulations, 2) alter-

native measures of stranded assets, and 3) new tools for improved pathways

diagnostics.

6.2.1 Alternative formulations of Risk-of-Failure

As described in Chapter 2, Risk-of-Failure (ROF) is a dynamic measure of water

utilities’ evolving capacity-to-demand ratio (Palmer and Characklis, 2009) that

plays a central role in the state-aware infrastructure investment and manage-

ment policies developed by DU Pathways. ROFs were originally investigated

by Palmer and Characklis (2009) to trigger treated transfers between cooperat-

ing utilities, finding that ROFs outperformed other decision rules such as Days

of Supply Remaining. The intuitive logic behind ROFs and their ability to be

calculated a priori for any point in the year, at any storage level and for any re-
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alization of reservoir inflows, made ROF a practical measure that water utilities

were open to using. The metric was adopted by water utilities in the Research

Triangle in 2010 and incorporated into their water shortage response plans to

trigger drought mitigation measures (Authority, 2010; Westbrook et al., 2016;

Buchan and Black, 2011). Zeff et al. (2016) extended the use of ROFs by de-

veloping unified portfolios of short-term drought mitigation instruments and

long-term infrastructure investment sequences that centered on ROF triggers.

While ROFs have been shown to develop adaptive pathway policies that

maintain robustness to a wide array of future conditions (Herman et al., 2014;

Trindade et al., 2017, 2019; Gold et al., 2022), future work should explore how

changes to ROF formulations impact policy responsiveness and resulting in-

frastructure pathways. Future experiments can explore the effects of varying

parameters such as the length of historical record, the number of simulation

weeks, and the critical supply threshold. Exploring the effects of these param-

eters could lead to ROF parameterizations that improve the responsiveness of

policy pathways, and contribute to a growing body of literature on information

selection for adaptive rule systems (Cohen and Herman, 2021; Murgatroyd and

Hall, 2021; Erfani and Harou, 2021).

6.2.2 Improving measures of stranded assets

Chapter 5 found that stranded assets are a key vulnerability for water utilities

in the Research Triangle system. Chapter 5 used Unit Cost of Expansion (UC)

(Gorelick et al., 2022), the expected ratio of infrastructure net present cost to total

demand growth, as a proxy for stranded assets. High values of UC indicate that
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infrastructure investment is high while demand growth is low - suggesting a

utility is vulnerable to stranded assets. While this measure showed an ability

to identify pathway policies that invested in unneeded infrastructure, it also

showed a sensitivity to tail values of demand growth samples, which may bias

the final outcomes.

While the stranded assets are widely acknowledged as an important design

criteria for infrastructure investment sequencing (Haasnoot et al., 2013; Walker

et al., 2013; Kalin et al., 2019; Erfani et al., 2018), relatively few studies employ

direct measures of stranded assets. Haasnoot et al. (2020), introduce the concept

of ”transfer cost”, which measures the time-discounted cost of taking correc-

tive action in light of changing circumstances. Erfani et al. (2018) and Pachos

et al. (2022) employ two measures used in stochastic programming problems,

the value of stochastic solution and expected value of perfect information, to

measure the adaptability and flexibility of adaptive decisions. However, both

of these strategies rely on aggregated measures of time-discounted cost to evalu-

ate adaptive capacity, which may not fully capture the impact of stranded assets

on water supply systems. Future work should explore alternative measures of

stranded assets. Exploring alternative formulations of UC that employ alterna-

tive summary statics may overcome the tail sensitivity of the current formula-

tion. Other strategies such as measures unused capacity may provide additional

information to water utilities.
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6.2.3 Interactive Pathways Diagnostics

While adaptive rule systems can improve the robustness of infrastructure se-

quences, they also create new challenges for decision makers who seek to un-

derstand how the rule systems evolve over time. The heart of the challenge is

how to display a wide range of future sequences in a visually concise and in-

formative manner. Haasnoot et al. (2013) proposed a ”metro map” approach

for displaying policies derived from DAPP, which has the advantage of being

highly intuitive, but is limited in its ability to represent large numbers of path-

way alternatives. Zeff et al. (2016) employed ”probabilistic pathways”, derived

from the concept of metro maps. Probalistic pathways use transparency of can-

didate pathways to convey how likely each alternative sequence is to be devel-

oped. But distinguishing differences between pathways remains a challenge for

probabilistic pathways when large ensembles of future scenarios are considered.

Trindade et al. (2019) displayed the temporal evolution for major investments

as a staked ensemble plot and this visualization with representations of evolv-

ing system state dynamics, providing important context to pathway sequences.

This method provided a helpful summary of how policies utilize infrastructure

options across future states of the world, but are less intuitive than metro map

styles of visualization and do not explicitly link system state visualization to

individual policy actions.

Gorelick et al. (2022) utilize temporal heatmaps to convey the frequency that

infrastructure options are triggered over time. This method provides a concise

summary of which infrastructure options are commonly employed, but does

not capture how infrastructure options are sequenced over time. Chapters 4

and 5 of this dissertation build on this approach using clustered pathway plots
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that seek to preserve the intuitive nature of metro map visualizations while

conveying the frequency that each option is triggered across deeply uncertain

futures. Future work should continue to explore new methods for visualiz-

ing infrastructure pathways. New software packages that provided interactive

tools for rapid diagnostics pathway performance across many future scenarios

would be particularly useful to supplement the exploratory modeling tools of

DU PathwaysERAS .
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APPENDIX A

SYSTEM MODEL USED FOR THE EXPERIMENT IN CHAPTER 3

Zeff et al. (2014) developed a regional water supply simulation model for the

Triangle test case. The model simulates the water storage levels at each of the

system’s nine surface reservoirs and the finances of the four utilities. The model

runs on a weekly time step over the period 2013-2025.

A.1 Water Balance

The model represents the water balance for each reservoir r as:

∆xsr

∆t
= NIr + T Fr − Dr − Er − Rr − S Pr (A.1)

where xsr represents the storage state of reservoir r, ∆t = 1 week, NIr are

natural inflows, T Fr is the inflow from transfers, Dr is the consumptive demand,

Er is the evaporative flux, Rr is the required environmental release and S Pr is

spillage defined as:

S Pr =


xsr −Cr, if xsr > Cr

0, otherwise
(A.2)

where Cr is the capacity of reservoir r.

Natural inflows, NIr and evaporative flux, Er are synthetically generated us-

ing the methodology developed by Kirsch et al. (2013) from an 80 year historical
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record. The generator developed by Kirsch et al. (2013) has been shown to ef-

fectively replicate autocorrelation in the historical record, preserving seasonal

patterns in correlation structure to accurately capture the dynamics of extreme

drought events (Kirsch et al., 2013; Herman et al., 2016). Details on synthetic

generation are provided in Appendix B. Weekly demand for each utility is de-

rived from seasonal trends in historical demand and projected mean annual

growth (provided by each utility). Minimum environmental flows, Rr, repre-

sent mandatory release requirements for each reservoir that are applied before

any supply considerations.

A.2 Financial Model

A utility’s financial losses consist of revenue reductions from water use restric-

tions and the cost of treated transfer purchases. To offset these losses, utilities

may employ financial hedging through reserve funds (also known as contin-

gency funds, or self-insurance) and/or index insurance contracts (Zeff et al.,

2014). A utility’s reserve fund is updated annually using the following equa-

tion:

TRFy+1 = TRFy · (1 + i) + θyar f c · ATRy (A.3)

where y is the year, TRF is the total size of the reserve fund, ATR is the

annual total revenue, i is the fund’s interest rate and θyar f c is the fraction of the

utility’s ATR that is contributed to to the reserve fund. Excess funds are rolled

over indefinitely to future years.
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Index insurance payments are issued if a utility’s total storage drops below

a contractually specified storage threshold corresponding to a level of risk that

would trigger a restriction stage specified by decision variable θirt. θirt is a com-

ponent of the regional water supply portfolios detailed in Section 3.2.1. The

insurance payout (IPO) from a index insurance contract at week w is defined

as the expected revenue loss from water use restrictions, calculated over the

historical inflow record:

IPO = E[RLw] = E[UDw · UWP − Dw ·WPw] (A.4)

where RL is the revenue loss UD is the unrestricted demand, UWP is the

unrestricted water price (independent of time), D is the realized demand and

WP is the realized water price.

The insurance premium (IP) from an index insurance contract is calculated

as the expected total payouts in each year of the historical record (YIPO) plus a

loading (IPR) that is a function of the variance of the YIPO.

IP = E[YIPO] + IPR (A.5)

YIPOy = f (θirt, IPO,NIy) (A.6)

IPR = f (σ2
YIPO) (A.7)

For further details on the index insurance contract structure, see Zeff and
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Characklis (2013).
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APPENDIX B

SYNTHETIC STREAMFLOW GENERATION

Synthetic streamflow generation by the Kirsch et al. (2013) generator be-

gins by log transforming and whitening the record of historical weekly inflows,

Qk ∈ R
(80×52) to create a matrix Zk ∈ R

(80×52) for each gage k. Next, a matrix of

integer indices M ∈ R(1000×52) is generated by sampling with replacement from

(1, 2, . . . , 80). Mi, j represents the historical year that will be used to create the

streamflow value for synthetic year i in week j. M is used to make a matrix of

uncorrelated synthetic flows, Ck with entries Cki, j = ZkM(i, j), j
. The same matrix M is

used to for all sites to preserve spatial correlation for synthetic records. Next, a

matrix of historical autocorrelation, pHk = corr(Zk) is created for each gage and a

Cholesky decomposition is used to find an upper triangular matrix Uk ∈ R
(52×52)

such that pHk = UkUT
k
. Upper triangular matrix Uk is then used to impose the

historical autocorrelation structure on matrix Ck to make a new synthetic record

Sk = Ck · Uk. Finally, Sk is transformed back into real space to generate a record

of reservoir inflows that preserve the spatial and temporal correlation structures

of the historical record.

To improve the inter-annual correlations of synthetic streamflows, this pro-

cess is repeated using a shifted version of historical inflows, Qk′ beginning at

week 27 of each year and ending at week 26 of the following year. Matrices

Zk′ , and Uk′ and created based off this shifted record and Ck′ is created sepa-

rately shifting matrix Ck. A new matrix of synthetic inflows, Sk′ is created using

the operation Sk′ = Ck′ · Uk′ and transforming the product back to real space.

The final set of synthetic streamflows is comprised of columns 27-52 of Sk and

columns 1-26 of Sk′ . For more details on the synthetic generation process, refer
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to Kirsch et al. (2013) and Herman et al. (2016).

The number of streamflow samples used in each chapter of this dissertation

were chosen based on empirical assessment. Trindade et al. (2017) empirically

assessed the number of the number of realizations needed to estimate the ob-

jective functions for the Research Triangle test case by examining sample sizes

varying from 100 to 5000 realizations. Results of the empirical assessments

showed that 1000 evaluates per modeling run is sufficient to approximate the

mean and variances of the Monte Carlo distributions used to determine candi-

date solutions’ objectives. The approach used by Trindade et al. (2017) is de-

rived from early studies of metaheuristic search dynamics given noisy objective

functions (e.g. Miller and Goldberg (1996); Smalley et al. (2000)) which show

that relatively small Monte Carlo samples per function evaluations can provide

good approximations when verified with much larger samples after search has

been completed.
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APPENDIX C

CONFLICT BETWEEN COOPERATING WATER UTILITIES

An example of conflict between cooperating water utilities is the “water wars”

in the Tampa Bay region of Florida from the 1970s to the 1990s Dedekorkut

(2005). In the 1970s, the Tampa Bay region’s rapidly growing population was

predominantly served by groundwater of the Floridian Aquifer ?. In an attempt

to avoid over-extraction of the region’s groundwater resources, the Florida state

legislature created the “West Coast Regional Water Supply Authority” (West

Coast), charged with coordinating regional water management and composed

of representatives from each local government Dedekorkut (2005). West Coast

developed strategies to cooperatively manage existing groundwater resources

and coordinate the development of new wellfields. These efforts were to be

regulated by the Southwest Florida Water Management district and the Florida

department of Environmental Protection. Despite an agreed upon contract and

regulation from state authorities, local governments defected from the agreed

upon contract and continued to independently develop their own supplies (Par-

sons, 2021). Conflict ensued between member governments over who had

rights to access groundwater. Efforts to negotiate a solution to the conflict were

hampered by claims from local governments and state regulators that drought,

rather than overpumping, was the cause of low groundwater levels ?. After

years of litigation, the state legislature mandated the creation of a regional au-

thority, the Tampa Bay Water Authority, which now manages the groundwater

resources for the entire region and is governed by a board of directors composed

of representatives from each member government. The regional defection anal-

ysis proposed in this paper is intended to aid regional water utilities and regu-

lating authorities in anticipating and avoiding conflicts like the “water wars” of
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Tampa Bay.

In the US, the potential for future “water wars” like those of the Tampa Bay

region are high. There is a broad trend toward regional cooperation in urban

water supply planning Reedy and Mumm (2012), especially in heavily urban-

ized areas. However, many of these urban water utilities are vulnerable to finan-

cial stressors that may incentivize defection from regional partnerships. Accord-

ing to a Moody’s analysis of the debt service ratios of 1370 large water/sewer

utilities in the United States, in 2009, 20% of utilities had unacceptable financial

risk because their debt service ratios were below 1.2 (their incoming revenue

was less than 20% above their annualized debt obligations) ?. These utilities are

densely clustered within urban regions of the United States. The financial ten-

sions experienced by water utilities represent both incentives for regional water

planning, and incentives for defection from cooperative management strategies.

Our regional defection analysis allows utilities to investigate the financial risk

associated with regionalization and predict and prevent conflict within regional

partnerships.
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APPENDIX D

DISTRIBUTION OF UNIT COST FOR CHAPTER 3

Figure D.1 shows the distribution of the unit cost of expansion objective for

Durham across the 2,000 SOWs used for DU reevaluation. Of the 2,000 DU

SOWs, over 1,900 return unit costs near zero. However, the extreme tail of the

unit cost of expansion increases to over $1,000/kgal. This extreme tail explains

the high regional value of the unit cost objective shown in Figure 5.4a - because

DU optimization calculates values in expectation across all sampled futures, ex-

treme values in the tails have a large impact on the objective value. Future work

reduce the impact of these extreme SOWs by using other summary statistics

such as the median or 90th% unit cost.

Figure D.1: Distribution of Unit Cost for Durham across 2,000 DU SOWs
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